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The benefits of education and of
useful knowledge, generally diffused
through a cOlDmunity, are essential
to the preservation of a free govern
lDent.

SaID Houston

Cultivated lDind is the guardian
genius of DelDocracy, and while guided
and controlled by virtue, the noblest
attribute of lDan. It is the only
dictator that freelDen acknowledge,
and the only security which freelDen
desire.

Mirabeau B. LalDar.
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Oh, we'll all have chicken and dumplings,
When she comes:

Railroad Folk Song



PREFACE

My investigation of the Great Southwest Strike sometimes called
the Gould Strike began with my first knowledge of a neglected
monument which stands near the road between Austin and Dallas.
The manifest incongruity of the monument in the heart of one of
the richest blackland cotton farming sections of Texas intrigued
my curiosity. Why was a labor leader buried in this spot? He
was surely not indigenous to this scene and to this way of life. I
wished to learn the story which ended in his burial here. Very little
investigation showed that there was something more than the biog
raphy of one man and it seemed significant, not because Martin
Irons' life is a tragedy, pitiable and it may be sordid, not because
he led a strike which failed terribly and finally, but because he is a
symbol of a struggle which in the Southwest Strike of 1886 had
one of its major encounters, a struggle which is greater J:han one
man or group of men. The failure of that strike is one of our
major failures to achieve an America we might have had.

The situation seemed worthy of study from several angles. Did
the Southwest with its frontiersmen picturesque and gallant who
lived and died in their boots, made law as it was needed, and with
insolent bravado freed an empire; with its cowboys who rode the
trail and the range singing nostalgic songs of less adventurous
lands; did that Southwest have a shadow over its past, a shadow of
coming events which it had ignored and still wished to ignore? A
strike which "attracted the attention of the civilized world" for its
grimness and finality was not a part of the Southwest known to
romanticism. It has been neglected by social and economic his
torians because the history of the Southwest has been the story of
cattle empires, of cowboys, of cotton and more recently of wells
which spout a golden flood.

The story of that strike I have attempted to write here. The
most important source of information is, of course, the Report of
the Congressional Committee which investigated the strike in 1886.
But due to the failure of the Committee to sift and weigh the
evidence many other sources were necessary. Members of the
Knights of Labor, some who participated in the strike but more who
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were contemporary non-participants wrote letters and manuscripts
and gave personal interviews. Those now living were quite young
in 1886 and were not intimately connected with the conduct of the
strike. Court files for Texas were made available only this year
by the excellent indexing which has been done by the W.P.A.
without which it would have been an impossible task to have dug
out the records. Since records of Missouri courts have not been
indexed, they were not available. Newspapers and periodicals have
been used to secure understanding of the contemporary scene but
newspaper accounts are not used as sources of information unless
they are corroborated by other sources. Printed records of the
Knights of Labor some of which are in The University of Texas
Library and some in the Library of the Wisconsin Historical Society
were also available. Files of newspapers and some manu
script material in the Library of the Wisconsin Historical Society
were also used. To the staff of that Library for their courteous
assistance I am grateful. Much credit must be given to Ben L.
Owens without whose intelligent and careful searching for sources
and checking of records this study would have been much more
prolonged. Some assistance was also given by Alvin Scaff and Allen
Wheelis. The staff of The University of Texas Library has always
been willing to assist when asked as has also the staff of the Texas
State Library.

RUTH A. ALLEN

The University of Texas
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CHAPT.ER I

EXCERPTS FROM THE EIGHTIES

During the decade and a half following the Civil War the United
States was being knit into a nation. By 1880 a proud and bitter
people had at last accepted the terms upon which they might become
once more members of a union which division and war had scarcely
checked in the rush to keep its rendezvous with Destiny. The guns
that had signed the Red Man's release of the land were being laid
aside and as their booming died away restless crowds adopted the
land as their own. These processes operating with others were
effectively implementing the determination of geographical bound
aries set by earlier treaties and purchases and more certainly than
by surrender, by conquest, or by treaty the nation was becoming
one.

The web of exchange operating under the potent soporific of self
interest was drawing individuals and groups within its area. The
market was being skillfully and relentlessly expanded to cover all
sections and commodities and it was pressing with peculiar force
upon labor, a factor which when held as a commodity to be manipu
lated in the market for gain begins to present sinister and malevo
lent aspects. The tentacles of the web were changing from water
and macadam to steel, and steel is· the stuff on which industrial
empires are established. The great Empire Builders with some
assistance from Chinese coolies and European immigrants had
driven the golden spike which sealed the economic betrothal of the
gold fields of California and the stock market of ew York.

The report of the Census which closed the decade of the eighties
pronounced the official obsequies of the frontier; that vague yet
definite borderland which persisted throughout the nineteenth
century and traditionally moved ever westward trailing clouds of
romance from deeds of dramatic violence and characters never fully
human. The West had crossed the Mississippi following that stream
to Memphis, and then, leaving the Old South to its traditions and
its dreams, had turned toward the Plains. Here close upon the
retreating range was growing an industrial frontier of labor and
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capital. The report of the Census that opened the decade notes
as one of the signs of a frontier com.munity an increase in occupied
persons greater than increase in population.1 Texas had had dur
ing the preceding ten-year period an increase in occupied persons
of 120.0 per cent and in population of 94.45 per cent. Missouri
showed for the same period an increase of 37.0 per cent in occupied
persons and 26.0 per cent in population. 2 Missouri was losing this
characterizing frontier trait, but in Texas, com.ments the same
report, the border stamp remained because of the large im.migration
of adult males. In the decade of 1880-1890 population of the latter
state continued to increase rapidly; the density per square mile
grew by almost 47.0 per cent as compared with 23.0 per cent for
the nation and the state had passed from eleventh to seventh among
the states in amount of population.s The proportion living in cities
had doubled.4

The decade of the Eighties saw also the rapid elaboration of the
business unit best fitted to large-scale operations whether productive
or schematic. The form of the corporation had been developed but
its social and economic significance was glimpsed by only a few.
Its possibilities as a source of power and a means for control of
fabulous wealth were being recognized, and masters in the art of
tapping these sources of power and securing control were using not
only the corporation but individuals and governments. Corporation
securities were the poker cards of gamblers whose rules were the
laws of tooth and claw and whose limit was infinity. The IOU's
were held by the government and democracy was the stake.

But to the ordinary citizen the corporation as owner and employer
was not yet shrouded in indeterminism nor had it become the
impersonal, soulless entity which we now recognize. It was a
person and tales of his doings were the subj ect of conversation in
the work shop, on the farm, and in the country stores where social
and economic policies were formulated and destroyed. The names
by which it was known in the vernacular were William Vanderbilt,

1Compendinm of the Tenth Census, 1880, Part II, p. 1346.
2/bid., p. 1347.
sCompendium of the Eleventh Census, 1890, Part I, p. XUV.
4/bid., p. LXXV.
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John J acob Astor, Leland Stanford, Collis P. Huntington, Daniel
Drew, Jay Gould.

These positively antipathetic forces, the frontier and the corporate
business unit, were being merged by the railroads which were
stretching their long lines across the western plains and mountains
to the Pacific Ocean. The Old Chisholm Trail was losing its
patrons to the steel network. The farmers to whom the railroads
seemed harbingers and protectors of wealth were through trans
continental conveyance expanding the market for their products.
Through the transportation system many frontiersmen were meeting
for the first time the employer in an industrial order and others were
being reintroduced to an acquaintance whom they had sought to
abandon. Through it also the frontiersmen were losing their unique
non-conformity and mobility in the miniature outriders of the march
toward metropolitan organization. As typical of the life of the
Old West as was the cattle market was the railroad town, which
centered around the shops where the machinists kept the engines in
order and the trainmen began and ended their runs. It was here
also that the construction laborers congregated between jobs.

These towns sprang up like mushrooms and the shop towns of the
Southwest System were more than typical. In the decade 1869
1879, St. Louis grew from 310,864 to 350,518; Sedalia, Missouri,
more than doubled its population of 4,560. Moberly, Missouri,
almost quadrupled the number of its inhabitants.5 In Texas, Fort
Worth and Dallas grew from insignificance in 1870 to 6,663 and
10,358 respectively in 1880.6 Marshall, where the Southwest Strike
was to break, had during the decade trebled its 1870 population of
1,920. Sherman quadrupled its population and Waco more than
doubled in size. The seaport of Galveston grew from 14,000 to
22,000 and Houston from 9,000 to 16,000.

In the period from 1880-1890, the area of most rapid expansion
of railroad mileage was the Southwestern group of states, Missouri,
Kansas, Arkansas, Texas, Colorado, New Mexico, and the Indian
Territory. In five of the first seven years, this area ranked above

5Ibid., p. 458.
6Ibid., p. 462.
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any other in the country in the number of miles of track laid. The
increase in mileage by years was: 7

1880 2,278.50
1881 3,176.15
1882 2,768.45
1883 . .. ._.______ 725.82
1884 454.93
1885 766.27
1886 . ._. 2,611.29

Total mileage for the section increased from 14,085 in 1880 to
25,287.06 in 1886.8

With the opening of the decade of the eighties began a period
of depression and the wage earners in the new corporate set-up
received their introduction to the industrial business cycle. Through
the years 1881-1884 they were forced to accept with growing
despair cuts in wages already low while papers and rumors told of
games of chance in which ownership of their tools changed hands in
far away New York. The names of those who threw the dice became
synonyms of power and often of terror. But to the people of the
Southwest one name led all the rest-Jay Gould.

Jay Gould had come into possession of the Missouri Pacific
Railroad in 1879 and had added to it the Kansas Central. In 1882
he completed the Southern Pacific which connected the Pacific Coast
with New Orleans through a southern route which passed through
El Paso, Fort Worth, and Marshall. This made him the greatest
employer of labor in the entire Southwest. It is reported in the
official history of the strike of 1886, somewhat naively one feels,
that Jay Gould "for a reason not altogether explicable was especially
obnoxious to the Knights of Labor."9

Among all the fraternity of the 1880's skilled in the modes of
stock manipulation; of transferring property between themselves,
from the government, and from the people, Gould had acquired a

7Unjted States Senate, 50th Cong., 1st Sess., 1887-1888, Executive Docu
ment No. 51, Report of the United States Pacific Railway Commission, Vol.
I\', p. 204.

8Ibid., p. 202.
9The Official History of the Great Strike of 1886 on the Southwest Rail

way System, Bureau of Labor Statistics and Industry of Missouri, 1887, p. 5.
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malevolent transcendency. He had never thought it necessary to
court respectability in order to offset his looting of the Erie, his
outwitting of Vanderbilt in the Western Union, his alliance with
the Tweed Ring and the purchase of the ew York Legislature,
his swindle of the Kansas-Pacific, and, what was close to South
western workers, the appropriation of the Texas & Pacific and throw
ing it into the hands of receivers. From 1867 on, Mr. Gould's career
added much to the instruction of nations. The report of the Pacific
Railway Co=ission, court records and official files set forth a
lucid chronicle of his interrelations with his fellow financiers; of
his conception of the role to be played by government when master
operators were determining the ownership of land and corporations;
of his attitudes toward the laborers and toward the public. A
contemporary observer wrote at the time of his death: "He (Gould)
bought many things, but he never bought a eulogy. He played the
great game of speculative finance for all it could be made to yield,
without disguise or apology."lo

Mr. Gould was not interested In operating roads, not even at a
profit.ll He was interested in the great game of finance, and it
could be played effectively with the stocks of the Southwestern roads.
Exclusive control put the setting of freight rates in his hands, and
by correct manipulation he could secure large advantage 'from his
monopoly. He had taken his first move in railroad investment in
1873 when he purchased stock in the Union Pacific and he continued
to increase his holdings in that road until the beginning of 1878.
His interest being temporary he then sold stock until by the end of
1879 he held an unimportant number of shares. But he had not
abandoned the transportation industry. Turning to another devel
opment he bought control of the Kansas Pacific, a competitor of
the Union Pacific. This move was followed immediately by the
purchase of large blocks of stock in the Denver Pacific, the St.
Joseph & Western and the St. Joseph Bridge Company, and the

lONorthorp, H. D., Li/e and Achievements 0/ Jay Gonld, 1892, p. 480.
llThe history of Jay Gould's activities in railroad financing is ha ed on

Riegel's The Story 0/ the Western Railroads, especially Chaps. XI, XII,
and XIV; Beard's The Rise 0/ American Civilization, Chaps. XIX, XX, The
Report 0/ the Pacific Railway Commission; Myers, History 0/ Great Ameri
can Fortunes, Vol. II.
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Denver & Rio Grande. He bought outright the Central Branch of
the Union Pacific, the Kansas Central and the Missouri Pacific.
Two years later he completed the Southern Pacific which connected
the Pacific Coast with New Orleans through a southern route which
passed through EI Paso, Fort Worth, and Marshall. These acquisi
tions of property brought Mr. Gould into a dominant position in the
Southwest. By March, 1886, he had under his power a network of
roads drawing together the great plains lying between the Mississippi
River and the Rocky Mountains. Of the 4,115 miles included in
the network, 1,391 miles lay in Missouri, 1,408 miles in Texas, and
820 miles in Kansas. The other mileage reached out into Nebraska,
Arkansas, and the Indian Territory.

To the north, he speculated with the stocks of the Wabash which
was leased to another of his controlled roads, the St. Louis, Iron
Mountain & Southern which was in turn leased to his major holding,
the Missouri Pacific. The Wabash broke under the strain in May,
1884, and from then until 1890 was in the hands of the Federal
Courts as receivers. But when the crash came Mr. Gould was not
there-he held only some bonds and notes of hand for some cash
advances. Riegel concludes that "he had merely made all he could
out of it, and turned his attention elsewhere. "12

Shortly afterward the Texas & Pacific collapsed also, forced into
receivership by bondholders who felt that their interests were being
weakened by construction contracts which Gould was making with
himself. Gould was not yet ready to lose control of the Texas &
Pacific and rumors spreading from an unknown source caused the
securities to decline from a high of 75 5/8 in June, 1881, to 9 1/4
in April, 1885/3 and to a further low of 7 1/4 in April and May,
1886.14 The break in security prices so alarmed the bond holders
that they came to terms. The receiver was discharged and Gould
recovered control of the road. But in the interim of the receiver
ship, there were problems of the Texas & Pacific which could be
more satisfactorily handled by the railroad in the hands of the
Federal Courts than under private management. Among these

12RiegeI, R. E., op. cit., p. 175.
13Poor's Manual of Railroads, 1886, p. XLIV.
H/bid., 1887, p. XXIV.
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were the growing rebellion of the workers and the rapidly expand
ing Knights of Labor.

The industrialized society which emerged from the war between
the states brought its ineviatble concomitant, an industrial wage
earning group, and the wage worker caught between the machine
system with its pitilessly equalitarian force and the corporation with
its crystallizing autocracy saw no clear picture of his place and status.
The same decade and a half following the surrender at Appomattox
in which the facets of the business organization were polished to a
visible pattern saw the American laborers with less sl!re instru
ments struggling to achieve the same purpose, the organization of
power for control of their economic and political destiny. Those
who attempted to aid them only increased the immediate confusion.15

Before 1870 Ferdinand Lassalle had died leaving a strong and
coherent party. Under pressure from the obliquely hostile Bis
marck, German Social Democrats poured into the middle west and
the Southwest with a burning faith in the obligation of the state
to subsidize the workers' attempts to establish self-employment
through cooperative organization. The American scene raised few
questions as to the validity of the Lassallean program with its
emphasis upon the independent worker, its denial of class conflict,
its ideas of aids and adjustments fitted to the democratic way of
compromise.

Before 1870 also, Karl Marx, the bitter and disappointed rival
of Lassalle had set the First International upon its way and had
published the first volume of his world-upheaving dissection of the
capitalist system with a theory of how that system moved relent
lessly toward another differing in both form and substance. In
1872, to escape another rival, Marx transferred the headquarters of
his already dying First International to ew York. But Marx's
assumption of a working class without rights or privileges was not
sympathetic to the American spirit. It needed moulding and soften
ing by compromise with the doctrine of equality to a more nearly
indigenous belief and from the battles between Marx and Lassalle
the American workers were divided by an abyss of incomprehension.

15Material regarding the American labor movement is drawn prima"ily
from Commons and Associates, Hisotry 0/ Labor in tht United States, Vol.
II; Ware, Norman J., Labor in Modern Industrial Society.
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The doctrines of the Slav Bakunin directed toward nonindustrial
ized people could be understood by many especially along the
western frontiers which looked toward Chicago for leadership.
Weary of exegetical harangues these formed the Revolutionary
Socialist Labor Party. To the second meeting of the Party in 1883
came Johann Most from a London jail to inspire to deeds leaving
reform to less impatient groups.

Throughout the seventies, ideologies whose foetal growth was in
Old World intellectual tradition, Old World experiences of govern
ment and social organization, were bidding for the allegiance of the
American worker. While from the West little touched by alien
thought came proposals for action, Greenbackism, Anti-Orientalism,
an Eight-hour Dayism, Single Taxism and many others. But by
the early eighties the workers and farmers of the West had found
foes against whom they could concentrate their strength, monopolies,
especially the railroads, and the money system. As envisaged in
the seventies and eighties they were primarily the enemies of the
farmers. But the laborers had not yet learned the division of
interest and therefore, of enemies.

In spite of ununified viewpoints, the fifteen years saw numerous
attempts to organize American workers of all beliefs into a structural
uniformity which should veneer for practical purposes the ideo
logical schisms. The ational Labor Union (1866-1872) and its
successors were, in addition, the forum for a major conflict as to
method, some wishing to draw the laborers into united action along
the political front and others wishing to hold them to the line of
economic action. The noise of the forum destroyed each attempt at
unity.

The rivalries which filled the decade aided by a serious depression
which disintegrated strict trade unions had made possible the
development of effective methods of suppression on the part of
employers. By 1878 the Molly Maguires were an historical episode
and Allen Pinkerton, whose name had become a synonym for
"labor spy," was recognized as an authority on "Strikers, Com
munists, Tramps and Detectives." The position of the workers
seemed clear, not only becau e the method gave protection but
because the characteristic grouping of the period even for political
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parties was the secret society. Organization must not be abondoned
but all information regarding an association must be secret. Fol
lowing this program of secrecy not only the Molly Maguires but
the Sovereigns of Industry, the Industrial Brotherhood and other
lesser bodies came into existence and passed away. But one secret
order persisted throughout the seventies attracting little attention
until it weakened its oath of secrecy. This was the Noble and
United Order of the Knights of Labor.

In 1869 Uriah Stephens established the first local assembly of
the Order which had a capacity to expand based not on loyalty to
ideology but on a catholicity derived from a suggestion of the
minor importance of all ideologies and programs. Few were
denied a place on its rolls. For membership it was required only
that one "earns his living by labor and desires to unite with his
fellowmen for their common good." On only one issue did the
organization seem in its "first principles" to speak in no uncertain
language. Strikes were not in consonance with union for the
common good. In 1873 the first district assembly was organized
and from this time growth was steady. In structure as well as
policy the Knights were tolerant. Locals might be trade unions,
industrial unions or mixed assemblies though all must be subj ect to
the district assembly of the territory.

In 1881 secrecy which had been a "first principle" was weakened
by allowing the name to be made public but the provision was
retained which forbade members telling of the work of an assembly
meeting or revealing the name of a member of the Order without
permission of that member. By that year the form of organization
was perfected and policy determined. But dissension had already
developed between the Eastern Assembly of Philadelphia and the
Western Assembly at Pittsburgh which was to increase as the Order
spread further west. After the disruption of trade unions coincident
upon the panic and depression of 1873, many union groups joined
the Knights but trade unions were necessarily jealous of prerogative
and power and with revival of the national trade unions a second
breach appeared. The Knights having no strict body of doctrine
allowed its membership to followers of all theories and all programs
of action.
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In 1878 the Founder gave up his leadership to T. V. Powderly
who was akin in spirit to Sylvis the great leader of the Sixties and
to Stephens himself and therefore curiously untouched by the swell
ing ferment which roused the ranks of labor from the Russia of the
Czars to the Coast of California. He remained throughout his
leadership a humanitarian puzzled at the wickedness and ingratitude
of the world, convinced that if laborers and employers would be
courteous to and considerate of each other all would be well. But
under his leadership, the Order discovered a virility and fecundity
which startled not only the employers but all the Knights, Powderly
more than most.

The strength of the Knights lay partially in its inability to hold
members. umerous expulsions and withdrawals were effective
advertising. In 1883 a year in which about 25,000 left or were
expelled membership reached 50,000. By late 1886 membership
had reached approximately three quarters of a million. Between
those dates lay three years of missionary zeal, of active building
of cooperatives, of successful strikes which made the symbol of the
five stars known to every earner in the United States. But the most
effective of the organizing methods was the successful strike. In
1883 the first national strike under the aegis of the Knights was
called in behalf of the telegraph operators. The two eastern
companies agreed to the demands of the strikers but the Western
Union controlled by Mr. Gould resisted. The result was dis
integrating failure for the Western workers. In the following year
on the Denver & Rio Grande came the first of the western railroad
strikes under the leadership of Joseph Buchanan whose success
added not with complete justice to the prestige of the Knights. The
corporation, so thought many, had met the force which was to
check and mould its future growth. But in the telegraphers' strike
of 1883 the Knights had challenged the man who hoped to show the
ultimate possibilities of unified industrial control and the challenge
could not be ignored.

While then a single person was demonstrating to the nation what
one individual of almost superhuman shrewdness, of unflinching
ruthlessness, of unrestrained greed for power might accomplish in
controlling the industrial system the oble and United Order of
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the Knights of Labor was growing into control of the American
labor movement. The forces that had made the Wizard of Wall
Street and concentrated power in his hand were forcing the laborers
of the country into a unified group which met mass production in
industry with mass organization of labor, "a monopoly against
monopolies."



CHAPTER II

THE LABOR SCENE IN THE SOUTHWEST

The Southwest, until the last decade of the nineteenth century,
was almost a synonym for Texas. The area between the southern
border of Kansas and Missouri and the northern border of Texas
was for Indians alone until 1889. Arizona as a political entity
had not yet come into existence and with ew Mexico did not
achieve statehood until 1912. But Southwestern as applied to
Texas was descriptive of more than geographical location. As a
slaveholding state she had thrown in her lot with the Confederacy.
This gave her a southern tradition with its background of slavery,
secession, war, defeat and reconstruction, which set her apart from
other states of the West. But large areas of the state tolerated the
presence of neither slaves nor egro freedmen, and this in addition
to the great spaces of her ranges and ranches, tied her economic
and political interests to the western frontier.

In the decade and a half following the surrender at Appomattox,
the attention of all Texans was engrossed by problems of readjust
ment to iconoclastic change, of readmission to the Union, and of
reestablishment of stable state government. By the Emancipation
Proclamation roughly 180,000 slaves became freedmen and in the
next two decades the number though not the proportion of egroes
in the population increased greatly to a large extent through
immigration. By 1880, 24.7 per cent of the population consisted
of 395,000 egroes and of these 113,933 had been born in other
southern states. 1 Greene and Woodson state that in 1875, 35,000
Negroes were brought to Texas, Arkansas and Louisiana to work
on the railroads,2 and this was probably only one instance of a
common occurrence. During the decade 1880 to 1890, the number
of Negroes increased to 490,000 though they were only 21.8 per
cent of the population. But the Jegro was still a chattel, not by
law but because of his heritage of slavery, of illiteracy and of fear.

1Tenth Census 0/ the United States, 1880. Population, Vol. I, p. 408.
2Greene and Woodson, The Negro 11'7age Earner, p. 33.
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As is evident from the decreasing ratio of Negro population,
the white population grew rapidly but the increase brought no
dynamic elements. The state joined the Old South in a monotone
of social and economic attitudes based upon a homogenous white
group and a subordinate colored group separated by impassable
barriers. But its border situation gave it a third group, alien in
religion and social attitudes. Since this group of about 43,000
Mexicans in 18803 were not absorbed into the life of the state, they
had little more leavening influence than had the ex-slaves.

Before 1860 European immigrants had come in large numbers
from Germany and they formed a significant element of the citizenry.
Since they partook of the social and economic philosophies which
expatriated thousands from the Fatherland in the forties and fifties,
the German communities must have been focal centers for interest
in cooperation and other Lassallean doctrines. That other points
of view were not lacking is indicated by the fact that Dr. Adolf
Douai, who, according to J. B. Andrews, was in the seventies the
most interesting person in the American Marxian Socialist move
ment/ escaped from a German prison to San Antonio in 1852 and
for some time edited a paper there. But knowledge of the attitudes
of the German immigrants is largely derivative and it is probable
that the doctrinal struggles between Marxians, Lassalleans, and
Anarchists seemed unreal in the isolation of life in Texas communi
ties. It is of historic record that many German settlers opposed both
slavery and secession. But infiltration of European immigrants
ceased with the opening of the War and remained negligible during
the succeeding period of the collapse of organized life. Immigra
tion through the port of Galveston which in the decade of the fifties
had been 15,431 was during the decade of the seventies 4,672 and
during the eighties 8,234.5

Occupationally Texas was, as is to be expected, predominantly
agricultural. Of 522,133 engaged in occupations in 1880, 359,317
were in agriculture but only one-half of these could be classed as
independent farmers. 6 The other half were laborers. Ninety-eight

3Tenth Census of the United States, 1880. Population, Vol. I, p. 467.
4Commons and Associates, History of Lahor in the United States, p. 224.
5Tenth Census of the United States, 1880. Population, Vol. I, p. 472.
6Ibid., pp. 768-775.
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thousand were performing personal and professional services;
about 2/5 as many, 35,000, were employed in trade and transporta
tion and a somewhat smaller number in manufacturing, mining
and mechanical industries. About 15,000 were craftsmen or at
least are listed in the census of 1880 under the names of recognized
crafts. The largest single group of workers was 19,000 domestic
servants. Based on classification by type of employment,7 the
largest group were the workers on railroads who may conservatively
be estimated as 10,000 plus whatever section of 48,000 common
laborers may have been casually required. Of the half million en
gaged in gainful occupations, 52,000 were foreign born, the largest
group, about 20,000, being of course Mexican. But those born in Ger
many numbered 18,500, more than half of whom were in agriculture,
8,500 as farmers and planters. Very few were in the occupations
where the largest numbers of the next most numerous group, the
Irish, were found, in personal service and transportation. It may
be of significance in the railroad strikes of the West that the English
were the only non-American group with more than 250 as "officials
and employees of railroad companies" whereas the Irish formed a
large part of the labor force.

Missouri, the other state which was to be drawn within the South
west as defined by the railroad strike of 1886, showed a population
pattern much like that of Texas, predominantly American of the
second generation and predominantly agricultural. The State, in
1880, had only about 7.0 per cent egroes in its population, a
proportion which had remained unchanged through the preceding
decade. European-born citizens were a larger part of her popula
tion and the German-born were much more numerous than in the
State farther South. Her greatest interstate migration came from
Tennessee, a slave-holding State and one of the Confederacy.
The occupational census showed the railroads as the most important
employer of industrial labor. Labor unrest had for two decades
been marked in Missouri and in 1885 it was one of the six states
in the Union having more than 10,000 workers involved in strikes.
The railroad strikes of 1885 were Missouri strikes but the strike
of 1886 was to be a Texas strike.

7 I bid., p. 465ft
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The corporation as owner not only of railroads but of lumber
mills, shipping companies and ranches was by 1880 establishing
itself in an unfriendly environment which was to grow increasingly
hostile as the decade passed until a ~great popular movement placed
James Hogg in the governor's chair and brought into existence the
first railroad commission. The first overt attack upon the cor
poration came not from employees congregated in towns but among
the ranch workers of the Panhandle country. Resenting absentee
ownership, control by hired bosses and manipulation of their work
to produce dividends for bond and stockholders, cowboys from
five ranches struck against their employers in 1883. Their demands
were higher wages, better food and the privilege of small owners
to join in the spring roundups on the big ranches.8 This is not the
place for the story of that strike which continued for more than a
year but it is a significant aspect of the Southwestern labor scene
in the eighties.

o organized labor group was officially connected with the
cowboys' strike though the first assembly of the Knights of Labor
in Texas had been formed in 1882. But another much more widely
noticed action was by an organized labor group. American laborers
were everywhere disturbed by competition with two groups, convict
labor and alien labor brought in under contract. The Capitol
Syndicate, formed by out of state persons, which received the acres
of the great X I T Ranch for building the state capitol, was granted
in 1884 the use of convict labor at sixty-five cents a day to quarry
the stone used in the building. The International Granite Cutters'
Union boycotted the job and the contractors sent a personal agent
to Aberdeen, Scotland, to secure granite cutters. He brought back
80 Scots, an action in direct violation of the Alien Contract Labor
Law, the passage of which in 1885 was one of the proudest achieve
ments of the national organization of the Knights of Labor. The

ational Granite Cutters' Union, assisted by the General Assembly
of the Knights of Labor, prosecuted the case vigorously with the
result that the contractor was fined $1,000 in each case, a total of
$80,000 and costs. Against strong protests of labor groups including

8"Chapters in The History of Organized Labor in Texas" by the author, pp.
4~8.
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the national bodies of both the Knights and the American Federa
tion of Labor the president of the United States commuted the fine.
Since this was the first prosecution under the law it attracted national
attention and national feeling. The Capitol Boycott must be given
an important place in the drama of labor unrest which was rising
over the Southwest of the eighties.9

In 1885 in the port of Galveston came the first of those eruptions
of the longshoremen against the shipping companies which up to
the present have been recurring events in that port as in all other
harbors of the United States. An attempt to boycott the Mallory
line was so nearly successful that the central section of the State
was in panic over the impending tie-up of transportation and
business. Throughout the year strikes were almost continuous.
The laborers without definite purpose were preparing for the
greatest outbreak in the history of the State which was to come
early in the next year. In this they were at one with laborers not
only in the United States but throughout the western world.

Contrary to the commonly accepted assumption, Texas was not a
great area of agrarian peace. Strike statistics first published by the
United States Commissioner of Labor in 1889 show no tranquil
monotone. For the six years 1881-1886 inclusive, Texas ranked
fifteen out of forty states in the number of workers involved in
strikes. In the mid-year of the decade (1885) she ranked ninth.10

For fifteen years following the fall of Fort Sumter laborers in
common with other citizens of the State had more pressing matters
than even their status as workers. So far as the newspapers of the
seventies were concerned there were only Negroes and whites,
radicals and Southerners, Ku Klux Klans and Freedmen's Bureaus.
In spite of this hiatus the pattern of such organization as appeared
followed the national pattern. In 1866, the year the National Labor
Union began its attempt to unify the labor groups, a Screwmen's
Benevolent Association at Galveston cooperated with associations
in Mobile to organize a Southern Association. In 1876, seven years
after the first national convention of Negro unions was held in

9Southwestern Historical Quarterly, April, 1939, pp. 316ff.
10Third Annual Report of the United States Commissioner of Labor, 1887.

Strikes and Lockouts, PP. 586-7.
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Baltimore, a egro Screwmen's Benevolent Association was organ
ized in Galveston and a few years later Jegro unions were given
membership in the city trades assembly. Craft unions were found
in almost every town.

The first local assembly of the Knights of Labor appeared in
Texas in 1882 and in the years of great expansion of the Order
membership in the Southwest as in other sections of the nation
grew rapidly. By July, 1886, District Assembly 78 with headquarters
at Galveston reported 8,913 members with 190 local assemblies. Of
the 123 district assemblies, only those of the eastern cities, ew

York, Philadelphia, Boston, Lynn, Pittsburgh, Troy, Baltimore,

ewark, Providence, Portland, and that at Chicago were larger.

Only three, the Philadelphia, o. 1, Boston, No. 30, and ew York,

No. 49 had more local assemblies. District Assembly 145 with

headquarters at Texarkana had 555 members which was by no means

the smallest district assembly. District Assembly 101 which com

prised only employees on the Gould Southwest railroad system,

most of whom were in Texas, reported 3,269 members. Another

assembly in the Southwest, o. 93 with headquarters at Moberly,

Missouri, reported 1,158. District Assembly 112 with headquarters

at St. Joseph, Missouri, reported 1,304. Two with headquarters at

St. Louis reported 6,338 for District Assembly 17 and 550 for

District As embly 143. o. 142 at Springfield, Missouri, reported

1 353. Arkansas to the east had a state assembly reporting 2,986
members.12

The sudden growth in numbers is indicated by some figures for

locals in Southwestern towns. Membership in the town of Denison

for 1882 and the three following years are 12, 25, 194, 298; for

Sherman 15, 57, 169, 50 (116 were suspended); for Galveston 35,

73, 220, 336. Locals in Moberly, Missouri, increased in member

ship from 152 in 1884 to 456 in 1885; in St. Joseph from 25 to 80.

11Records of Longshoremen's Union in The University of Texas Library;
newspaper files for 1885-86.

12Reports of the Proceedings of the General Assembly of the Knights of
Labor of America.
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Mr. Maier gives an account of how this rapid growth appeared
to a contemporary observer:1S

"The Knights of Labor had not, up to that time (1885), been embraced
by trainmen and it had not grown to any great proportions even among
tradesmen. But all at once the whole world of labor seemed to fly to this
once despised organization. The fever of joining seemed to be epidemic. Not
only railroad employees in every capacity but workmen in every line joined
the Knights of Labor. .. . The desperate need of railroad workmen seemed
to be filled. ... At each weekly meeting several hundred members were
added. It became necessary to organize local assemblies. There were four
in Parsons, Kansas, one for the railroad men, one for the industrials, one
for the colored population, and one for the women of the town. It was the
desperate need of the railroad men that drove them to grab at the only
available organization for relief."

The greatest single employing industry in the Southwest was, as
noted before, the railroad industry and the greatest employer of
railroad labor was Mr. Gould's Southwestern network. Mr. Gould
and the Southwestern Knights had met before in the telegraphers'
strike of 1883. They met again two years later and in the mid
decade both were accepting as inevitable a test of strength which
would have aspects of finality.

When the Eleventh Census (1889) was taken, 27,033 workers
were listed specifically as employed on the Southwestern group of
railroads.14 Only two groups, geographic~llyclassified, were larger
in terms of employees: the Middle Atlantic group with 113,086
employees covering the industrial east, New York, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, New Jersey, Delaware and the
District of Columbia, and the group covering the central northern
area of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois. The Annual Report
of the United States Commissioner of Labor for 1889 divides the
railroad system into seven groups, each group representing general
conditions.H The Southwest group was the only one of the major
networks so unified as to control that no subdivisions are given.

1sQuoted from an unpublished manuscript by Mr. C. W. Maier, Los
Angeles, California.

14Fi/th Annual Report 0/ the United States Commissioner 0/ Labor, 1889.
Railroad Labor, p. 14.

15Ibid., p. 14.
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The two other groups so integrated were the orthwestern group,
employing 11,567 workers and the Pacific group employing 3,104.
But shrouded in the long shadows of the future these laborers who
built the roads and who drove the trains were often forgotten.

There is little official information regarding the wages and condi·
tions of these people but the United States Commissioner of Labor
in his first report on industrial conditions (1889) published a
mass of data about the railway workers. It may be assumed that the
situation differed little, if at all, from that throughout the preceding
decade. If there was any change, it was probably for the better,
for the Texas & Pacific and the Missouri Pacific as well as the area,
especially Texas and Arkansas, continued to develop at an accel·
erated pace. The report of the Commissioner shows that of 27,033
workers on the Southwest System, 12,520 or 46.3 per cent were
classified as working in occupations "in which earnings were rarely
above $500.00 a year."16 Of the 8,645 track laborers, 8,488 worked
an average of 57 days a year and had an average annual wage of
$66.00. Of 143 construction laborers the average annual wage was
$65.00 for an average year of 45 days. Skilled workers were in a
somewhat better situation not because of higher unit wages but
because of longer working years; train brakemen for instance re
ceived $147.00 for 74 working days. Of the 1,270 clerks, 758
received an average wage of $208.00 for an average working year
of 114 days, and for all clerks the average wage was $453.00 for a
212-day yearY

The official report of the great Southwest Strike given by the
United States Commissioner of Labor shows for St. Louis an
average wage of striking railroad employees (1886) of $2.00 per
day with an average working week of 60 hours.1B . In Dallas the
average wage was $2.34 per day for the same week.19 Since these
figures included the most highly skilled and highly paid it may be
accepted that wages of the unskilled group were materially less.

l6/bid., pp. 268-86
17/bid., p. 836.

18Third Annual Report of the United States Commissioner of Labor, 1887.
Strikes and Lockouts, pp. 586-7.

19/bid., p. 586.
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A man who as a youth worked on the Southwestern roads has
given in a personal letter to the writer a description from which the
following is quoted. 20

"Conditions were all links and pin couplings, no airbrakes and over one
half of the engines had no power brakes on them whatever. Pay was $45.00
per month or $1.50 per day and if you left a terminal in early A.M. and
started to return before 12 :01 P.M. you only got one day's pay for the round
trip, and chances were you would lose next day-that is not leave a ter
minal on that date and be short a day's pay for the month. In other words,
it made no difference how many times you left a terminal or how many
miles you made for one date you only got one day's pay for it and if any
day you did not leave a terminal you lost that day.

"At this time there was no hour limit. I have been called time and again
to go out with only an hour or two at terminal and no sleep or rest at all."

By the opening of the decade the condition of the workers on the
Gould dominated Southwest System of railroads was receiving
publicity as was their growing discontent. In the territory lying
around St. Louis and Kansas City, railroad magnates were nothing
new. Missouri had ended its period of most rapid growth and steps
in adjustment to some of the resulting problems had been made.
Labor organizations had existed in St. Louis since the early years
of the century and by the middle of the 80's the Governor of the State
had acted as an arbitrator in labor disputes. ewspapers of the State
were knowledgeable in their approach to problems of economic and
political life. By 1880 then Missouri had had a quarter of a century
of experience in dealing with the railroads, but the newer State
of Texas had never felt the regulating power of a railroad net
controlled by one will. As was to be expected, the greater awareness
of the consequences of Gould's activities is to be found in Missouri.
In 1882 a St. Louis correspondent of the New York Sun suggested
some political implications, and the Post-Dispatch of 51. Louis
pointed the finger day after day. 21

"As the chairman of the Democratic state committee is one of the Gould
line attorneys, and the oldest and leading Democratic paper of the state
rents railroad offices to him, and as no hope of a declaration against corporate

20Quoted from a letter from Mr. R. K. Shaffer, Glendale, California, under
date of November 14, 1938.

21St. Louis Post-Dispatch, September 5, 1882.
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monopolies can be obtained from the Republicans unless the machine is
first rendered powerless, a movement is already on foot to call an anti
monopoly convention, in case the approaching popular Republican State Con·
vention fails to emphatically declare against this absorbing of all the hitherto
competing lines of the state. Another advance in the freight tariff is in the
meantime anticipated.

"We would like to see a Legislature in Missouri throwing its lasso over
the head of a man who has 42,000 employees at his heck and call. Go to
California if you wish to see how beautifully a ring of capitalits can take
possession of the transportation, the press and the law-making power of a
state. Jay Gould is violating the Constitution and the laws of :Missouri now.

"Such gentlemen are able to make judges and control courts. They are
above the law to a very considerable extent."

In September, 1882, the Post-Dispatch, noting the purchase by the
Gould syndicate of the Hannibal & St. Joseph line which tied to
gether the Kansas lines and the Missouri lines prophesied that "the
people hereabouts who have been regarding Mr. Gould as a Public
Benefactor may soon have occasion to reverse their opinions of
him."22 The Post-Dispatch for March 13, 1882, commented edito
rially:23

"The condition of the men working for Mr. Jay Gould's Wabash Rail
way Company was detailed in the local columns of the Post·Dispatch on
Saturday. Men were found who, on $25.00 a month, had to keep a wife
and a family of children. :Many were met whose average incomes was $30.00
a month and who, on this pitiful pittance, were expected to keep life in a
wife and from two to five children. This would be hard enough to do were
cash paid for the labor, but the Wabash Company deliberately declines to
pay the laborers their money when it is due, and some idea of the suffer
ing which is sure to follow this outrageous conduct may be gathered from
the detatls given. There is no excuse for withholding from the laborer his
hire, and when the Wabash Company defers the payment of wages earned
in January until March, it is simply practicing upon the weakness of the
poor. It is easy to say that if the men are dissatisfied they can go else
where to work. They cannot go elsewhere to work. They are cau.ght and
held in a mesh of debt and distress, which the stock-jobbing monopolists,
who are bolstering Wabash stock in Wall Street have woven around them.
They are tied hand and foot, and they cannot get away. The January wages
have been paid after they were due more than a month. The February wages
are now overdue, and the company has made no sign of intending to liqui-

22/bid., September 7, 1882.
23/bid., March 13, 1882, p. 4, cols. 3 and 4.
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date them for a month to come. Men who are only making $30.00 a month,
by the bitter sweat of their brows, cannot stand this way of doing business.
If the Wabash corporation would use its earning in paying wages due, in
stead of building its stock, there would be less muttering among the wronged
laborers."

In 1877 the railroads of the East had tested the strength of the
united opposition of their employees, and with rioting and blood·
shed had forced the laborers to recognize their power in the indus
trial order. But the laborers of the West refused to accept this
interpretation of the meaning of corporate organization and Mr.
Gould had to reckon with this refusal.

Three months after the victory on the Denver and Rio Grande
mentioned above the Union Pacific cut wages of first class mechanics
at Ellis, Kansas, and discharged twenty men who had been active
in the Denver trouble. The resulting three-day strike ended in
another victory.24 In October, 1884, a 10 per cent reduction in
wages was ordered on the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, a Gould lin~

then in the hands of a receiver. Four months later a similar reduc
tion was made on the Wabash. A protestant strike broke out at
Moberly, Missouri, and spread to workers on three roads. The
Knights on the Union Pacific sent to the aid of the strikers not only
Joseph Buchanan, the dynamic and successful leader of the Denver
strike, but the promise of financial assistance. Trainmen also
supported the strikers. The governors of the three states involved
interceded with the railroad management and, after a conference,
the order to cut was rescinded.

But throughout the spring the Wabash continued to layoff memo
ber Knights and in June closed the shops. The Executive Board
of District Assembly 93 with headquarters in Moberly stated in a
circular that this was a lockout to break the union and proceeded
to call another strike on the Wabash. The General Executive Board
refused official recognition to either the lockout or the strike. The
general manager of the Wabash took the same position. The official

24Material regarding the western strikes in which the Knights of Labor
participated is taken from Ware, Norman J., The Labor Movement in the
United States, 1860-1905; Buchanan, Joseph, The Story of a Labor Agitator;
Reports of the Proceedings of the General Assembly of the Knights of Labor
for 1882-1885, inclusive.
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Handbill used by strikers in the strike on the Wabash
Railroad, 1885. Photostats of originals found in the

papers of John Samuel in the Library of the
Wisconsin Historical Society.
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Handbill used by strikers in the strike on the Wabash Railroad, 1885.
Photostats of originals found in the papers of John Samuel

in the Library of the Wisconsin Historical 5ociety.
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investigator finally sent by the Grand Master Workman was some
what confused but he did find that three Knights had been j ailed for
contempt of court, three more had been arrested by United States
marshals; P. M. Arthur had instructed the Engineers to withdraw
from the Order; Mr. Talmadge, general manager of the Wabash, had
refused categorically either to treat with a committee or to employ
any union men; about fifty scabs with revolvers and brass "knucks"
were working in the shops at Moberly. On July 25, the Knights of
Labor on the Missouri Pacific and Texas & Pacific at a meeting
in Parsons, Kansas, asked the governors of Missouri, Kansas, Illinois,
and Indiana to intervene. They further demanded that the Execu
tive Board of the General Assembly of the Order come west. The
board came perforce but they were unwilling to consider the action
of the western Knights as significant. According to Joseph
Buchanan,25 "Turner simply kept records of the meeting; Hayes
looked on and said nothing; Bailey put in most of the time at the
window." Mr. Powderly had been too ill to attend. A second strike
on the Denver & Rio Grande had meanwhile been lost with resulting
bitterness and threats of ex tempore justice by the "better elements"
of Denver. In the face of evident determination to ignore the
existence of labor troubles, the General Executive Board called out
all Knights still working on the Wabash and ordered the Knights
on the Union Pacific and the Southwest System to refuse to handle
any Wabash rolling stock. They added a threat to call out all
Knights on both roads. The Board then went to ew York and
conferred with the officials ·of the roads, among them Mr. Gould
himself.

The agreement finally reached provided that "no official shall
discrimina~e against the Knights of Labor or question the right
of the employee to belong to the Order." Further, all employees
locked out in the first instance and all who had come to their
assistance were to be reinstated as fast as possible and before any
other workers were employed. Powderly, as grand master workman,
promised that no further strikes should be called on the roads until
a conference had been held with the officials of the roads. A great
victory had been won. The Wizard of Wall Street had given his

25Buchanan, Joseph R., The Story of a Labor Agitator, p. 218.
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forced blessing to the organization of the laborers. The Order
thereupon entered upon a period of growth which alarmed even its
friends and more particularly its leaders. But the laborers had
misjudged both their own strength and the meaning of Mr. Gould's
compromise.

The managing head of the Gould lines was H. M. Hoxie, a vice
president and member of the board of directors, who had become
known for his stubborn resistance to any demand of the workers
and his insistence upon the unquestioned dominance of the rights
and privileges of capital. He was not a cat's paw to Gould; he was
a man of force and power. To the people of the Southwest Mr.
Hoxie ranked second only to Gould as the source of control, and
he was to them more imminent. The representative of The Nation,
writing soon after the opening of the next and final strike, described
Mr. Hoxie as a

"man of much resolution, and weather-beaten in all sorts of rough-and-tum
ble work on the frontier. If he is allowed to have his way, he will probably
fight the strike to the bitter end."26

He and Mr. Gould had worked together in placing the Wabash in the
hands of receivers, and in protecting their position against rebellious
laborers. They together had manipulated the strike of 1885 on the
Wabash and they had made mistakes which forced the resulting
compromise. But both were shrewd enough to see and profit by
errors. They made none in the next and final struggle with the
growing body of workers. Their success is attested by Henry D.
Lloyd who wrote in October, 1886, regarding the stockyard strike
in Chicago :27

"They are practicing the lessons they learned from Gould and Hoxie in
the Southwestern struggle last Spring."

But in the late summer of 1885 the stage was set for peace.

26The Nation, March 11, 1186, p. 202.
27Letter in John Samuel Papers under date of October 15, 1886, in Wiscon

sin Historical Library, Manuscript Division.



CHAPTER III

MARTIN IRONS

During the decade and a half in which the outlines of business
organization were cut with encaustic into the life of the ation,
there came onto the American scene dominant personalities whose
teachings fell on ears trained to sympathy by experience of the
facts-insecurity, denial of the possibility of land ownership,
domination of individuals by corporate power. Johann Most
arrived from Europe preaching Anarchism of the deed. Henry
George came out of the far west tracing the cause of poverty to
its roots in the increasing value of land. Lassalle inspired many
to seek the way to social welfare and harmony through cooperation.
The doctrine of the class struggle was being shaped through the
doctrine of equality to a philosophy more fitted to the American
stage. The oble and United Order of the Knights of Labor under
the leadership of T. V. Powderly was presenting to workers in all
lines an idealistic concept of the unity of those who toil.

When the new decade had opened in 1884, at Sedalia, Missouri,
groups of men met night after night in the shoemaking hop of

icholas Romain to discuss the situation of the laborers and the most
effective method of bettering their conditions.1 However the per
sonnel of the group might change, two were always present and
were the recognized intellectual leaders. One was the shoemaker
himself; the other was a short, heavy-set, dynamic Scotchman
named Martin Irons, a machinist in the Missouri Pacific Railroad
shops.

The publicist of the gatherings was a young man still in his 'teens
named E. T. Behrens, who invited and brought men to the meetings.
Mr. Behrens himself was, as Missourians went in those days, an old
inhabitant living with his family.2 He was and still is one of the
remarkable personalities of the labor movement in the Southwest.

1Addres by E. T. Behrens at unveiling of the monument at Martin Irons'
grave; personal conversations with Mr. Behrens and other.. ; letters from
Mr. Behrens.

2Information checked in conversations with Mr. Behrens.
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A socialist from childhood, never wavering in his loyalty, through
out a long life until his retirement ten years ago at the age of sixty
five, he gave willingly and liberally of his time and money to every
attempt of labor groups to better their conditions. He established
cooperative shops for striking garment workers; he was four times
elected president of the Missouri State Federation of Labor, and
while holding that office ran for governor of Missouri on a Socialist
ticket.

The discussions in the shoemaker's shop were part and parcel of
the fermentation of political and social thought of the generation.
Competing philosophies and panaceas were argued, weighed and
considered as to their promise for immediate action. At one of their
meetings the Knights of Labor came up for consideration. The
statement of principles of the Order made a deep impression upon
the members of the group. Of the effect upon himself as a member
of the group, Mr. Irons later wrote3 that "When that beautiful
watchword of Knighthood, 'An injury to one is the concern of all,'
resounded through my life, when I learned that Knighthood em
braced every grade of honest toil in its heights and depths-when I
learned that it meant broad and comprehensive union for labor on a
basis that would counter-balance the power of aggregated and
incorporated wealth and give to the creator of wealth a just share
of the wealth he creates, then I felt that I had reached a field on
which I was ready to spend the remaining energies of my life."

After several evenings of discussion, the group decided to form
an assembly of the Order. Mr. Irons, of course, became a member
of the new local, o. 3476, which was organized early in 1885, and
was almost immediately elected master workman of the assembly.
Shortly afterwards the growth of membership made it seem wise to
consider the organization of all workers in the employ of the
Missouri Pacific Railroad. Mr. Irons was one of the delegates of
his local assembly to the meeting in September, 1885, with four
other assemblies at which time District Assembly o. 101 was
organized. That he did not attend by virtue of his office but by
selection of his fellows indicates their continuing acceptance of his

3"My experiences in the Labor Movement" in Lippincott's 1I1onthly Maga
zine, June, 1886, pp. 618-27.
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leadership. . M. Lovin, of Fort Worth, the temporary chairman
was elected master workman of the new district assembly while Mr.
Irons was elected recording secretary and chairman of the executive
committee.

Martin Irons was at this time fifty-two years old, and had behind
him a long training in organized effort for the betterment of condi
tions of the laboring classes.4 He was born in Dundee, Scotland,
March 1, 1833,* in a family of several children. The family seems
to have been at least moderately well off and it was probably not
poverty which caused Martin to come to America at the age of
fourteen. He landed in ew York City with the guardian required
by law for minors and became a machinist's apprentice, doing the
customary chores and helping journeymen. An almost pugnacious
sympathy for the weak which seems to have been characteristic of
him as a boy was deepened by his experience in ew York City.
In his brief autobiography written for Lippincott's Magazine during
the few months of his national fame, he records some of these
experiences. Among other things he saw and noted how the needle
women of Jew York begged from store to store for the privilege
of making shirts at five cents apiece. He learned that after plying
their needles from morning to night the employer would find
fault with a few stitches and discount the pay. He himself gives
the story of the incident which determined him to devote his life
to "help humanize man and debrutalize those that have power over
the weak."

"A poor young creature had been deserted by a brutal husband. She was
left with a sweet little girl of fifteen months which was pining away with
consumption. Her work was binding shoes; and by inces ant toil she had
kept the wolf from the door and provided for her dying babe. She had
frequently moistened its parched and fevered lips with juice squeezed from

4So urces of information concerning Martin Iron's life before 1886 are the
autobiography, " ly experience in the Labor Movement," Lippincott's op. cit.;
the Report of the Congressional Committee Investigating the Southwest Rail
way Strike of 1886; newspaper reports, during and following the strike; let
ters from Mr. Irons' grandson.

"There is a conflict of information as to the date of Irons' birth. The date
of October 7, 1827, given on his tombstone is not found in any other source
of information.
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an orange. One day when she had almost completed work enough to earn
fifty cents she suddenly discovered a great change had taken place in the
child. She knew it as death. One little wasted hand was liffed, as if to plead
for the orange; but orange she had none, nor money with which to buy
it. Hastily summoning a neighbor to watch her babe, she ran to the store
with what work she had completed and told the story of her dying child.

he wanted a few pennies to buy the orange before it was too late for the
little fevered lips to taste again. She was refused unless all the work were
completed and brought in. She hastened home, and with flying fingers and
aching heart, completed her ta k. But on returning to the store she was
again refused, because through her blinding tears she had missed a stitch
or two."s

Mr. Irons did not delay in efforts to make good his determination.
Hearing of a clothing dealer who refused on trifling pretexts to pay
his seamstresses after their work was done, he gathered evidence in
about thirteen. cases, employed a lawyer and compelled payment of
the full amount due. He warned the dealer that he would watch
him and would bring suit in every case of such injustice. Since he
was still an apprentice his pay was small and his field of operations
wa limited to this one dealer.

His first application for a job as a machinist found him in a
line of twenty applicants. Each applicant was asked to work for
an hour as a test. Mr. Irons suggested to the other nineteen waiting
to work their hour that each present a bill for an hour's work after
they had finished. When payment was refused nineteen suits were
filed and prosecuted for the workers. The company had to pay
costs and lawyer's fees and the foreman was discharged. Mr. Irons
was selected for the job but he worked only a few weeks when it was
announced that the pay day would be semi-monthly instead of
weekly. After several more weeks it was made monthly and he
attempted to raise his fellow workers to resist the change. "The
firm required cash payment for work. Yet they were forcing a loan
from their employees to the end of each month for all pay earned
since its beginning."6

By these experiences Mr. Irons began, as he says "to realize the
fearful bondage of the white slavery that prevailed around me. I
have known men to work for employers who would never pay in full

5Lippincott's Magazine, op. cit., pp. 620-l.
6Ibid., p. 622.
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but put the men off with a dollar or more at a time, keeping them
in constant fear of discharge and threatening to blacklist them if
discharged; and all the time the men were paying heavy interest on
debts which the money due them would have liquidated. I have
seen men begging piteously at the store for a little credit when their
pay was long overdue, and who scarcely dared demand that pay,
for fear of discharge. I felt a deep desire within me to emancipate
my fellow workmen from their wage bondage more intolerable it
seemed to me than the involuntary bondage of the Southern black."7

Searching for "more tolerant employers and more independent
men," he set sail for ew Orleans. On board ship he learned of
the working conditions of sailors and that under the interpretation
of law as rendered in courts of justice when a sailor is hired by
a ship's commander he is bought for the time being body and soul.
After landing at ew Orleans he found work at Carrollton in a
machine shop. Here he received still another lasting impression.
His employer was a genial fellow, easy going but fond of liquor.
Finding Mr. Irons able and responsible he gave him charge of the
shop which was dilapidated and disorganized. When the reorganized
shop had become profitable, the proprietor being freed from respon-
ibility for the business and having more income plunged still deeper

into dissipation. Funds to pay wages were spent in debauchery
and there were often no funds for securing raw materials. Here
Mr. Irons was impressed with another characteristic of industrial
life: skilled, intelligent men gave of their ability to create wealth
which was squandered by a man who did nothing but hold pos
session while the men who created it had a pittance doled out to
them and their families. He began to question the right of property
as a control over human beings. "Here," he reasoned,s "were skilled
and intelligent men, creators of values, recreators of earth's crude
materials, coining wealth with muscle and brain, both of which are
priceless, only that their coinage might be scattered or squandered
by one who lent neither brain nor brawn to its production. I felt
there was fearful injustice in the business economy that ordered
this manifest inequality of compensation for physical and mental
outlay. True there were ten thousand dollars invested in the busi
ness, but the statutes said money should not be worth more than

71bid., p. 622.
slbid., pp. 623-4. ,
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ten per cent. The proprietor was no doubt entitled to a thousand
dollars return on his capital. I was paid nine hundred dollars for
my skill and labor for one year, which amount was ten per cent of
nine thousand dollars. Ten other men were paid an average of six
hundred dollars each which altogether was ten per cent on sixty
nine thousand dollars. According to legislative wisdom, this was
the value of our capital invested in that concern. The net product
of the business, without deducting wages, was twelve thousand dol
lars, leaving a clear income for the owner of the capital invested
in shop and tools of five thousand one hundred dollars after meet
ing the pay roll-or fifty-one per cent for doing nothing and simply
owning the instruments with which labor and intelligence created
wealth. And, seeing that wealth squandered in riot and dissipation
while many of my fellow workmen went to their homes and families
in tattered garb or strive to maintain a large family in comfort on
the pittance doled out to patient skill and unremitting toil, I deter
mined to no longer lend my ability to create the means for my
employer's debauchery."

After several years at Carrollton he had enough savings to make
himself independent. Having made a success as a machinist he
thought he could be successful in any business. He invested his
capital in an independent grocery, a business of which he knew
nothing. Between ill advised purchases and too great eagerness to
sell, he soon had shelves full of unsalable goods and books full of
uncollectible debts. He realized his incapacity, sold out what was
left, settled with his creditors and moved to Lexington, Kentucky.

Here he worked in a rope factory for a time and then went back
to his own trade. In the shop where he was employed the men
were required to work twelve and sometimes fifteen hours per day
receiving no increase in pay per hour over a ten-hour day. After
some months he was appointed by the men to represent them in
presenting to the boss a demand that he grant a ten-hour day and
employ a larger force of men. The boss curtly refused and sug
gested that those who did not like the job could leave. Upon
receiving the report the entire force left. Word was passed around
and no skilled mechanic would accept jobs in the plant. After
thirteen days, the employer agreed to grant the ten-hour day and
to keep the strikebreakers who had been hired as an additional
force. The men refused to return to work with "scabs" but they
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agreed to furnish all the good men needed. The resulting situation
was that all machinists in Lexington were employed and a rise in
wages resulted. From this experience Mr. Irons added another plank
to his platform-"fewer hours for all meant better pay and work
for all." He became a loyal and unquestioning follower of Ira
Steward. Further training in leadership came from the fraternal
organization of Odd Fellows. He was conductor of four lodges.
He seems to have been restlessly seeking some organized cause for
human betterment in which he could find an outlet for his energies.

At Lexington he married Mary Brown, a fellow country woman
who had also come to the United States as a child. They lived
together until seven children were born and then separated. One
can easily understand that life with so restless and impatient an
individual as Martin Irons would not be easy for a woman with
little children continually around her. He was a pioneer, a geo
graphical pioneer moving ever westward and a social pioneer.
He was also the prophet of a message; he was a man with a
mission. Such individuals do not accept easily nor carry gently
the responsibilities of family life and the narrow range of activity
circumscribed by domesticity. The life entailed by the program
of the social rebel and follower of a dream is not for women with
little children. evertheless, according to the statement of a grand
son who quotes his father, Mr. Irons was lovable, kindly and
generous except when he was under the influence of liquor. What
ever the causes of their disagreement, Mrs. Mary Brown Irons felt
great bitterness !md she taught that bitterness to her children. 9

Two events should be noted here to meet charges brought against
him later. He became a naturalized citizen and he did not fight
in the war between the orth and the South. With the latter he
was taunted many times and both entered into the queries of the
Congressional Committee which investigated the Southwest Strike.
He lived in border territory where there was no great pressure from
either side. It is probable that Mr. Irons, in common with many
other laborers, was little aroused over the oppression of egro
slaves in the South.

Wearying of Lexington he went to Louisville where he embarked
on a steamer for St. Louis. But he found even here the disposition

9 ewspaper stories; te timonv before the Congressional Committee; let
ters from a grandson.
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of man to oppress his fellows. After a year in St. Louis he went
to Hannibal, Missouri. He there "first graduated as a full fledged
shaker of the chils-and-fever persuasion." He was forced to leave
and he went to Lexington, Missouri, where he spent several years
advocating trades unionism, the eight-hour day, abolition of monop
oly and of child and woman labor in the factories. These interests
brought him into contact with the Grange movement with which
he united himself whole-heartedly. He became a master of a large
Grange which established a wagon factory that remained in opera
tion for many years.

After a few years he again became restless and followed the
western trail to Kansas City. Being once more financially inde
pendent and thinking that he had learned essential lessons, he
went into business. But soon realizing that his ew Orleans expe
rience would repeat itself, he again sold out. After a period spent
in prospecting for lead in southwest Missouri he returned to Kansas
City to work at his trade and continued his active interest in fra
ternal and uplift organizations by uniting with the Ancient Order
of United Workmen and the Knights of Pythias. Several years
later he moved to Sedalia. He was there during the strike of 1885
against pay cuts on the Gould lines and was a member of the
committee that waited on the Governor of Missouri to persuade him
that there was no necessity for sending troops to Sedalia.

It was then no untried leader who came into the position of
greatest power among the railroad workers of the Southwest. He
was trained in organized effort, he had thought much on social
meanings, he knew the methods and the cost of labor warfare.



CHAPTER IV

THE STRIKE BEGINS

In August, 1885, the Executive Board of the mixed assembly to
which the employees on the Gould System belonged, met in Denison,
Texas. The board decided to discuss with General Manager Hoxie,
of the Missouri Pacific Railroad, the grievances which had been
growing since the acceptance of the agreement of March, 1885.
Mr. Hoxie furnished the board with passes to St. Louis where his
office was located but when they called upon the General Manager
they were informed by his secretary that he could not be located.
The responsible officer of a great railroad system had disappeared.

The Board, after waiting several days for his return, departed
from the city leaving one member to present the written statement
of grievances. After making several attempts to see Mr. Hoxie after
his return and failing, he also left the city. One member of this
board, Mr. C. A. Hall, of Marshall, Texas, became a personifica
tion of labor's demands when the Gould employees revolted.
Frederick Turner later testified that when the committee of the
General Assembly of the Knights of Labor reminded Mr. Hoxie
in April that the complaint had been presented in September his
reply was, "Do not rake up ancient history."1 When the strike was
under way, newspapers and consequently public opinion were vio
lently condemnatory of the laborers who expected their employers
to know by intuition that they had grievances. Officials had never
been given a chance to rectify the wrongs of the workers and they
protested unctuously and continuously that if they had su pected
that the men were not satisfied with their hours, wages, and work
ing conditions they would have been only too happy to have con
sidered them. Mr. Hoxie as a witness before the Congressional
Investigating Committee denied ever having heard of the report
much less having seen it.

In the month following the Denison meeting, employees of the
Gould System, withdrawing from the mixed assembly, set up Dis
trict Assembly o. 101. The Executive Committee, the governing

1 .S. Congress, 49th Congress, 2d Session, 1887. HOll e Report TO. 4174,
Tnvesti"ation 0/ Labor Troubles in Jl,fissouri, Arkansas, Kansas, T'!xas, and
Illinois. Part I, p. 82.
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body of the new assembly, included Martin Irons; C. W. Mahoney,
of DeSoto, Missouri; S. R. Lyman, of Denison, Texas; and T. J.
Burnet, of Marshall, Texas. Mr. Irons was elected to the chairman
ship of the Executive Committee, the position of greatest authority
in the district assembly.2

From its organization the new body was forced to deal with wide
spread and deep unrest among the workers of the Missouri Pacific
and Texas & Pacific Railroads shown by continuing complaints that
that the terms of the settlement of the 1885 strike had not been
carried out. Pay restorations promised had been given to only the
more powerful and skilled groups; the section men, track workers,
and other unskilled groups had not had restorations, and failure to
pay for extra lime was common among all groups. Complaints
of arbitrary and unreasonable treatment by petty officers were
almost continuous. At the meeting of the District Assembly in St.
Louis December, 1885, the executive board decided that the reports
by grievance committees of about thirty assemblies of an unending
stream of complaints could not be ignored. After the meeting Mr.
Irons, representing the executive board, presented the situation to the
local assemblies: 3

"Sedalia, 10., Feb. 1, 1886.

"To the Officers and Members of L. A. No. 4224:

"Brothers: Since you placed me in position as chairman of your execu
tive board, I have particularly noticed that the railroad officials will only
treat with your board as railroad employees, thus emphatically ignoring your
organization. This was brought to my notice in my first conference with
aid officials at Sedalia, but as it was near the meeting of your District

A sembly at St. Louis, I said nothing about it and very little at the meet
ing of the Di trict Assembly, as I wished to ee if the arne policy weuld
be carried out by the railroad officials at ~aid city. and [ am sorry now to
ay that the said policy was more rigidly adhered to. Again, said officials

claim that the contract entered inlO by the railroad company and employees
la t 1arch only covers shop hands, th liS leaving out in the cold a set of
men who did, at least, as much as any of us to earry the strike at that

2Information as to details were gathered from llumerou sources but they
are all contained in the Report of the Congressional Commit tee which inve!"·
1igated the Strike. Only where other sources are used will specific reference
be given.

3 Jbid., Part II, p. 203.
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time to a successful termination, and a set of men: who, from the small
ness of their pay, need more protection than shop hands, namely, yard and
section men. Now, in my humble judgment, the ea iest way to adju t this
trouble is for us to demand a recognition of our organization by the rail·
road officials. If we don't do this to protect the class of men already
named, we must demand a new contract, which will be attended by the
same risks without having as great a beneficial result. This, in my judg
ment, has got to be done some time. Is it not as well to do it first a
last? I therefore, as chairman of your executive board, request that the
Master Workman of your a sembly immediately order a secret ballot to be
taken, said ballot to be ealed and ent to me immediately, a separate ballot
to be taken on the two following questions:

"First question to be put by the Master Workman: Will you su tain
your executive board should they demand the railroad company or officials
to recognize your execut.ive board as members of the Knights of Labor and
not simply as railroad employees?

"Second question: Will you sustain your executive board should they
make the demand that the wages paid un killed labor on any part of the
Gould Southwe t System shall not be less than 1.50 per day?

" hould you sllstain your executive board in making these demands they
will carry with them a great m.any other grievances, now before said
board, such as regards apprentices, blacksmith helper, and many others. To
save time in your as embly you might have both questions put on one bal
lot, in this form:

"Question fir t, second. Let the member voting put in a line with each
question his answer, yes or no.

"Hoping you will attend to this as early as po ible (of course only rail
road employees vote on these question).

MARTI Ino s,
Chairman, Executive Board, D. A. 101.

The request for a basic wage of $1.50 per day would seem to be
quite reasonable for the Federal Department of Labor reported the
going wage in Texas at that time to be $1.50 per day.4

Official recognition of the Knights of Labor was an apparent
corollary to the acknowledgment of the power of a grievance com
mittee to represent the workers with their employers. Such acknowl
edgment the Executive Committee conceived as basic to successful
labor organization. The mistake of the General Executive Board
and Master Workman Powderly in failing to secure this recognition
from Gould in the agreement concluding the strike of the previous

4United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin No. 604, History 0/
Wages in the United States, 1934, p. 257.
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spring must be rectified if the Knights were to survive in the South
west. Desperate men were coming into the Order for protection,
and Powderly, to whom all looked, was drawing more and more into
his quarters upon the Eastern Coast where these troublesome western
workers could not touch him and thinking with gratitude and self
approbation of the Sunday when Jay Gould, at the request of two'
governors, had asked him to a conference and had worked 'with him
on the agreement ending the strike of 1885. This attitude was not
easily understandable by Martin Irons and other western labor
leaders. The story often told of Irons that when Jay Gould tele
graphed him to come for a conference he telegraphed back "I am
in Kansas City," if not true in detail, illustrates what workers of
District Assembly No. 101 thought proper in a labor leader. Labor,
so preached Irons throughout his life, can yield in dignity to no one.
It must be met as equal, if not superior.

It is probable also that Powderly was terrorized by these Western
ers. The workers on the eastern roads had learned in tragedy and
bloodshed a decade before to live at peace with their employers;
and now, thought Powderly, the same result had been accomplished
in the West with little struggle. But District Assembly o. 101
was shrewder than the Grand ,Master Workman and they knew that
peace could be had only with recognition.

There can be little doubt, looking over the records of the period,
that Gould had accepted a Fabian failure that he might triumph
the more completely: He had no in ention of dividing control of
his Empire with anyone, fellow capitalists, government, or, least of
all, a group of laborers. He had watched too many financial
organizations fall because of rapid unorganized growth not to see
that if the Knights of Labor was allowed to increase for a short
while unwieldiness and lack of discipline would make it a weak
enemy and when the challenge came public opinion would be
against the Knights as unreasonable breakers of contracts.

The local assemblies agreed with an almost unanimous vote to
uphold the Executive Committee in making the demands. By this
action the Committee was invested with authority to present the
grievances of the workers to the officers of the railroads and to act
to make their presentation effective. The boycott was the approved
weapon of the Knights but over' the wide areas of the West an
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effective boycott was impossible. The District Assembly held that
they had been granted power to declare a strike and subsequently
the Congressional Investigating Committee placed much emphasis
upon the fact that the power was not exercised immediately, con
tending that this proved that a strike was unnecessary and must
have been called because one individual, Martin Irons, wished to call
it. There can be little doubt from the reports, and from statements
of laborers who were in a position to judge, that the Executive
Board had no desire to use the authority to strike save as a last
resort. Martin Irons himself expressed to the Congressional Com
mittee his opinion that a strike at the time was unwise.

To Mr. Behrens, with whom he talked many times, he expressed
strongly his doubt as to the wisdom of striking until a more
coherent organization had been formed. He feared the defeat which
would almost certainly be the result of a strike among undisciplined
workers who knew and cared little about the larger significance of
labor organization. Speaking at Martin Irons' grave more than a
quarter of a century after the Strike Mr. Behrens gave his judg
ment:

"The strike of '86 was planned and precipitated by the railroad corpora
tion , and Martin Iron as chairman of the executive board representing the
employees of the Gould southwestern road, fully appreciated and understood
the real motive actuating the railroad officials; he tried to dissuade the men
from falling into the trap set by their rna tel' ; he urged the postponement
of the battle, the detail of which had been arranged by hi enemy. He
argued for stronger organization; for better di cipline; for a better knowl·
edge of right tactics in organization; and a clearer understanding of the
fundamental principles upon which the labor movement of that day was
based."

A contemporary observer at Marshall states that he heard Martin
Irons speak in the Odd Fellows Hall in that town and ask the local
assembly not to cast an affirmative vote on the question of striking. 5

Those who blamed Martin Irons, and they were many in all groups,
ignored the fact that at the core of his life and thought was a pro
found belief in democracy-the right of the people to decide and
the decision being made he could only obey at whatever cost to

5Personal interview at Marshall, Texas, January, 1939.
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himself. As a leader it was impossible from his viewpoint to
refuse to accept the dicta of the local assemblies.

In February, District Assembly Jo . 101 met again. In the
meantime, December, 1885, the Texas & Pacific Railroad, of which
Jay Gould was president, had been forced into the hands of a
receiver because of its inability to pay interest on bonds owed to
the Missouri Pacific, of which also Jay Gould was president, and
had passed under the control of the Federal Government. Upon
two things the laborers from the least to the most sophisticated were
agreed-Jay Gould still controlled the Texas & Pacific and the
United States lower courts were his tools. 6 Furthermore, the
workers had heard of the receivership on another line of the Gould
System and knew that a cut in wages followed the court action.
The town of Marshall, Texas, in addition was distrustful of the
railroad for other reasons. In 1871 the town agreed to give the
Texas Pacific Railroad $300,000.00 in county bonds and 66 acres
of land within the city limits for shops and depots. 7 "In con
sideration of the donation," the Texas & Pacific agreed "to per
manently establish its eastern terminus and Texas offices at the city
of Marshall" and "to establish and construct at said city the main
machine shops and carworks of said railway company." Both
performed the agreement but in 1881, the Texas & Pacific began
moving its shops because Marshall had ceased to be the eastern
terminus of the road. Before the court the lawyers for the road
plead in defense that the minutes of the Board of Directors accept
ing the contract showed the passage of a resolution "that the
offices be located until otherwise ordered at Marshall." What sort
of permanency is this, queried the City through its representatives
when it is shown that the establishments were made at Marshall
until "otherwise ordered."

In April, 1890, the suit reached the Supreme Court of the United
States which, reversing the decision of the lower court, held for the
railroad and suggested that the citizens of Marshall bring a civil
suit for damages if they felt themselves wronged. In 1886 the

7Texas & Pacific Railway Company v. Marshall; Marshall v. Texas &
Pacific Railay Company, 136 U.S. 393 (1890).

'6United States Congress, House Report No. 4174, Part II, pp. 462-3.
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case was on its faltering way through the judicial hierarchy and
bitterness against what was felt to be a ruthless breaking of faith
on the part of the railway company was not confined to the laborers.

Under these conditions the February meeting of the District
Assembly was held. Since there had been protests from the Texas
locals concerning actions of the meeting at St. Louis, the meeting
was held in Texas at Marshall. The master workman of the
Marshall local assembly, C. A. Hall, was a delegate to the conven
tion and attended a part of three days. He was then informed by
the foreman of his shop that his services were no longer required.
He insisted with witnesses, and a weighing of all evidence seems
to support his contention, that he had been given permission to be
absent from his work. But even though he misunderstood his
superior's statement his discharge under the conditions and while
the district assembly was in session can be explained only as crass
ineptitude or as the expression of a desire to affront the workers
with the serious possibility of forcing them to revolt. Hall was
discharged at 6:00 in the afternoon and by 9:00 that evening the
local assembly had asked the district assembly to support their
demand for his reinstatement. Mr. Crosby, the superior officer
in the shop, refused to consider the reinforced request and before
nightfall of the following day each local assembly of District
Assembly o. 101 had received the following telegram: 8

"(Indorsement.) Will you sustain your executive board in demanding the
reinstatement of Bro. C. A. Hall?

"Take a secret ballot, telegraph results-Yes or No-to

lV1ARTIN IRONS,

Chairman, Executive Board, Marshall, Texas."

Again the local assemblies voted support, at least so the vote
was cer~ified.

The Executive Board felt that they were at a crisis in the position
of the organization. C. A. Hall had been a member of the Com
mittee which had attempted earlier to reach Mr. Hoxie and present
the statement of grievances. He was Master Workman of a local
assembly and was attending an official meeting after having secured

8United States Congress, House Report No. 4174, Part II, p. 202.
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permission to do so. If the Knights of Labor could not protect him
they were weak as well as disloyal. In addition they felt that the
continuous irritation which appeared between workers and manage
ment must be stopped, if possible. "I wanted anything done," said
Irons later to the Federal investigators, "that could be done for a
settlement and have taken every means in my power to bring about
a settlement. But, as I have said, in making any settlement, I
wanted something that would be hung up in the hall or in the shops
so that we could do away with this continual making of little
grievances, that were so annoying-it was certainly annoying to the
Committee. I wanted something substantial, and if an employee
violated it, I wanted him thrown out as quick as I would have the
company redress for violations they had made."9

Attempts were made to secure action from those in authority under
the courts but all ignored or evaded the requests made by the
Board. The attitude of the receivers may be understood from
statements made by Mr. Sheldon:10

"Q. Gov. Sheldon, have your ever heard of any complaint of the refusal
of any officer under you to hear and investigate any complaint of any
employee along the line of the Texas & Pacific on the question of wages?

"A. I have never had an application to investigate the question of wages,
except as I have already stated; I have never heard that any officer on the
road has refused, and I do not believe that anyone ever has. Governor
Brown and myself have said that we were ready to have a conference with
anybody that has any business with the road, either as employee or shipper
of the road. We have always taken that position. Of COllTse, I refused to
discuss the question with Martin Irons or the committee.* I have repeatedly
said, as I did to the Gouldsboro strikers, if any person having business
with the road claims that we have not kept our contract, performed our
obligations and duties, I am ready to submit the question to any impartial
tribunal, but we cannot consent to arbitrate the question whether we need
the services of a man or whether we can afford to pay the wages he right
demand.

"I wish to say, also, that Martin Irons, in one of our conversations,
made some demands that we should recognize the Knights of Labor. I said
to him that we knew nothing of the Knights of Labor, and that we would
employ such persons as we needed and who were suitable, without regard

9Ibid., Part II, p. 449.
lO/bid., Part II p. 204.
• Our italics. '
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to whether they were Knights of Labor or not. Al 0, the strikers at Goulds
boro said to me that they thought that the receivers intended to ignore the
Knights of Labor. I told them that we did not ignore nor did we recognize
them; that we hould employ individuals directly and not treat with organ
izations in any case of any kind."

Mr. Sheldon's attitude can be explained only on the ba IS of
contempt for the potentialities of the Knights of Labor or of a
desire to force them to action. Martin Irons warned the receivers
that trouble could not be avoided unless they met the Board, and
finally he telegraphed asking whether they had received the former
telegrams.

Governor Sheldon had one of the superintendents at Marshall
present passes for three people to come to Dallas to discuss matters
with the receivers. There were six people who were to go to Dallas,
five members of the Executive Board and Mr. Hall. 0 one went,
and this failure to use the passes was later stressed to show that the
Board was unwilling to take any action to avoid the impending
trouble. But again the point at issue was clear to the Board, and
again we mu t conclude that there was a desire to force a show
down upon issues which could be presented to show the unreason
ableness of organized laborers. Jo one would believe that three
passes meant so much to a great railroad that they did not give
all that were needed. But let Irons present the position of the
Executive Board.ll.

ued to

at one time, did you not? A. From far
ir. I think not.

you? A. Ob, yes, there was one to Dallas
0,

"Q. You bad a pa s to Dallas
hall, a pa to Dallas?

"Q. There was three
at one time.

"Q. For whom were tho,e paSf\es left by Gov. heldon? A. They were
for one of the committee beside my elf. I do not recollect which one.

"Q. For yourself and Hall and any member of the committee. 'Vas that
it? A. Yes, ir, or rather I do not know the name. I thought they gave
the name.

"Q. One wa intended for you, was it not? A. I presume so.
"Q. Did you ever use it? A. 0, sir.
"Q. You wanted to u e it when it was called for, did you not? A. When

I got it, I intended to use it, but I never had any u e for it.

J·/bid., Part II, pp. 455-6.
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"Q. Who handed out the passe -Gov. heldon, or whom? A. It was
one of the superintendents, I do not know the name.

'Q. Were you present when he handed them out? A. Yes.

"Q. Who did he hand them to? A. To fr. Hall.
"Q. How far away were you? A. I wa right there, I was in the room

and the superintendent-I do not remember his name-called 1r. Hall to
one ide and gave him the passe, so I was not far distant.

"Q. At that time what position did Hall occupy in your Order? A. He
wa a delegate to the Convention, and I think a Ma ter Workman of one
of the locals.

"Q. And you were Master Workman of the District Assembly? A. I
was chairman of the executive board.

"Q. What did you consider the object of calling Hall to one side and
handing him the passes, instead of handing them to the chairman of the
executive board? A. I considered that they did not want to acknowledge
us as a committee, that is the construction I put upon it.

"Q. SO it impressed you also that perhaps there was a little personal
slight to yourself? A. Only in an official capacity?

"Q. In that way there was something of a slight, I take it? A. I think so.

"Q. You are a Scotchman-you resented that slight, did you not? A.
Only by refusal to use the passes.

"Q. It was on that ground that you refused the passes? A. ot only that.

"Q. If the passes had heen handed to you by the suuperintendent instead
of being handed to Hall, would you have gone to Dallas? A. 0, ir.

"Q. ~'hat were you there getting the pa es for? A. I a ked for a pass
there for the whole board and it was refused.

"Q. How many were the board? A. Five.

"Q. You got passes for the majority? A. I did not know that; we only
got pa_ e for two beside the man Hall.

* '" * * * * * * * * * *
"Q. What were the grounds upon which you declined to go to Dallas?

A. imply becau e there were not pa se for the whole board and by going
to Dalla it cut me off from the use of the company's book, a thing we
had been promised.

"Q. What books? A. The books of the company-the shop books.

"Q. Do you not know that the superintendent's office at Dallas, in the
head office, would have all the documents nece sary? A. Their offices were
in Mar hall.

"Q. Did you not expect to find documents enough at Dallas to answer
the purpo es of that inquiry? A. Well, I did not know.

"Q. Well, go on. A. It cut me off from the oral testimony that we
could get.

"Q. What else? A. I believe that wa sufficient."
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Since attempts to confer with the receivers seemed futile, the
order to strike on March 6 at 10:00 A.M. went out to the local
assemblies of the Texas & Pacific. The executive board then tele
graphed Mr. Kerrigan, the General Superintendent of the Missouri
Pacific at St. Louis, asking the offi,cials of that road to use their
good offices to secure a settlement of the trouble on the Texas &
Pacific to prevent a strOike on the Missouri Pacific. The officials
refused, because they would be snubbed for going beyond their
authority. Attempts by a citizen's committee at Marshall to settle
the grievances were also ignored by the receivers of the road.

The executive board had already requested the members of
District Assembly o. 101 on the Missouri Pacific to boycott
freight transferring from or to the Texas & Pacific line. And now,
finding vain all efforts to secure even a consideration of the matters
at issue, the employees of the Missouri Pacific were also called
out. Before March 10 all members of District Assembly No. 101
including all workers save trainment on the Gould Southwest Sys
tem were on strike. But before that time events took place which
give the Great Southwest Strike the unique character which justify
its designation as a frontier strike.



CHAPTER V

THE MYSTERY

The story of those days-March 6-10-were told in detail for
the first time by Mr. Powderly in his Autobiography published in
the spring of 1940. But the central fact-a strike order issued at
the point of a pistol-was known to others and was a part of
current rumor.

A few days after the command to strike was issued, Mr. Irons
in Moberly, lVIissouri, was told by a member of a local assembly
that he strongly suspected the secretary of his local of being a spy
for the railroads and also that the vote of the local was against
the strike. Mr. Irons remembered clearly that the vote of the local
in question was reported as being strongly in favor of the strike.
There were told Mr. Irons also widespread rumors that the strike
votes sent 'to the executive committee had been dishonestly reported.
Much perturbed, the Chairman called another meeting to review the
matter and to determine whether it would be wise to call for a second
vote. The day before the meeting, which was held at the Hurst
Hotel in St. Louis, a stranger took a room on the rear top floor of
the hotel overlooking a back lot and paid for two days in advance.
Shortly before the time for the conference a member of the Board
asked Mr. Irons to come to this room for consultation on an
important matter. When they entered the committeeman locked the
door and seated himself at a table asking Mr. Irons to take the
seat opposite. From a drawer he took a paper and, handing it
across, said,. "Read that, Martin, and sign it." What Mr. Irons
read was a restatement of the instructions to strike with the assur
ance that they had been in the first instance legally issued. When
he looked up stating that he would and could do nothing without
consulting the Board, he faced a pistol. Attempts to reason were
of no avail. The room taken by the stranger was eminently fitted
to conceal the operation of a six-shooter. A body found next morn
ing in the vacant room would bring a verdict of suicide proving
that the head of the striking assembly could not face his Board.
There seemed to be no alternative. In either case failure for the
strike and ruin for the strikers was ahead. Mr. Irons signed the
paper.
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It seemed simple enough in prospect, to escape from the room,
get help and withdraw the statement. But for four days and nights
the man walked with Mr. Irons as a shadow being relieved for short
intervals by an accomplice. Before that period had ended the strike
had developed beyond the power of any individual to stop it.
Irons' lips were sealed. To tell the story that lay behind the
reissuing of the strike order would be to deprive the strikers of
any support, confidence, and strength they had and would not save
them from the tragic aftermath of their actions. The strike must
go on and must be carried as courageously as possible. othing
could be done save attempt to lessen as much as possible the
resultan t chaos and suffering.

An incredible story ! Yes, but the character of the testimony
forces us to accept the conference in the locked room as probably
the crucial event in the chaotic maelstrom which constitutes the
Southwest Strike. To Mr. Behrens, who was closer to him than
any other individual, Mr. Irons told that he was forced to sign
the strike order at the point of a six-shooter. But to him he gave
no details. The oath of secrecy, it must be remembered, was a
"first" principle of the Order and Irons seems throughout his life
to have observed it with almost fanatical integrity. To Powderly
alone, he told the story in all its rawness and it is his version that
is given here.1 one of those who knew and talked with him after
the strike seem to have heard him mention the incident and it is
difficult to believe that had they heard of it they would not have
been impressed, accustomed as they were to the use of force. We
must consider then the implications of that incident. Whose was
the hand that pressed the trigger ? Was he an individual with a
personal aim or did he represent a group who held the immediate
calling of the strike vital? If the latter, of what group was he the
deputy? Or did he hold in the other hand thirty pieces of silver
betraying his friends and their trust for a price?

Dust has long ago covered the finger prints. No witness, not
even Powderly suggests a name either personal or in terms of his
position or relation for that shadowy figure. Of his motive, we may
conclude that he was determined that the contest between Mr. Gould's
railroads and the workers should take place in the spring of 1886

IT. V. Powderly, The Path I Trod, Chaps. X, XI.
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even to the extent of committing murder. By deduction then cer
tain possibilities may be presented and considered.

We may eliminate from consideration those who would not be
interested in the continuance of the strike. There were, first, those
who had benefited by the agreement ending the strike of 1885.
This group included most of the skilled railway workers of the area,
especially the unions later forming the railway brotherhoods who
were coalescing their strength into strong craft unions which were
to give American laborers their first lesson in the effectiveness of
conservative business unionism. They had assisted the railway
workers in the strikes of 1884-1885 but in 1886 they had little
possibility of material gain and they had everything to lose through
disorganization of the Southwestern System. It was not their dele
gate either voluntary or hired who sat before the table. There
were, second, those who were loyal to the Knights of Labor and
its program for including all workers in the demand for reforms
but they held to the "first principle," no strikes. The chairman
of the cooperative section of the Order lived in St. Louis and it
is more than probable that the Missouri membership with its large
German constituency were opposed to any strikes and this one more
than most for it was a culmination of two years of turmoil among
the workers. Further and finally it was not their strike. In spite
of the fact that the headquarters of District Assembly 101 were
in Sedalia the members lived largely in Texas. The strike of 1885
had spread southward from Missouri, Kansas, and southern Illinois
but the troubles of 1886 were spreading from Texas northward.
There were, finally, many who though agreeing that a labor organi
zation must accept the possibility even the inevitability of strikes
felt nevertheless that a strike against the Gould interests by a newly
organized, undisciplined body of workers whose primary interest
in the Knights was in using the Order for an instrument for open
revolt would be suicidal. Among these was unquestionably Mr.
Irons.

On the other hand there were individuals and groups who wished
strongly that the strike should take place. There were, first, those
who had come into the Order because they thought the organization
stronp; enough to win in any duel with a corporate organization.
They had no conception of and, therefore, no interest in ideologies,
principles. or long run programs of reform. Their belief in the
unity of those who toil was volatile and emotional. umbers of
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such individuals will be large in any situation but in a setting of
ignorance, of isolation from discussion of theories and doctrines
and of belief in the efficacy of direct action for the settlement of
political and social questions such as reached an apex in the
period of war and reconstruction it will be larger than in environ
ments more sophisticated as to the possibilities of social change
and the complexities of organizational procedure. There were, second,
the operators of the railroads. The imminence of the struggle was
clear and they gained by having it occur before the southwestern
workers could build up a financial reserve and disciplined opera
tional methods. Third, we must consider tentatively at least, the
Executive Board of the General Assembly who might conceivably
feel that a strike of poorly organized workers without financial
resources against Mr. Gould's railroads well prepared psycho
logically and organizationally would remove the constant threat
to the peace and reputation of the Order which lay in the growing
strength of the activism of the western frontier.

Though the suggestion implies a serious charge against the
General :E:xecutive Board the possibility cannot be ignored. But
there seems little to support an accusation. Joseph Buchanan, a
member of the Executive Board, was a strike leader of no mean
prowess and his history gives no basis for suspicion that he would
have connived even tacitly with an attempt to lead the workers of
his own section into a suicidal strike. There is also evidence that
Powderly and the eastern membe:J:s of the General Executive Board
had no knowledge of the situation in the Southwest. They seemed
unaware of even the name of the individual with authority to call
the strike. "We telegraphed Mr. Irons, the man 'whose name was
given in the papers,''' said Mr. Powderly in recounting the events
of the strike. Powderly could not then have feared Irons and his
influence. Culpable the Grand Master Workman and the General
Executive Board may have been but of ignorance not of overt
action to destroy the power of the western membership. Further,
unless the Board was determined to refuse all support to the
strikers, it was pre-evident that the discredit to the General Assembly
and the national officers would be submersive. But the General
Assembly never refused official recognition to the strike and had
representatives on the ground after the opening days. In addition,
the national body under Mr. Powderly's leadership gave $100,000.00
to help the strikers-a tremendous sum to a labor union at that
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time and hardly to be squandered in helping a strike which they
were willing to crush by criminal methods. Jo , the charge will not
stand! There is nothing to suggest that the official body of the
Order was capable of the double dealing, the complex manipulations
which are suggested by the accusation that a champion of theirs
might have held the pistol.

What then of General Manager Hoxie? Had he either personally
or through subordinates paid the individual to perform the specific
act? Were there simply orders to see that there was trouble with
the workers or did Mr. Furlong, the chief of the Gould detectives
whose name was to become notorious as the strike progressed, feel
that a strike would give more scope for his activities and conse
quently pay a member of the District Executive Board to assure
the strike? Anyone of the three is a possibility but there is no
suggestion in Mr. Powderly's story that the potential murderer
might be a traitor to his friends and to his trust. Charges of
espionage for the railroads supported by proof led to the expulsion
of others in District Assembly 78 and District Assembly 101 but
no charges, so far as the writer has been able to find, were ever
made against any individual for the action under discussion. There
is no statement in rumor, though spy suspicions were rife, that the
coercion of Mr. Irons was the work of spies. Investigations of
congressional committees and the desire for self-catharsis or for
literary fame of agents from Allen Pinkerton to Pearl Bergoff have
made students of labor history willing to accept the charge against
the railroad operators. But there seems basis for nothing except
a recognition of the possibility that the man may have been a hire
ling of Mr. Hoxie or more probably of Mr. Furlong.

Finally, there is the group fir t named or rather numbers of
individuals who wished action then. That the man was a member
of the executi e board can carcely be questioned. 0 one other
than a member could have kept Mr. Irons under constant surveil
lance for non-members could not conceivably have attended the
meetings. We must keep always in mind the secrecy of meetings.
The question then obtrudes itself: Must there not have been con
nivance, tacit if not active, on the part of all members of the
Board. There were undoubtedly many Knights of the Southwestern
System who would scoff at hesitancy to strike as weakness or even
cowardice. J0 eph Buchanan bears witness to the desire of Texas
railroad workers to precipitate a southwestern strike the year before.
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Did the man from Fort Worth* who stood witli folded arms and
declared himself willing to strike even though he faced the punish
ment which Buchanan had outlined-did that man hold the six
shooter in the locked room at St. Louis? Was he determined that
this time there should be no leadership of prudent timidity and
therefore use the simplest and most effective method of enforcing
his will? This is a probability held in the mind by laborers who
knew of the incident. For no other individual would the oath of
secrecy have been necessarily inviolate. A spy could have been
expelled. A member, or members, who acted in good faith for
what they considered the good of the Order would not have been
punished especially if they had the sympathetic backing of the
other members of the Board. 0 verdict can be rendered but
analysis of the facts seems to suggest strongly the conclusion that
there was no overt treason to interests of the workers. There were
individuals restive and opinionated who had determined that there
should be an end to caution, to talk of compromise. The time had
come for the workers to show the corporations especially those
controlled by Mr. Gould that they and not the employers held
the power. They felt action to be so immediately necessary that
they set their decision above that of the workers.

It is not necessary to accept as true the accusation that the votes
were misco.unted. The southwestern laborers probably attended the
local meetings not better than other union members. It is quite
probable that the strike votes were taken at small meetings and
were in favor of striking, though representing a minority of the
voting strength. Finding themselves swept into a strike other mem
bers might decide from informal discussion and checking of atti
tudes that the majority were against the strike. One Knight who
was master workman of his local states positively that such was
the situation in his assembly. But why did the person in the hotel
room refuse to allow a second vote? Did he know the votes were
miscounted and that the workers were against a strike? Or did
he know the opinions of the workers and fear that a second vote
would be negative? Or did he not wish to waste the time to take
a second vote? Since the two votes on the first questions and on
that regarding Mr. Hall were separated by almost a year, it seems

*See pp. 133.
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hardly probable that both votes should have been mis-tallied in
the same direction. After the first vote, a strike would have been
forced by those who had miscounted the votes.

Whosever was the decision there was no turning back. It may
be that the conference in the locked room is a crucial moment in
the history of labor in the Southwest.



CHAPTER VI

ATTEMPTS AT ARBITRATION

When the governors of Missouri and Kansas offered their services
in settling the difficulties, Mr. Irons asked them to secure a meet
ing between the officials of the road and a committee of the Knights
of Labor. The Governor of Texas now, as he had done in 1885,
ignored the situation, although it was evident that the struggle
would be most significant in Texas, for the larger section of the
Gould lines was in that State. Furthermore, the agreement of
1885 had not included the Texas lines, and the shops and lines
of the Texas & Pacific were all in Texas. The State had no depart
ment of labor, and it may be that that lack explains the indifference
of the State executive and his failure to interfere. There was
undoubtedly also a great fear of the political power of the labor
and farmer groups.

Unaware of the drama unfolding in the Southwest, the General
Executive Board was in session at Philadelphia. Here they read
in the newspapers the news that a district assembly of the Order
had struck against the management of the Gould lines. On the
same day they received official information from the Missouri
Pacific that a strike had taken place contrary to the understanding
of the previous year. Mr. Powderly telegraphed west for particu
lars "to the man whose name was given in the papers, Martin
Irons," and received in return the first notice from the strikers of
their action.

In the meantime, D"strict Assembly o. 82, composed of em
ployees of the Union Pacific Railroad, asked for a conference of
representatives from the five district assemblies of the Southwestern
area. But the Union Pacific employees decided against entering
the strike. Grand Master Workman Powderly came west for the
conference and Governors Martin of Kansas and Marmanduke of
Missouri asked for a consultation with him and the executive board
of District Assembly o. 101. Following this meeting, the gov
ernors asked Mr. Hoxie to meet with the executive board, suggest
ing as a basis for settlement the acceptance in spirit and letter of
the terms of the 1885 agreement throughout the Gould System.
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Mr. Hoxie denied that the agreement of 1885 had been violated in
any way and refused to meet any committee of the Knights of
Labor, stating that he would deal only with employees of the
road. "I decline to meet men who are out," telegraphed Mr. Hoxie,
"I have not declined to meet employees." He met with Frederick
Turner and Mr. Bailey, of the General Association Executive Board
for a personal chat, but refused to talk to them as representatives
of a labor organization.

Far removed from the immediate struggle but not from its results,
the stockholders were bringing pressure to bear upon the highest
officials of the road; and Gould himself entered the number who
were attempting to find a settlement. The agreement of 1885 was
a monument to the Executive Board of the General Assembly and
to Grand Master Workman Powderly. They thought that Gould's
agreement as to wages and hours of work for the striking Wabash
employees indicated a recognition of the justice of the demands
made. The assumption was that it applied to all the Gould lines
and to all workers on those lines. This assumption must be accepted
as a product of the hardly destroyed belief in the fundamental good
ness of the employer. Mr. Hoxie was probably correct in his con
tention that the contract had not been broken. As it was accepted
and understood by the workers, it had never existed. If Mr. Pow
derly himself and the Executive Board recognized the narrow appli
cation of the agreement, they certainly thought that all that was
necessary was to call the Wizard's attention to the fact that all
workers on the Gould System had not received the benefits expected.
When the Executive Board accepted that conclusion with no pro
vision for presentation of workers' grievances and requests by
representative committees, a strike to secure the equivalent wages
and conditions for all workers was made inevitable. Mr. Irons was
more realistic. He saw that this was the heart of all labor struggle
and labor peace. "I am not in favor of strikes," he states, "and
was in hopes that I could make this the last strike. . . . Had this
strike terminated entirely in favor of the Knights of Labor, I
should have worked to make it the last strike. I have been work
ing for that day trying to do everything that I could to make this
the last strike."1 This strike to end strikes was based from the
viewpoints of its leaders upon the necessity for recognition of the

1United States Congress, House Report No. 4174, Part II, p. 462.
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right of representatives of organized labor to a voice in determining
industrial policy. It was a concept of the meaning of democracy
that few had grasped in that decade. ow the head of the great
inchoate mass of laborers, somewhat terrified at and apologetic of
their crude demand to be recognized in the government of industry
on an equal with a financial magnate, sought again to make peace.
But this time Gould was prepared. He expressed his regret that
the western laborers felt it necessary to strike again, but really he
was only one of several directors and Mr. Hoxie alone could act.
He was not justified in stepping between Mr. Hoxie and the workers
on the Southwestern roads. He finally agreed, however, to send
him a telegram. 2

"In resuming the movement of trains on the Missouri Pacific, and in the
employment of labor in the several departments of this company, you will
give preference to our late employees, whether they are Knights of Labor
or not, except that you will not employ any person who has injured the
company's property during the late strike, nor will we discharge any person
who has taken service with the company during the late strike. We see no
objection to arbitrating any differences between the employees and the
company, past or future."

There is some circumstantial evidence that he sent one message
which he made public and another which was never made public.

The Congressional Committee seemed to feel that there was some
basis for suspicion.S

"Q. Do you not think, Mr. McDowell-that is the way it struck me from the
letters read here--do you not think that Mr. Gould himself was fairly disposed
towards the organization and in this matter (as it appears from his letter
and telegram and your report of his conversation), unless there was some
ecret correspondence with him and Mr. Hoxie? A. Yes, sir; my full im

pre sion, from what I saw of fl'. Gould, was that he meant to be fair,
intended to be fair. . . . It has always seemed to be that Mr. Hoxie was
on a high horse, from which he was unwilling to come down, and that
when Mr. Gould on the Monday found him rebellious on the agreement to
arbitrate, instead of making it appear really an order, he simply put it in
the form of a 'please' in order to avoid the possibility of having Mr.
Hoxie resign as a result of it, and to prevent it being claimed in the news
papers that it was a great victory to the Knights of Labor, then he turned
round and split hairs with the committee....

2/bid., Part I, p. 37.
3[bid., Part I, p. 22.
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"Q. You mean that Mr. Gould appeared himself to be controlled by
Mr. Hoxie?

"The Witness. That is the way that it appeared to me; still I could not
understand this letter, that must have been sent before the Sunday inter
view that is referred to in 11'. Hoxie's telegram of the 29th, referring to a
letter sent a day before the interview."

Mr. Powderly had agreed on his part to order the men back to
work. This promise was somewhat misplaced since the General
Assembly had no control over the calling of a strike and conse
quently no authority to call it off. There was nevertheless authority
for this assurance. He had seen Martin Irons in Kansas City and
had learned from him of the hopelessness of the struggle into which
the Southwestern workers had been betrayed. Mr. Irons asked that
he go to Mr. Gould and make such arrangements as he could
to end the strike. Whatever they were, the Executive Board of
District Assembly o. 101 would accept them. They could not
win but neither could they quit. In accordance with Mr. Powderly's
action the Executive Board of District Assembly o. 101 sent tele
grams to the local assemblies.

"You are ordered by the general executive board to go to work. Honor
demands that you see that those who came out to support you go to work
first. We shall telegraph you the day and hour."

And then, with a too simple faith, they issued a message of con
gratulations for victory won. 4

"Fellow Workmen: We congratulate you, one and all, on your manhood
and fortitude during our late great fight for recognition and right.

" ow that the battle is fought and the victory won, let us wear our
laurels as men of dignity and moderation. Every man to his post and to
his duty with quiet and sobriety. Let us exhibit the same zeal for the
upbuilding of the business of the We t that we have just done in proving
that labor is king.

J OI T EXEC Tl\'E BOARD OF D. A. os. 101, 93, A D 17.

But while the Board of District Assembly Jo . 101 was in session
perfecting the plans for returning to work, a second telegram
arrived saying: "Complications have arisen since morning; will
have another conference in the morning."5

4[bid., Part I, pp. 40-1.
5[bid., Part I, p. 16.
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The Board was confused by the conflicting orders, but in pur
suance of their understanding they attempted to see Mr. Hoxie.
They were unsuccessful and the order to return to work was
remanded. The workers did not forget that Gould controlled the
telegraph lines, and they became still more suspicious. The con
fusion is illustrated by the query of the Executive Board of District
Assembly o. 78, of Fort Worth, addressed simultaneously to
both Mr. Powderly and Mr. Irons. "Is the strike declared off pend
ing arbitration? Answer immediately." Mr. Irons' reply was, " Jo,
nothing is settled yet. Hold Fort Worth," became later a nationally
famous or rather infamous document..:., The resulting confusion
precipitated a month of violence and of bloodshed which has
seldom been equaled in a succession of violent strikes.

Charges of disobedience later hammered against Mr. Irons ignore
the fact that the General Assembly itself countermanded the order.
This statement, which curiously enough appears in no official
investigation of the strike, was given to the daily papers. 6

"At the conference held in New York with Jay Gould and his associates
and the General Executive Board the following was mutually agreed upon
with Mr. Hoxie:

"That he was willing to meet a committee of the employees without dis
crimination who were at work in the service of the company at the time
uch committee is appointed, to adju t with them any grievances that they

may have. The General Executive Board, upon its arrival in St. Louis,
having been informed that Mr. Hoxie had refused to comply with the agree
ment as all parties to the conference understood it, waited upon him to
ascertain his intention to carrying out the same, and received the following
as his intentions: That only fifty per cent of his former force would be
needed and that he would consider personal applications only and use his
Own pleasure as to their employment, without the dictation of any society
or committee. This being in direct violation of the agreement, the executive
board still further believes the refusal to carry out said agreement is done
for the purpose of stockjobbing speculation in New York by using our
organization as a bid to further these ends.

"They, therefore, recall the order issued by us for the men to return to
work, the company having made it impossible for its execution and the

*It was misquoted in the newspapers as "Hold the fort at all hazards."
See The Nation, Vol. 42, p. 329. Grand Jury investigations at Fort Worth led
to the acceptance of the sending of this telegram as a basic cause of the
murder of officer Townsend and the indictment of Martin Irons for the
murder.

6/bid., p. 27.
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proper fulfillment of the same. The matter now stands as it did previously
to the order being i sue to resume work-in the hands of those district
interested, and the general executive hoard will render all possible as i t
ance in carrying out the demands of the men for justice."

Mr. Powderly was in the hands of master manipulators, and their
program relied upon a well recognized strategy-divide and con
quer. When the men did not return to work, both Gould and Hoxie
insisted that the General Assembly's lack of power made it unneces
sary to deal with them, and District Assembly o. 101, being in
revolt, could not claim to be a genuine section of the Knights of
Labor. It also made possible Hoxie's refusal to meet with a com
mittee. There was a misunderstanding very regrettable to be sure
but then what could a just man do? He would treat with em
ployees-yes, gladly, but the striking Knights were no longer
employees.

And they plunged in the knife and twisted it. Mr. Powderly,
was, Gould insisted often and openly, the right man in the right
place, he was a wise and sane labor leader. It was too bad that
these westerners, "pestilential fellows," were beyond his control,
and Mr. Hoxie emphasized the statements. It was not a question of
difference between the workers and the railroad system but a
question of authority between the General and the District As
semblies of the Knights of Labor. "It seems to me," said Hoxie
to Turner, and Bailey of the Executive Committee,7 "that the
present trouble it only between you and Mr. Irons and not between
you and myself; that is the way it appears to a man who reads the
newspapers. Gould later insisted to Powderly that the issue had
nothing to do with labor questions. It was, to him, a personal
question between Irons and Powderly as to who should control
the Knights of Labor west of the Mississippi. Powderly did not
completely surrender, but he loved peace, and he could not face
the fact that the structure in the building of which he had played
no unimportant part, carried implications of struggle if it was to
be more than a shell. He could not believe further that Mr. Gould,
who had met with him as an equal in 1885 and was now sending
him letters and sitting all day in conferences with the Executive
Board of the General Assembly, was not as simple and fair as
he seemed. "For you personally," he wrote to Gould, "I have no

7 nited States Congress, Rou e Report No. 4974, Part I, p. 82.
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dislike. 1 believe that if allowed to follow your own impulses in
this matter you would have had the strike ended ere this. Those who
advise you do not mingle with the people. They do not care for the
people. You have been warned that your life is in danger. Pay no
attention to such talk; no man who has the interests of his country
at heart would harm a hair of your head."8

The Knights of Labor were shuttled back and forth for more
than a month until Powderly in an attempt to rescue some shreds
of dignity as the head of a powerful order proceeded to lecture
Gould upon the relations which a leader should have with his
subordinates.9

"When you sent the telegram to Mr. Hoxie you sent it as president of
the Missouri Pacific Railroad Company. You sent it as the chief sends his
message to an inferior officer, and it meant as much to a sensible man as
the most imperative order could possibly mean. When I, as the chief officer
of the Knights of Labor, send a message such as that it is understood to be
my wishes and those wishes are respected by the subordinate officer to
whom they are sent. It is not his place to put a different construction on
them and give them his own interpretation. His duty is to obey the spirit
of the instructions. The man in power need not be an autocrat in order
to have his wishes respected. 'I would like to see it done' comes with as
great a force from the man in authority as 'I must have it done.' That was
the idea that I entertained when I left your house that night."

One can almost hear Gould chuckle!

But he realized by this time his own helplessness and placed the
blame squarely upon Gould's shoulders. "You can settle this strike,"
he wrote. "Its longer continuance rests with you and you alone.
Every act of violence, every drop of blood that may be shed from
this time forth must be laid at your door."

The Executive Board of the General Assembly hastened to
St. Louis, leaving Mr. Powderly sick and troubled in Pennsyl
vania. Thinking of the strike of 1885 which had precipitated him
into greatness, he wrote wistfully, "I think that the best plan is for
Mr. Gould to assert his authority and meet with me and settle this
affair, but 1 will never seek an audience with him again."10-

8lbid., p. 44.
9lbid., p. 43.
10lbid., p. 17.
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But again he proves inadequate. "Leave the organization (Knights
of Labor) out of the question and let Mr. Gould meet with his
men, if he does not care to meet with a representative of our
organization and let him ettle it in that way if he prefers to do
0."11 He fail to ee the heart of the business. The challenge of

District Assembly Jo . 101 and Martin Irons he could not meet.
He sought an end to the strike, but he did not envision an end to
strikes based upon recognition of the right of the laborers to a

oice in the control of industry. He expressed to Gould himself
his bewilderment and lack of understanding of the situation and
his fear of the western group who were more and more calling
into question his authority.12

"I then reiterated the statement which I had made to you, and now
repeat it: 'The men out along the lines of your railway can be ordered
back to work, but if they are it will not in any way mend matters; on the
contrary, it will make things worse. There are, all along the roads out
there, a great !llany men who have no regard. for organization or law, men
of hardy spirit, energy, and daring. Such men a have left the East and
have taken up their homes out in a wild country snch as that is will not
umbit as quietly a the men they have left behind in the East; they are

apt to do rasher thing than they would do elsewhere, and I have no doubt
we have some in our Order; in fact, my experience with the men of that
va t section lead me to think that the men on both sides out there are
more daredevilish than they are in the Ea t. Even the bu ine. s men of
that country are of that tamp of character."

Did he remember that Mr. Hoxie was a business man of that
country?

ll./bid., p. 17.
12/bid., p. 43.



CHAPTER VII

THE STRIKE

The strike had opened quietly enough. When the men walked
out responsible Knights were placed in control of the shops and
rolling stock to prevent the use of the property and to protect it
from violence which would be blamed upon the Knights. But this
orderly pattern was soon broken and the strike assumed the aspects
now well recognized.

On March 9 public notice was given by the management of the
railroads that since all strikers had voluntarily abandoned the
service of the corporation and their names had been stricken from
the rolls they were to leave the property of the company. This
action was followed over the entire section by the issuance of in
junctions forbidding strikers to use violence or to enter upon rail
road property. In addition both state and Federal courts gave
freely of their services with bench warrants and writs of assistance.1

Wholesale use of injunctions over so wide an area was unique. Ten
were sworn out in Missouri by the state courts, one in St. Louis
naming the Judge Advocate of the local Knights of Labor assembly
and 471 other individuals. In Kansas one was issued by the federal
court and several by the state courts. One was sworn out in
Arkansas and several in Texas. In the latter State the value of hav- .
ing the railroads in the hands of the federal courts was soon evi
dent. Through the receivership, all railroad workers on the Texas
& Pacific became employees of the federal government and subject
to court control. Whenever the courts wished, officials of the road

were deputized. Therefore, interference with the work of the

deputies was interference with the laws of the United States and

any action might be declared to be in contempt of court. Special

police over the area of the strike were paid by the railroad com

panies and large numbers of extraordinary deputies were sworn in.-
1Report of House Select Committee on Labor Tronbles in Missouri, Arkan

sas, Kansas and Texas. House Document No. 4174, 49th Cong., 2d Sess.,
1886--87. Part I, pp. 607-9; Part II, pp. 219-20.
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But it would have been desirable to have federal action in any
case for the laws of Texas were not framed to deal with the situation.
How unaware wa the State of the new industrial order which was
bringing violence and fear into its life is indicated by some develop
ments in the trial at Waco of two strikers who were charged with
"wilfully and mischievously injuring a locomotive engine, property
of the Missouri Pacific Railroad." The County Court convicted the
men and assessed a fine of $1.00 each. 2 The case was taken to the
Texas Court of Appeals on the question of whether there was
"sufficiency of information to charge an offense against the laws
of the State." The higher court said in upholding a reversal of the
decision that "the information in this case is based upon Article 683
of the Penal Code, which is in the words following: 'If any person
shall wilfully and mischievously injure or destroy any growing
fruit, corn, grain or other agricultural product* or property, real
or personal, etc." This question was twice presented by the
appellant's counsel, was passed upon, and was overruled by the
court below; first, in a motion to quash; and, second, in a motion
in arrest of judgment, both motions being grounded upon the prop
osition that the information charged no offense cognizable under
the Penal Code of this State." The judge writing the opinion con
tinued: "This is a case of first impression in the judicial history
of the State, and one in which every fair intendment should be made
in the protection of property rights, and in maintaining the suprem
acy of law and order. It is probably true that the Legislature, in
the framing and adoption of the Penal Code, did not foresee the
necessity for providing against a crime against property rights then
deemed impossible of perpetration here, though of occasional oc
currence elsewhere. But however great the wrong and injury, this
court cannot establish a precedent for punishing crime not cognizable
under the statute." A vigorous minority dissent was entered, but
the decision held and a motion by the State Attorney General for a
rehearing was overruled.

2Murray and Anthony v. The State, 21 Texas Court of Appeals (1886),
620.

.. ewspaper comments at the time Insisted that workers, who printed the
Penal Code, had omitted a comma after "agricultural product" and the law
as passed would have clearly covered the ca e.
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The Court in its decision described the "killing" of an engine,
the technic of violence which was and is the characteristic tactic
of the workers in this strike. The crime with which the men were
charged was "then and there wilfully and maliciously putting out
the fire in an engine, and by then and there letting out and wasting
and destroying the water in said engine, the same being the property
of said Missouri Pacific Railway Company; and by then and there
displacing the connections and the machinery of said engine; and
by then and there disabling and injuring said engine in such a
manner as to unfit it for use by said company and its agents." A
more dramatic description is given by a reporter for a Waco news
paper.s

"Locomotive No. '12,' of the Missouri Pacific Railway, was killed on a
side track right in front of the freight office door yesterday afternoon be
tween the hours of four and five o'clock. Number '12' has for the past
two weeks heen doing some valuable service for Jay Gould and the citizens
of Central Texas, and the Knights of Labor determined that she should not
live. The engine has been pulling up a local freight train between Waco,
Temple, and Taylor toward the south, and Hillsboro and Grandview toward
the north. Conductor Charley Southard has been in charge of the train and
Lon Wilson pulled the throttle on the engine.

They Scent an Enemy

"Like in times of war, when a mighty general had heard of a little army
doing him considerable damage afar off, and in a country where he has
not adherents enough to conquer this little band or stop its depredations,
that powerful lever the Knights of Labor heard of number '12' and what
he was doing to prostrate their designs, and they sent their emissaries to
Waco to stop its wheels. Now Conductor Southard and Engineer Wilson
are not members of the Knights of Labor, and they have been running the
local train according to instructions from Trainmaster T. J. Ray, and would
not listen to the mandate of the Knights 0'£ Labor to run number '12' to
the city of Alvarado, where she could be run into the roundhouse and
killed decently.

The emissaries spoken of are Messrs. Jans -Murray and J. A. Anthony,
and are members of the Alvarado assembly of the Knights of Labor. They
~rived in this city on Sunday and kept their eyes on '12.' Yesterday morn
mg Conductor Southard took his train as far north as Itasca and came back
to this city a few minutes before 4 o'clock in the afternoon. The engine
and a caboose were run on the sidetrack and the crew went to their dinner.-

alPaco Daily Examiner, March 9, 1886.
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How It Was Done
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"Happening to be at the depot about this time and seeing about a half
dozen men looking very seriously at the engine, it attracted the Examiner
reporter's attention, and he walked down to where they were. While stand
ing there the number was augmented by several more men coming up,
but they all looked as if they knew nothing of what was going to happen,
and what conversation was carried on was in undertones. The reporter failed
to catch anything which was aid, until a bold Knight walked up to where
'12' was tanding and said: 'If we are ~oing to kill the wild animal, it
is time to do it now.' He then mounted the steps and tood in the cab.
Opening the fire doors, he flung in a pocket of water on the fire, and kept
it up by drawing water from the tender and throwing it in the fire doors.
Soon a brother knight got up on the engine, and taking a handful of
'packing,' he jumped on top of the cab and gave it a few wraps around
the whistle. This was done to keep the screeches from making a noise.
He then came down, and shoving the throttle valve down again't an upright
pipe, he tied it fast there. The escaping stem rushed out, but nary screech.;
the other Knight kept dousing buckets of water on the fire, and the crowd
which by this time numbered 30 odd men stood with their mouths open
and looked on the little man with the black clothes on got down from the
engine, and taking a hammer he smIck the 'connecting link' which holds
the hose together which runs water from. the tender to the engine; the
water commenced to run out. Then the big fellow who wore a light coat
and blue cotton shirt, kept 'monkeying' about in the cab, while the little
fellow took a hammer and disconnected some more links. The crowd watched
the performance with loger eyes and in about thirty minutes the engine
was dead.

"The agent of the railway, 1r. J. A. mith, was present just before the
first bucket of water was thrown on the fire, but went after an officer to
see if he could not prevent the men from doing the dirty work. While the
work wa going on, Engineer Wilson and his fireman, and the brakeman
who run on outhard's train walked about among the crowd, but only spoke
a few words, and did not attempt to, or dare to, make any resistance. When
the work wa finished, and the crowd thought '12' wa done doing work
for Jay Gould for a while, at least, they became more talkative and they
were in high glee over the victory. When the two men had commenced to
wash their hands and wipe them on Jay Gould's 'waste,' the high sheriff
of McLennan County, Mr. W. T. Harris, appeared on the scene."

"Killing an engine" not only prevented its use but if the disabled
locomotive was on the track no traffic could move over the road until
it was removed. Other methods of halting operation of the rail
road's business were tampering with rails which caused many
wrecks and setting fires at terminals, water tanks, and shops.
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Court action was accompanied by widely publicized advertise
ments for strikebreakers. At the time, Mr. Hayefi reported to the
General Assembly of the Knights of Labor, that there was abundant
evidence that the management of the roads in Texas had for some
months been enticing male labor into the state so that an adequate
number of strike-breakers might be available. A supply could be
drawn readily from three sources: the ex-soldiers, who had not
adjusted into stable economic life; the egro freedmen, who were
eager to grasp any opportunity to establish themselves in industrial
jobs, and immigrants, who were pressing inland from the port
cities. Several who gave testimony concerning general conditions
before the Congressional Committee noted the large number of
floating population, young men and boys, who were congregated
in the railroad towns especially in eastern Texas. From New
Orleans and Galveston the principal sources, strike-breakers were
taken north to St. Louis and west to Gordon. A St. Louis news
paper noted the first appearance in that city of Negroes holding jobs
as mechanics.4 They came as strikebreakers in the railroad shops.

One of the most interesting cases growing out of the strike was
connected with a group of New Orleans strikebreakers. Nine young
men, including two GeJ.;man citizens, were sent by the Texas &
Pacific Railway agent in New Orleans to Marshall, Texas, to take
jobs in the shops there, with the assurance that there was no strike
in progress at that place. When they arrived they were irrunediately
sworn in as deputy United States marshals and instructed to protect
company property. The next morning their statement appeared in
the local paper concluding that "After due investigation, and hear
ing both sides of the question, we found undeniable proof of a
strike, and as man to man we could not justifiably go to work and
take the bread out of our fellow-workmen's mouths, no matter how
much we needed it ourselves. We have declined to work for said
company."5 Mr. Reagan, United States Marshal for the East Texas
District, arrested the young men under a charge of contempt and
intimidation and defrauding the Company by their refusal to work

4Missouri Republican (St. Louis), May 17, 1886.
5New Orleans Times-Democrat, March 16, 1886, quoted from the 1I1arshall

(Texas) Herald.
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after accepting transportation from New Orleans. They were given
sentences of three to four months in the Galveston County jail.

Clashes between scabs and strikers were of frequent occurrence in
Missouri. The large number of deputies brought into the Texas
towns and later the presence of large numbers of militia seemed to
preclude sporadic fighting. The United States Marshal for the
Western District of Texas had 174 special deputies and the section
from Fort Worth to EI Paso was virtually under martial law.
Marshal Reagan, of the Eastern Texas District, had 40 men "well
armed" in Marshall. Since all deputies in Texas were paid by the
railroads, they could scarcely be called peace officers and neutrality
would have been too much to expect. 6

High on the staked Plains, whose quiet was traditionally broken
only by the "Yippie" of the cowboys and the bellowing of the
herds, violence was immediate and widespread. The strike had
scarcely begun when three Knights were arrested at Toya for
obstructing freight trains. In default of bonds which were set at
$3,000.00 each they were remanded to jail. At Big Spring a succession
of violent acts occurred, among them the burning of the oil house
and other property valued at from five to six thousand dollars.
The deputy marshal of that town who had 15 men under him testi
fied to having warrants against 57 strikers of whom 17 had been
arrested and required to give bail of $1,000.00 each. 7

On March 23 Mr. Hoxie called officially upon Governor Ireland
of Texas for a~s~stance and asked for immediate action to prevent
trouble at Palestine, where the railroads were planning to move
all cars from the yards, and feeling among the citizens was bitter. 8

The situation differed little, if any, from that in other shop towns
in Texas and Missouri. In the local terminal were 600 loaded cars,
some passenger coaches and 37 useless engines. Of the latter, two
had been thrown from the track, eight were held by strikers and
27 had been "killed." The superintendent of the Missouri Pacific
Railway reported to the Adj utant General that 300 "links," 500
"coupLngs," and about 500 "draw-head" keys had been removed
from cars and engines in the Palestine yards. When notice was

6Hollse Document No. 4174, 49th Cong., 2d Sess., 1886-1887, Part II, p. 3)2.
7Ibid., Part II, pp. 219-20.
8Report 0/ the Adjutant General 0/ the State 0/ Texas for 1886, p. 9.
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given by the strikers that no freight would be allowed to pass
through or leave the town until the strike was declared over, the
district judge ordered the sheriff to summon a posse of citizens.
In response to the call more than 200 armed men gathered and took
charge of the situation with orders to allow no one to interfere
with the moving of trains. The first train came from Crockett
carrying armed volunteers. The strikers offered no resistance and
in two days the Palestine yards were cleared and routine traffic
was resumed.

The Adjutant General of the State, hurrying from Palestine to
Alvarado and Denison, which Hoxie had named as focal points
of dangerous unrest, was intercepted with a request for his imme
diate presence in Fort Worth where an open battle between special
officers and strikers had occurred.

The acting city marshal of Fort Worth at the time was "Long
Haired" Jim Courtright, a top-ranking gunman of the disappearing
frontier. Eugene Cunningham ranks him with John Wesley Hardin
of the "40 notches."9 The gunmen of the old west left crimson
trails, some to the left of the law and some to the right, and many
on left or right as their employers demanded. Courtright was one
of the latter, and, following his discharge from the Confederate
Army, he had been made marshal of Fort Worth. Later, as fore
man of General Logans' ranch, his methods of freeing the land of
"squatters" resulted in the death of two Frenchmen. He escaped to
Texas only to find that legal extradition was a part of the dawning
consciousness of law and order in that State. ew Mexico officers
arrested him in Fort Worth, but Fort Worth, being a "cow town,"
could see no great crime in putting squatters out of the way, and
Courtright was rescued. After an extended visit to Latin America,
he acted upon his knowledge of the effect of time upon western
justice and returned to Jew Mexico where he was tried and honor
ably acquitted. He drifted back to Fort Worth where he traded
horses, served as a saloon bouncer and still later set up a detective
agency which promised protection to "gambling joints."

When the Missouri Pacific Railroad felt the need of protection
from the strikers, Jim Courtright was employed and made acting
city marshal of Fort Worth and deputy sheriff of Johnson County.

9Eugene Cunningham, Triggernometry, pp. 203-17.
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The Congressional Committee eemed somewhat astonished at the
method of securing peace officers in Texas but the system had been
an earlier adaptation to needs. When a town decided to become
law-abiding, an officer wa needed who was fearless and a superior
shot. But like many such opportunistic adjustments, it had out
lived the exigencies of its birth, and its persistence brought tragic
results.

On the morning of April 3, several men under the leadership of
Mr. Courtright accompanied a train to Hodge to bring back a load
of coapo On the return trip about two miles south of Fort Worth
where the Missouri Pacific crossed the Fort Worth and New Orleans
Railroad, a switch was open, and the engineer stopped the train.
Mr. Courtright arrested four men standing close by and then
occurred one of those tragic events which mark the history of labor
struggles. Someone fired. After the fusillade was ended, one officer
lay dying, another was seriously wounded, and a third had been
shot in the cheek. Three or four strikers had been hurt, possibly
killed, but there was and is no information about them for those
involved went into hiding and remained there. Evidence before
the Congressional Committee was never able to establish the blame
for this occurrence. Unbiased witnesses, those who were connected
openly with neither the strikers, the company nor the police, testi
fied in the majority of cases that the officers fired first. Courtright
and the other officers insisted that the strikers fired the first shot.

one of the striking group was a ailable to give evidence. The
Texas newspapers questioned bitterly why a "notorious desperado
and outlaw, but recently a fugitive from justice" should ha e
been a peace officer.

an Antonio newspaper commented editorially:11

"Jim Courtright i largely re pon_ible for the Fort 'Worth ma~ acre; but
who is respon ible for Jim Courtright? There seems to be a very grave
doubt settled over the matler of hi appoin~ment as deputy mar~hal, but it
is charged that he was acting without any legal warrant. It is a criminal
act to place a man of his known antecedents in the lead when the peace
of society i threatened. The man who has been the terror of society, and
who is gravely charged with the hooting of peaceable citizen heretofore,
should not be entrusted with the delicate and very ~erious respon ibility of

lOHouse Document o. 4174, 49th Cong., 2d Ses", 1886·1887, Part II, p.
161; Report of the Adjutant General of the State of Texas jor 1886, p. 10.

11San Antonio Light, April 10, 1886.
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keeping the public peace when passion' is at fever heat, as it was in Fort
'Worth on that fatal day.... Those in position to know affirm that the
bullying threats made by Courtright did more to provoke the attack upon
the trains than any other cause, and that had he not been present, not one
drop of blood would have been shed."

The citizens of Fort Worth were greatly excited and more than
100 men armed themselves to keep order. Twenty United States
marshals were on duty and the civil authorities telegraphed Governor
Ireland for assistance. Troops of state militia were hastened to
town and nearly 300 remained until the danger of outbreaks had dis
appeared.

Since the management of the Missouri Pacific refused to help the
strikers by allowing a boycott on freight transferred to that line
from the Texas & Pacific, strike tactics indicated the desirability of
calling out workers on the Missouri Pacific. On March 25 the men
on the Missouri Pacific yards in East St. Louis laid down their
tools. In the same city were the yards, shops and divisional officers
of more than a dozen railroads. The disaffection spread and
workers on other lines demanded wage increases. Soon East St.
Louis was in turmoil and even on roads where laborers remained
at work it was difficult to take out trains-not only difficult but
dangerous.

The 15,000 people of the town were labor sympathizers, but this
was not the reason that the city administration refused to give police
protection to railroad property and operations. The force required
for the task was so large that the city could not carry the financial
burden, especially since the railroads were recalcitrant in paying
taxes.12 Appeals to the sheriff of the county also met refusal.
Though he was willing to do what he could, nowhere could he get
funds to pay the necessary force. In the strike of 1885, he had
advanced money from private funds and he had never been repaid.
Appeals to the Governor of Illinois met with the insistence that his
intervention was unwarranted. A few days later he visited the town
and spoke to the strikers but still considered interference unneces
sary. The sheriff seeing that the roads could get protection from
no one, agreed to deputize any posse that they would hire from

l2Rouse Document No. 4174, 49th Cong., 2d Sess., 1886-1887, Part I, p. 657.
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Picture published in Harper's Weekly to accompany an article about the situation at East St. Louis, April 17, 1886, p. 249.
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their own funds. The city had by this time appointed a large num
ber of special police, but the railroads claimed that many of them
were strikers, and that some were under indictment for acts of
violence already committed. The city seethed with resentment and
the mayor of the city attempted to arrest deputies for acting
illegally. The deputies employed by the companies were boarded
thirty miles outside the city at Belleville and went and came in
companies. On April 5, when a group of deputies guarding some
workers were retreating across the bridge into St. Louis, an attempt
was made to arrest them. 13 There was rapid firing for a few
moments. One man-who ironically enough was in East St. Louis
for the first time, a tailor who had come across to get some work
was killed and several were wounded. April 6 was election day and
that under any condition meant excitement in East St. Louis. The
number of deputies was being constantly augmented and with it the
bitterness of the street crowds.

On April 9, in mid-afternoon, a mob which had been sullenly
gathering since early morning met a small group of deputies near
the Louisville & ashville yards. The deputies in terror fired into
the crowds. ine were killed and many wounded. No attempt
was ever made to deny the responsibility for the actual shooting.
The deputies fired in self-defense. The mob angered beyond all
reason, retaliated by setting fires in yards and shops and even to
private homes. The Governor waked at last and by noon next day
East St. Louis was under military law.

But justice was speedy. Daily workers were arrested and put in
jail and at the April term of the Texas courts many were sentenced.
Arraignment of strikers everywhere was on a general charge of
contempt of court and a somewhat more specific charge of inciting
to riot. There were also indictments for intimidation, not only for
the use of active pressure methods against strikebreakers, but for
communicating with individuals "requesting" them not to work or
not to carry out engines. The secretary and assistant secretary of
the local assembly at Marshall, Texas, were arrested on the chaTge
of intimidation for sending such notes as the following to men who
remained at work.14

13/bid., pp. 561-98.
Hlbid., Part II, p. 305.
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"You are hereby notified to quit work by order of the General Executive
Board or be expelled from the Order."

At the Special Term of the nited States Circuit Court in
April their bonds were placed at $1,500.00 each. At the September
term of court, George Bibb, the secretary showed that he was "poor
and unable to employ counsel and the Court appointed two attorneys
to represent him. A week later the case was dismissed.15

Criminal cases were tried in the state courts but strikers on roads
which were in receivership when charged with intimidation and
contempt came under the authority of the Federal Courts. The
presiding judge of the nited States Circuit Court for the States of
Texas and Louisiana was Don Pardee. Strikers who appeared
before him were given immediate and severe sentences. ine of the
13 who came before him at the April term of court at Dallas were
found guilty of contempt.16 Five were given jail sentences and
assessed costs. Four who gave bond to appear for sentence in May
were dismissed in February, 1887. Of 37 appearing before the
same magistrate in Jefferson at the April term, 10 were pronounced
guilty of contempt and received jail sentences of from three to five
months. For the other 27 no sentences were pronounced and their
case were dismissed in February, 1887. It is to be noted that only
those tried under the pres ure of feeling engendered by the strike
itself were sentenced for contempt. Of more serious charges this
was not true. The fir t conviction for felony was in the case of the
master workman of the local assembly at Pacific, Missouri, who was
charged with attempting to wreck a freight train and the sentence
was two years in the penitentiary, with a fine of five hundred dollars
in addition for shooting at the guard. Officers of local assemblies
were in a peculiarly vulnerable pos:tion and were, in eery town,
arrested on seriou accessory charges. The responsibility of union
officials for the results of violence during strikes, a principle which
was to haunt and harass organized labor for two generations was
clearly stated and legally affirmed. . M. Lovin, the master work
man of District Assembly o. 101, was arrested as accessory to the

15 nited States Circuit Court, Fifth Circuit and Eastern District of Texas.
{inutes of a Special ession at Jefferson, Texas, April 1-15, 1886.

16United States Circuit Court, Fifth Circuit and Ea tern District of Texas.
Minutes of a Special ession at Dallas, Texas, April 15-20, 1886.
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lTIurder of Officer Townsend during the battle at Fort Worth, and
his bail was fixed at $6,000. The basis of the charge against him
was the famous message which had become in common repute
"Hold the fort at all hazards." lS

<.l A forenote of the 1930's appears
in the order of the grand jury that the manager of the Western Union
office in Fort Worth produce certain dispatches alleged to have been
received from Irons. The manager refused to obey unless ordered
to do so by the judge of the district court. The judge refused to
give the order because first he lacked power and second there would
be no guarantee that the signature was genuine if the messages were
produced. Local public opinion was secretly if not overtly friendly
to the strikers and witnesses called before the grand jury inter
cepted Mr. Irons at Denison on his way to Fort Worth with a
message that he would be arrested when he arrived. The newspapers
were frank in the statement that he would have been detained without
indictment had he proceeded to the city.

In connection with the same incident, called locally the Battle
of Buttermilk Switch, indictments for murder in the first degree were
returned against six strikers, one of whom merely drove the strikers
to the scene of the conflict. One of the other four was arrested in
August and a year later was given a life sentence in the penitentiary
by the Tarrant County District CourtY This decision was affirmed
by the Texas Court of Appeals on ovember 16, 1887. Another
was brought into court in October, 1887, and because of the failure
of the State to secure witnesses was held in jail until September,
1889, when a mistrial was declared. The defendant was released on
bail of 5,000.00 and the case was transferred to Hood County. In a
third case the defendant was never arrested and the case was finally
dismissed in 1913. The only one tried immediately, the striker who
was shot, was acquitted, in May, 1886.

Mr. Powderly more than three years after the end of the strike
declared his judgment in a public address at St. Louis that from
East St. Louis all along the line to southern Texas 600 arrests were
made.1S The officers "gathered them into legal meshes just as a

lSIJ.See p. 67.
17Minutes of the Tarrant County District Court, Vol. L, p. 41. (June 24,

1887.)
lsJournal 0/ United Labor, October 24, 1889, p. 1.
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fisherman throws out his net and takes in what he can." Jay Gould
is reported as stating in April, while the strike was at its height,
that there were about 1,300 criminal suits pending.10 A cursory
tabulation from St. Louis newspapers shows more than 200 arres~s

of major importance, that is leading to court trials, in towns in
Missouri outside of St. Louis. An incomplete check on the number
of arrests reported by United States marshals, local sheriffs and
police in their testimony before the Congressional Committee indi
cates that Mr. Powderly's estimate was more than conservative.

As the strike progressed it became increasingly evident that the
espionage system of the railroads was well planned, well manned,
and accomplished results. The chief of the Gould System of secret
service was Thomas Furlong whose effective work for his employer
made his name in the Southwest a symbol of the system which has
been characterized by the term "Pinkertons." The assemblies were
penetrated by spies, and there was little doubt in the minds of the
leaders and observers that the secrecy of meetings was suppositious
only and that plans were known to Hoxie and other officers of the
railroad before they were perfected in the minds of the strikers.
To the meeting of the General Assembly in the fall Mr. Litchman
reported20

"I cannot but think, as the result of my investigation that the Railway
Company had its spies in our as emblies, and was fully informed of ever)'
move made and action contemplated. Knowing that the discontent existing
would soon provoke a conflict, the company quietly massed a large surplus
of help in that section, and held them in readiness for the emergency."

Mr. Furlong's most brilliant attempt to break the strike resulted
in the indictment of Martin Irons, J. Caughlan, and two other
Knights in St. Louis on the charge of tapping telegraph wires to
apprehend me sages passing between Gould and Hoxie. 21 When
the strike was about a month old, Furlong asked the city police for

195t. Louis Post-Dispatch, April 7, 1886, p. 2.

2°Record 0/ Proceedings 0/ the General Assembly 0/ the Knights 0/ Labor
0/ America, Richmond, Virginia, October 4-20, 1886, p. 17l.

21St. Louis ewspapers; Record 0/ Proceedings 0/ the General Assembly
0/ the Knights 0/ Labor 0/ An/prica, 1886 and 1887; Speech of T. . Pow
derly reported in the Journal 0/ United Labor, October 24, 1889.
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aid in raiding a house in St. Louis, where a felony was to be com
mitted. In an upstairs room they found no person but they did find
a telegraph instrument and tools used for tapping wires. Investi
gation led to the arrest of a young man who stated that he was an
employee of Mr. Furlong; that Martin Irons, J. Caughlan, and
George Jackson had asked his help in tapping wires, and that, act
ing under Mr. Furlong's orders he had aided in making arrange
ments and had timed the raid for a prearranged signal. The law
of Missouri was clear as to such actions.

"Every person who shall wilfully and maliciously injure, molest or destroy
any of the lines, wires, posts or abutments of any telt'graph company, owner,
or association of any other materials or property of such association, com
pany, or owner used in or about the transmission of dispatches or other
comunication shall upon conviction be punished by imprisonment in the
Penitentiary for the term of two years or by fine not exceeding $500."

Upon the basis of statements made the grand jury found indict·
ments against Irons, Caughlan, and two others. Bench warrants
were issued for their arrest, and they agreed to appear and give
bond for $800.00 each. The indictments seem never to have been con
sidered seriously for it was increasingly evident that the man mak
ing the charge was a paid spy of the railroads and was working
under the orders from Furlong to get Irons and Caughlan out of
the way. Though the case never came to trial, it added to the bitter
ness and to the financial burden of the Knights.

In 1889 General Master Workman Powderly learned that Mr. Fur
long with backing from St. Louis was applying for the position as
chief of the secret service division of the United States Treasury,
and, remembering the bitter aftermath of the 1886 strike, he threw
the united force of the Knights of Labor against his appointment.2~

Shortly afterwards, in St. Louis, Mr. Powderly made one of the
great pubLc addresses of his career and reminded the western
Knights of Furlong's work and the suffering he had caused and
asked how they could have forgotten so soon.

As the strike wore on the railroads announced an award of $500.00

for information leading to the arrest of anyone damaging railroad
property. This offer did nothing to lessen the eagerness of spies

22Jozlrnal of United LaboT, October 24, 1889.
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and deputies to make charges against strikers, and led to harass
ment of individuals. As typical of occurrences throughout the area,
a member of the local executive board at Denison testified that he
was arrested four times and was forced twice to give bond of $500.00;
that when, after delays, he finally came into court, the case was
thrown out.

Then the Missouri Pacific Railroad in a counter attack brought
suit against 104 Knights of Labor in the East Texas District alleg
ing that the men named plus about 100 more had confederated
together and were acting in concert to prevent the running of the
shops.23 These men were not employees and were therefore tres
passers on the premises of the Company, where they had used in
timidation and coercion to prevent employees from performing their
duties. It is reported in the newspapers that the road in conse
quence prayed for damages to the amount of $100,000.00. * Since the
Missouri Pacific was not in receivership, suit was brought in the
State district court at Palestine on March 17.

But a strike of such proportions cannot operate unto itself alone.
The collateral effects appeared early in the growing unemployment
and the attendant distress of workers and their families. Among
the railway workers approximately 10,000 men in addition to the
strikers were without jobs. It was estimated and reported to the
Congressional Committee that 90,000 laborers in the lumber indus
try alone were prevented from working by the stoppage of freight
due to the strike. Factories and mills closed down, many of them
for more than a month and each added its quota. 24

Since the national organization of the Knights was officially
opposed to strikes it had no large strike fund and District Assembly

o. 101 was too young to have gathered a financial reserve. The
assistance available for strikers and their families was as a result
restricted and spasmodic. They were soon in need, and as the strike
dragged on, their poverty grew. The farmers of east Texas who
recognized Jay Gould as a mutual enemy acknowledged an obli
gation to assist all those especially on the railroads whose need
was the result of the tying up of traffic and they gave of their

23 Waeo Daily Examiner, March 17, 1886.
*Court records were not available to check this snit for damages.
24House Document No. 4174, 49th Cong., 2d Sess., 1886-1887; The Nation,

April 15, 1886, p. 5; Nevins, Allen: Grover Cleveland, p. 346.
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produce to support the Knights in Denison, Palestine, Marshall,
and other towns of the section.

The General Assembly, through assessments and calls for dona
tions, did its best though some of the members of the Executive
Board and Grand Master W o.rkman Powderly recognized the futil
ity of the strike and foresaw its outcome. Their official records
show $100,000.00 spent for the strikers in the Southwest, and there
was in addition a heavy burden of fees for lawyers, for bonds for
men awaiting trial and for fines.

Other factors contributed to make the situation increasingly des
perate. Almost no traffic moved for a period of thirty days and
that meant that towns were cut off from coal and other supplies.
St. Louis was for a time in almost as much distress as if besieged
by a hostile army. Perishable goods rotted on the tracks. Prices of
provisions soared, coal reached the high price of $40.00 a ton, and
many factories and all the flour mills closed down. Goods from the
north and east were sent to Kansas City and from there went down
the Missouri River on boats to escape the labor blockade.

Among the Texas towns the situation at Denison was typical. The
town served a wide area from Muskogee on the north to Benton
and Gainesville on the west. From these outposts commodities were
transferred by wagon to still further outlying districts. For twenty
five days no goods came into the town except what arrived by way
of ew Orleans on the Texas Central Railroad largely by express
and the merchants were forced to pay the difference between freight
and express costs. Shortly after the strike opened, the Missouri
Pacific secured writs of injunction against 125 citizens of the town
and the county sheriff began serving the writs at the rates of $1.00
and $1.50 for each one delivered. The town was patroled for
almost a month by· about 40 armed men, 20 police and approxi
mately the same number in the sheriff's posse. In the latter part
of March, when the trains began to move, a company of militia
was sent in and remained for almost a month. The expense of the
special police here as elsewhere was paid by the railroad company.

In such conditions fear, violence, and hysteria were nurtured.
Men lost homes on which they could no longer make payments.
Hundreds of men were awaiting trial on criminal. charges for which
other men were daily receiving i3entences varying from a few months
to life sentences in the penitentiary.
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On April 10, which was after the message rescinding the order
to return to work, there appeared the then famous "Revenge Cir
cular" which served to increase the hysteria which was spreading
over the country. The newspapers accepted the document as a
declaration of war from District Assembly No. 101 and Martin
Irons. Even the far-off London Times,25 where the riot in Trafalgar
Square was only a few months in the future, made note of its
appearance, seeing therein a challenge along a wider front and
viewed the circular as a call to world revolution. Was ever such
document received with such pretigious fear?26

"To the workingmen of the world:

"Friends and Brothers: Hear us, for we plead for our rights. Men of
equity, look upon us, for we struggle against giants of wrong.

"Mad with the frenzy of pride, and self-adulation, begottecl as it is of
the success of outrage and infamy there stands before us a giant of aggre
gated and incorporated wealth, every dollar of which is built upon blood,
injustice, and outrage. That giant of corporate wealth has centralized its
power in and is impersonated in the eager fiend who gloats as he grinds
the life out of his fellowmen, and grimaces and dances as they writhe
upon his instrument of torture.

"Oh, ye workingmen of America, who love your liberty and your native
land; ye great creators of wealth, who stand as the foundation of all
national good, look upon your brothers today!

The Enemy

"Gould the giant fiend, Gould the money monarch, is dancing, as he
claims, over the grave of your order, over the ruin of our homes and the
blight of our lives. Before him the world has smiled in beauty, but his
wake is a graveyard of hopes, the cyclone's path of devastation and death.

"Our strong arms have grown weary in building the tower of strength,
and yet he bids us build on or die. Our young lives have grown gray too
soon beneath the strain of unrequited constant toil. Our loved ones at home
are hollow-cheeked and pale with long and weary waiting for better days
to come. Nay, more than this, the graveyards are hiding his victims from
our longing eyes.

"Brother workmen, this monster fiend has compelled many of us to toil
in cold and rain for 4 and 40 cents a day. Others have been compelled to
yield their time to him for seventeen and thirty-six weary hours for the

25London Times, April 8, 1886, p. 5.
26House Document No. 4174, 49th Co.ng., ?d Sess., 18~6-1887,. Part I, PP:

41-2.
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pittance of nine hours' pay. Others who have dared to assert thejr man
hood and rebel against this tyranny are black-listed and boycotted all over
the land.

"He has made solemn compacts with the highest authority in our order
and then has basely refused to fulfill his pledge.

"He lives under and enjoys all the benefits of a republican form of gov
ernment and yet advocates and perpetuates the most debasing form of white
slavery. He robs the rich and poor, the high and low, with ruthless hand,
and then appeals to corrupt and purchased courts to help him take our lit
tle homes away. He breaks our limbs and maims our bodies and then
demands that we shall release him from every claim for damages or be
black-listed forever.

"He goes to our grocer and persuades them not to give us credit because
we refuse to be ground in his human mill. He turns upon us a horde of
lawless thugs, who shoot among our wives and children with deadly intent,
and then he howls for Government help when he gets his pay in coin alike.

Gould Must Be Overthrown

"Fellow workmen, Gould must be overthrown. His giant power must be
broken, or you and I must be slaved forever. The Knights of Labor alone
have dared to be a David to this Goliath. The hattle is not for today-the
hattIe is not for tomorrow-but for the trooping generations in the coming
ages of the world, for our children and our children's children. 'Tis the
great question of the age-shall we, in the coming ages, he a nation of
freemen or a nation of slaves?

"The question must he decided now. The chains are already forged that
are to hind us. Shall we wait until they are riveted upon our limbs? Nay,
God forbid!

"Workmen of the world, marshal yourselves upon the battlefield. Work
men of every trade and clime, into the fray! Gould and his monopolies
must go down, or your children must be slaves. Think of the little plants
around your hearthstones that will be blighted by his curse. Think of the
little home he is seeking to rob you of. Think of the wife from whose eyes
he has wrung floods of tears, and from whose heart he has tortured drops
of blood!

"Who can look calmly upon his perfidy, his outrage and his crime for he
has sought to incite felony among our rank and file; he has bought the
perfidy of vile men to entrap the unwary that he might stain our fair
name and gloat over our misfortunes.

"Once for all, fellow workmen, arouse! Let every hand that toils be
lifted to heaven, and swear by Him that liveth forever that these outrages
must cease. Let every head and brow be turned toward our common foe,
and let no man grow weary until, like Goliath, our giant is dead at our
feet."
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The.papers gave credit for the document to the Joint Executive
Boards of District Assemblies 101, 93, and 17. Mr. A. G. Curtin,
of Pennsylvania, as part of Mr. Gould's testimony received a copy
and remarking, "We will accept this as a sample of Western litera
ture," raised no question as to its authenticity.27 Irons, when
charged with issuing the circular, denied categorically ever having
heard of the document, and in view of his fearless testimony there
would seem to be no reason for refusing responsibility for this,
a minor crime after all. Two witnesses testified that they alone had
written the circular, and it had no official backing.

Rumors of a general strike began to spread and a conference of
Knights of Labor district assemblies was held in Fort Worth to
consider whether a statewide strike should not be called. An affirma
tive decision would have resulted in calling out the Santa Fe em
ployees, and the transportation system of the State would have been
paralyzed. The conference, however, made a negative decision and
the result of the strike was decided there, though it dragged
chaotically on. The strikers accepted the inevitability of failure and
were willing to return to work under such terms as were offered.
But Hoxie was in no mood for compromise or for generosity. 0

one was to be reemployed who could not sign a statement saying
that he had had no part in the strike; and if he had ever been a
member of the Knights of Labor, he must show a withdrawal card
before being employed. Since there were no withdrawal cards in
use, men who were not desirable from the viewpoint of the manage
ment found it impossible to make themselves eligible for employ
ment. Faced with such a situation there was no alternative-they
must move on. Men who were living in the Texas & Pacific Rail
road towns of eastern Texas state that not a single striker remained
in the town. Mr. Behrens says with a dry chuckle that he wrote
statements for approximately one hundred men asserting that they
had worked in his cigar factory for the duration of the strike.

Official figures for Dallas28 show 4,003 employed by the Gould
System before and 3,795 after the strike; 495 new employees were

27Ibid., p. 42.

28Third Annual Report 0/ the Commissioner 0/ Labor, 1887, " trikes and
Lockouts," p. 587.
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brought from other places. A net displacement of 700 men, two
thirds of the number (1,157) officially striking. For St. Louis29 the
report shows 13,393 employees before and 12,500 after; 2,000
new employees of whom 1,600 were brought from other places; a
total displacement of 2,893, almost three-fifths of the number
striking.

29Ibid., pp. 312-15.



CHAPTER VIII

STRIKERS BEFORE THE CONGRESSIONAL
COMMITTEE

Such widespread disorder could hardly be ignored by the Fed
eral Government and there had been growing in the minds of many
the idea that the railroads could no longer remain uncontrolled.
Even J. P. Morgan, looking out from the confines of Wall Street,
had expressed his opinion that "something must be done about the
railroads."1

While the members of the General Executive Board were in
St. Louis, Mr. Powderly went to Washington and sought advice
from Mr. A. G. Curtin, of Pennsylvania, who was known for his
interest in the problems of the wage earners. Together they con
ferred with President Cleveland who suggested the advisability of
appointing a congressional committee to investigate the situation.
Following the President's wish the House of Representatives on
April 12 adopted a resolution to appoint a committee of seven
members to investigate the "cause and extent of the disturbed con
dition existing between the railroad corporations and their em
ployees" in the states of Illinois, Missouri, Kansas, and Texas.
Mr. Curtin was made chairman of the committee and began work
immediately.

For the investigation which opened April 20 and continued until
May 14, more than 500 witnesses, representing all viewpoints, were
called.2 Among them were strikers, strike sympathizers, railroad
officials, loyal employees, strikebreakers, neutral observers, a
Catholic priest, a reporter for the Galveston and Dallas News,
business men, women boardinghouse keepers, egro workers in the
Marshall yards.

At the initial hearing in the Congress Hotel, in Washington, D.C.,
Mr. Powderly appeared as the first witness and Mr. William O.
McDowell, who represented Mr. Powderly, as the second. Mr. Jay

1Beard, The Rise of American Civilization, p. 193.
2Information about the hearings before the Committee has been taken from

U.S. Congress, Investigation of Labor Troubles in. Missouri, Arkansas, Kans'as,
Texas, and Illinois. House Report 4174, 49th Cong., 2d Sess., 1886. In two
parts.
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Gould was then summoned. The committee chairman informed him
courteously that they were instructed to investigate "the causes and
extent of the disturbed condition . . . existing between railroad
corporations engaged in carrying on interstate commerce and their
employees" in the Southwestern States. Mr. Gould asked the date
of the resolution and then with breathtaking suavity informed the
committee that while he was president of the Missouri Pacific Rail
road running through some of those states, they did not on the
day of the passage of the resolution or at the present time have any
trouble with their employees and were not, therefore, covered by
the resolution. He graciously stated that he would be glad to spend
his time talking to the committee but he felt that they would
sca cely wish to spend their time talking to him. When informed
by the committee that they considered it necessary to hear from
him regarding the labor troubles, he agreed to answer their ques
tions. In reply to the query whether there had been any interrup
tion of commerce upon the Missouri Pacific, Gould replied that
he had no personal knowledge because he was absent on a yachting
trip from January 4 to March 23. It developed soon, however,
that the president of the Missouri Pacific was well prepared with
documents to show that the strike was caused by the unreasonable
ness of the workers. Only Mr. McDowell, of the Knights of Labor,
was equally well equipped for his appearance as a witness.

The committee proceeded from Washington to St. Louis and there
called leading citizens for testimony on general conditions. Those
appearing were three wholesale merchants; presidents of a construc
tion company, of the Fulton Iron Works, of a car and foundry
company whose emplo ees went on a strike to enforce the boycott
against the Gould lines; and a cotton factor, representatives of the
grain elevator business and flour manufacturers; the mayor, who
was in the grain elevator business. The group could scarcely be
called representative for all spoke for businesses which had been
seriously undermined by the incidence of the strike. But the Com
mittee depended for the personnel of its testifying group upon
requests of individuals who wished to make a statement or the
activities of local groups who selected witnesses to present their
attitude. In the very nature of the situation then witnesses were
special pleaders. Judicial attitudes could not survive in the tension
and bitterness attendant upon the long-continued struggle.
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With this preview, the Committee divided into two subcommittees.
One with Mr. Curtin as chairman held hearings in Atchison, Kansas
City, Sedalia, and St. Louis. The other, with Mr. Crain of Texas.
as chairman, went to Parsons, Kansas; Denison, Fort Worth, Gal
veston, Marshall, and Texarkana, Texas. Mr. Litchman repre
sented the Knights of Labor with the subcommittee traveling south
and Mr. McGuire, with the one in Missouri.

The Committee operated in an environment of peaceful hostility.
Though the strikers had ended the strike officially on May 4, in
order that the Committee might pursue its investigations, the sur
rounding tension made the results of the examinations unsatis
factory. Many queries resulted in lie and counter lie; many things
could not be told because individuals questioned were under indict
ment. Facts which were essential to understanding were protected
by the Knights' oath of secrecy. And, finally, the most important
witness of all was not available. Mr. Hoxie was ill. He appeared
for a few minutes only and promised to come back, but he was
never able to keep his promise and before the year was over his
account with both Gould and the laborers was closed. Questions
which were then and still are perplexing about the strike and the
events leading up to it could never be answered. The final judg
ment of the laborers upon Mr. Hoxie was his obituary appearing in
the Chicago Sentinel. s

"The man Hoxie who beat the laborers into submission last spring on the
Missouri Pacific road is dead. He did Jay Gould's dirty work."

Especially does there appear in the testimony given before the
subcommittee which traveled through Texas hostility, bewilderment,
and incomprehension. ever before had the growth of the empire
of the Southwest been seriously checked. During the Civil War,
until the capture of Sabine Pass, and the opening of the Mississippi
by federal troops, the State had been largely a source of supplies
for the Confederacy. And at best or worst, the Civil War had
touched deeply only a part of the State. The last pre-Civil War
government had been forced to resign over the impending issues
and the last reconstruction government had been barricaded in the
capitol building until removed by the President of the United
States. But these were after all incidents in the life of a State-

sQuoted in The Howitzer, December 18, 1886.
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which had been born in the Texas Revolution and christened by
the War of 1848. After her post-reconstruction return to the Union,
Texas entered upon a period of rapid growth and business develop
ment. The railroads had linked the State with the channels of inter
national commerce; the white man's supremacy had been estab
lished; and now to have a group of citizens questioning in no
gentle manner the soundness of this development was puzzling and
disturbing. As noted above, the cattlemen on the western plains
had been faced in 1883 with a strike of cowboys reported by the
Federal Department of Labor as localized on the "Open Range."
The raising of the granite walls of the State capitol building had
been stopped by a boycott of the International Granite Cutters'
Union against convict-quarried stone which culminated in the fining
of the contractors, for violation of the Alien Contract Labor Law.
The longshoremen in Houston in 1885, had the first of their violent
upheavals against the shipping companies, accompanied by an at
tempt to make a statewide boycott against the Mallory Line. A
strike on the Santa Fe Railway had a short time before stopped all
commerce through central Texas.

Into an atmosphere of antagonistic awareness of the labor move
ment came, then, the Congressional Subcommittee to investigate the
cause of the strike in which at least four men had been killed, many
wounded, and train wrecks had been almost a daily occurrence;
in which hundreds of men had been indicted, many of whom were
under sentence and others, fugitives from justice.

The inquiries of the Committee followed two main lines: What
were the poin ts at issue between the strikers and the railroads?
And, what had been the effect of the strike? Many statements were
made as to the causes of the unrest. Hundreds of individual workers
recited personal and group wrongs and injustices. Representatives
of the Gould System and of other roads insisted upon the unreason
ableness of the demands of the workers, upon their willingness to
protect their employees and to meet them for the discussion of
matters of common interest. But out of the thousands of words
the reader gets a perception of confusion; of irritation and counter
irritation; of irresponsibility on the part of both workers and
employer; of attempted systematization of work and workers through
a hierarchy which had not yet developed sacerdotalism; of laborers
whose child-like faith in their leaders and in an organization
arraigned them of uicidal lack of understanding; of labor leaders
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whose almost debonair neglect of the strictures of their posItIOn
mark them as self-predestmed martyrs to the education of the
industrial workers; of an employing group shrewd enough to see
and diplomatic enough to ignore the issues presented.

According to the specific agreement which had been accepted by
the Missouri Pacific and associated roads after the strike of 1885,
the company was "to restore to its striking employees in Missouri
and Kansas the same wages paid them in September, 1884, includ
ing one and one-half price for extra time of working, and to restore
all of said striking employees to their several employments, with
out prejudice to them on account of said strike." The railroad had
promised also that the wage rates would not be changed again with
out thirty days' notice. The charge of the laborers was now that:

First, in many cases wages had not been restored;
Second, section foremen h~d been reduced five dollars per month

without notice;
Third, boilermakers sent out from Denison were allowed only

one-half time while traveling;
Fourth, in many cases wages of individuals had been cut with

out notice;
Fifth, over the entire system many men worked eleven and twelve

hours per day for $1.15 without getting overtime pay and on
Sunday the same long hours for the same pay without overtime.

There was constant irritation from foremen and superintendents;
there were accusations of arbitrary transfers from one job to another,
of mistreatment causing men to leave their jobs, of pay checks not
fully met, of grievances upon which they could get no answer.

There was in addition the matter of company medical se'rvice and
hospitalization for which deductions from wages were made. But
hospitals and company doctors were far distant from many workers
and they received no benefit from the service. Furthermore, the
railroads were selling land received by public grant on easy terms
to workers. This gave them power over the laborers because a
laborer who was buying a home could be moved arbitrarily and he
could either leave his family or lose his place through inability to
meet the payments. If, for unemployment or any other reason,
the payments could not be met, the land reverted and unemploy
ment was largely in the hands of the seller. And there was, finally,
the discharge of C. A. Hall under the conditions already narrated.
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All of these things and many more fermented in the minds of
the laborers of the Southwest but no one, nor even all, was the
final cause of the revolt. These all focused beyond the individual
grievance in a sense that something was drastically wrong with a
situation in which they were so helpless. They felt as Mr. Powderly
expressed it, that a man should not only be allowed to pursue
happiness; he should sometimes catch up with it.

Officials of District Assembly No. 101, representing the workers,
spoke in ambitious terms. The official statement presented to the
Committee was explicit.4

"In order to bring about a speedy adjustment of the difficulties now ex
isting between the management of the Missouri Pacific Railway Company,
leased and operated lines, and the Texas & Pacific Railway Company and
all its branches, and their employees, the Di trict Executive Board of Dis
trict Assembly ]01, of the Knights of Labor of America, submits the follow
ing basis of settlement to the management of the aforesaid roads:

"First-a conference to be arranged with the management of the afore aid
Missouri Pacific Railway Company, leased and operated lines, and the Texas
& Pacific Railway and all its branches, as party of the first part, and the
District Assembly 101 as party of the second part, for the purpose of set
tling the following grievances of arbitration."

The appended list of twelve grievances is of little importance.
When the conference was arranged the struggle would be over.
Representatives of the Knights of Labor and Vice-President Hoxie
would meet and talk as men equally powerful in and responsible
for the conduct of the Gould Southwest System.

C. A. Hall stated clearly what the Knights meant by the recogni
tion they demanded.5

"I think it is that the officials not only of this road but other roads
should recognize and treat with the committee appointed by the Order to
settle by arbitration the difficulties or grievances that might arise. . . . If
the Order was recognized so that they would be thereby recognized in an
official capacity, it should be a man not employed by the railroad but over
whom they could have no control, and consequently he could do better and

4Missouri Bureau of Labor Statistics and Inspection, The Official History
of the Great Strike of 1886 on the Southwestern Railway System, 1887, pp.
22-3.

5U.S. Congress, House Report No. 4174, 49th Cong., 2d Sess., Part II,
p. 358.
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could make a better demand than one who is employed by that road and
is afraid to speak out what he thinks."

Here was no possible meeting of the minds. There could be no
arbitration. One side or the other must fail completely.

Some charges of the Knights were not against the railroad op
erators but were concrete and serious accusations against the integrity
of the government itself. 8

"Now it is the belief of every Knight of Labor on the System that the
companies therein mentioned have inaugurated a systematic method for the
purpose of breaking up the organization of the Knights of Labor on the
System, and that the placing of the Texas & Pacific in the hands of a
receiver and under the jurisdiction of the United States court is the main
features of their scheme, and in order to meet and defeat these contempt
ible and blood-sucking corporations and their governmental allies, and in
order to secure redress for the foregoing grievances, and the following de
mands, we have inaugurated this strike."

In his testimony before the Congressional Committee, Irons stated
succintly the beliefs held by many others.7

"Q. Now, has it not been talked among your organization that this
putting the Texas & Pacific into the hands of receivers was done with a
view to defeat the objects of the Knights of Labor? A. That is an impres
sion that has gone out widely, and I believe it my elf.

"Q. And you have taught others to believe it, I suppose? A. I do not
know that I have made any specific effort; I have expressed my belief.

"Q. Then you do believe and have taught that the United States court
had been used, and the judicial power of the United States had been used,
to put large properties into the hands of a receiver to be used against the
Knights of Labor? A. I believe, sir, that in the last few years the judiciary
has been trailed almost low enough to do anything for railroad companies.

"Q. You have taught that and believe it? A. I have taught that and I
believe it.

"Q. And you therefore taught that the snpreme judges were corrupt?
A. I do not know in regard to the supreme judges.

"Q. Do you not know that these cases involve a right of appeal? A.
That may have been. I do not want you to understand me as speaking of
the supreme judges.

8Mi souri Bureau of Labor Stati tics and Inspection, The Official History
0/ the Great Strike 0/ 1886 on the Southwestern Railway System, 1887, p. 22.

7U.S. Congress, House Report No. 4174, 49th Cong., 2d Sess., Part II,
66.462-3.
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"Q. Have you believed and taught that it involved anyone of the circuit
judges? A. I do not think that I am thoroughly conversant with the
different kinds of courts; but such courts as are administering the affairs
of these railroads-yes, sir.

"Q. That they were corrupt? A.' Yes, sir.
"Q. And hence all corrupt, and especially as to the court that put the

Texas & Pacific into the hands of a receiver? A. I do not know which
court did it.

"Q. Have you not heard of that court? A. It might not nece sarily in
volve the court that put the Texas & Pacific in the hands of a receiver.

"Q. Who does it involve? A. The financial inHuence of Gould may have
worked on the court; that is, not necessarily in a crinminal mamler. The
papers had a good deal to say about that, and I think there may have
been justifiable reason for the appointments to the higher courts being
placed in the hands of Congress.

"Q. Then you taught these people that the courts were corrupt and did
not favor the poor man? A. 0, sir.

"Q. And you taught that the Texas & Pacific was put into the hands of
a receiver for the purpose of defeating the organization of the Knights of
Labor? A. I believe it."

Consideration of these allegations was not to the Committee
even a possibility. "Do you not think," said Chairman Curtin, to
Mr. Litchman,s "that every newspaper or other association of what
ever character that teaches to the people of this country or inspires
them with a want of confidence in the courts and judiciary is guilty
of pernicious teaching? I would not like to say that a judge is
corrrupt because I know it would take high evidence to prove that.
It is not a proper teaching to the masses and the moment you get an
American to feel when he goes into the courtroom that the judge
who has his interest to decide upon is dishonest, it is shocking confi
dence in one of the very strongest parts of our government." Mr.
Litchman pointed out that such charges were not products of the
imagination of either himself or the Southwestern Knights. They
were made openly in the press. "Are we to blame," he asked, "if
Knights of Labor, finding such statements in the public papers,
make expressions of that kind We certainly can be skeptical of
the justice emanating from a court particularly when we see the
extreme power to punish for what is termed contempt." The Com
mittee refused to take up the charge. It was left for a great demo-
---

S/bid., p. 471.
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crat and a great governor to state six years later in no uncertain
terms that courts and judges were neither above nor beneath the
influence of those interests, prejudices and terrors which motivated
their social and economic fellows. They left to the same individual
the pungent analysis of the power of the corporate bodies and the
menace to democratic government which lay in their aggrandize
ment.

The representatives of the railroad on the other hand insisted
almost unanimously that the cause of the strike was the discharge
of C. A. Hall, foreman in a shop at Marshall, who was discharged
for inefficiency and for no other reasons. Mr. Litchman, of the
Knights of Labor, asserted that9

"Like a lot of parrots they all echoed the statement that the only cause
they had ever heard assigned for the strike was 'the discharge of a man
named Hall at Marshall, Texas.' The ludicrous sameness of this reply finally
upset the dignity of the Committee, and after being repeated some sixty
times, never failed to bring a broad smile to their faces."

Granting Mr. Litchman's undoubted partisanship, this seems, with
possible reservations as to the amusement of the Committee, a report
confirmed by the record.

The calling of the strike following the demand for Hall's rein
statement, necessary though it may have been, was from the view
point of securing public support, a strategic blunder. When the
railroad representatives insisted that failure to reinstate Hall was
the precipitating cause of the trouble the strike was discredited in
popular opinion and there was not effective retort. Anyone could
see, that a group pledged to a code which necessitated the giving
up of their jobs by several thousand men on such an issue might
have chivalry but it was of a brand so quixotic as to be almost
laughable, and the management made the most of the situation.

On May 14 the subcommittees returned to St. Louis to call before
them Martin Irons. One cannot know the mind of the Committee
but it seems to need explanation that they should have waited until
all the other testimony was completed before calling Mr. Irons.
Why was he not called at the first St. Louis hearing? His was the
name which symbolized the strike to national newswriters and

9Record of Proceedings of the General Assembly of the -Knights of Labor,
1886, p. 165.
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readers. He was without doubt the official over whose signature
the order to strike had flashed across the wires on March 6. He
was available, for a witness mentioned his being in the audience
at one hearing. He was called at last because he asked to be heard
before the full Committee and Chairman Curtin communicated his
desire to the other subcommittee by telegraph. Whatever the motive
or lack of motive of the Committee, it cannot be denied that during
the two weeks Martin Irons was tried and condemned.

As the strikers had felt the need for personifying the force of
corporate control which they were resisting, the Committee and the
nation felt impelled to personify responsibility for the strike, and
as the days passed Martin Irons had become a figure of evil. He
was to many already the legendary figure whom Harvey Peck
twenty years later, describes as "Sly, ignorant, half an animal."lo
During the two weeks came also that fatal first week of May in
which a bomb thrown in Haymarket Square sent four innocent men
to the gallows and drove the entire nation into a frenzy of fear
and hatred. All laborers and labor organizations suffered from the
revulsion and there was a widespread and intense desire to destroy
labor power at all vulnerable points. And what more vulnerable
than a defeated leader?

The Committee did not conceal its pre-judgment that Irons alone
was responsible for the strike. Witness after witness was asked
questions which aimed at substantiating that opinion for the public.
First witness: l1

"Q. Did you go out on the strike? A. I did, sir.
"Q. Why did you go out in the strike? A. I have to say I went out on

the strike after all other means had been used to bring about an adjust
ment of grievances that we had as Knights of Labor, and that it was the
last resort, and ordered for that purpose.

"Q. Was that a fact, or was it because you were ordered out by your
superior officer? A. It was because I was ordered out.

"Q. Did you say that all other means had been exhausted for obtaining
redress of the grievances complained of? A. Yes.

"Q. Why did you not go out on a strike by yourself prior to being
ordered out? A. Well, I would have been isolated.

lOPeck, "Twenty Years of the Republic, 1885-1905," The Bookm.an, Vol.
XXI (March, 1905), pp. 21-58.

nu.s. Congress, House Report No. 4174, 49th Cong., 2d Sess., 1886-1887,
Part II, pp. 426-7.
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"Q. Is it not a fact that you went out because you were ordered out?
A. Yes, sir.

"Q. Did Martin Irons order you out on account of the grievances that
you had prepared? A. I stated that to be in part. I said that that was
part of the grievances."

Second witness :12

"Q. But would you have gone out if you had not been ordered by
Martin Irons? A. No, sir.

"Q. Then really you went out because you were ordered out? A. Partly.
"Q. What other cause exists for your going out? A. I did not get my

pay according to promise and the other was that I was ordered out.
"Q. There were two reasons? A. There were two.
"Q. If you had received your former pay and Martin Irons had called

you out, would you have gone? A. Yes, sir.

Third witness: 13

"Q. Did you not stop work in consequence of an order to quit issued
on the first of March by Martin Irons? A. No, sir. I did not quit on the
first of March.

"Q. Did you go out on the strike on an order issued by l\1artin Irons?
A. No, sir.

"Q. I would like to know why you did quit. A. The strike was ordered
but I was not ordered out by Martin Irons.

"Q. That is not very clear to my mind. A. I did not belong to Martin
hons' district.

"Q. Would you have gone out at that particular time if that order had
not been issued? A. No, not at that particular time."

Fourth witness: 14

"Q. Was it not the real cause, while all these may have added to it
wa not the real cause the order of D. A. No. 101? A. The real cause of
the strike?

"Q. Yes, sir. A. 0, sir; I think the order came out of the cause.
"Q. Well, you would not have struck but for the order, would you? A.

No, sir.
"Q. Then, so far as you are concerned, you struck because of the order?

A. Of course; yes, sir.

12Ibid., Part II, p. 405.
l3/bid., p. 250.
HIbid., Part I. p. 277.
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"Q. Then, may we not conclude that the order of D. A. 101 was the
cause of your strike? A. No, sir; the cause of my strike was the deplor
able condition of what is called the laborers on the southwest system of
railroads, in the first place."

Fifth witness :15

"Q. Did you stop work on the first of March when
ordered here? A. Yes, sir, because I was ordered out..

"Q. Ordered out by whom? A. By Martin Irons.

* * * * * * * * * * *

the strike was

>I< *
"Q. Did he assign any reasons for making you stop work? A. Not that

I know of."

A sixth striker testified somewhat at length:16

"Q. I understood you to say that in your opinion a strike was justified
only after every other means had been resorted to and failed. A. Yes, sir.

"Q. Do you know that in the case of the strike on the Texas & Pacific
the executive committee of D. A. 101, having the case of Mr. Hall in
charge, declined to go from Marshall to Dallas to interview Mr. Brown
after they had been furnished passes by the company for that purpose? A.
I did not know anything about that.

"Q. That was not stated to you? A. No, sir; I knew nothing about the
strike until three hours 'before the whistle blew.

"Q. Had you known it to be a fact (I do not state it to be a fact)
that the strike on the Texas & Pacific was ordered after the executive
committee which ordered it had refused to go to Mr. Brown, one of the
receivers, in person to present the grievance in the case to Mr. Hall, would
you then have struck? A. If I had known that they had refused, I would
not have struck.

"Q. Then if I say to you that such fact appears in testimony, are you
then prepared to say that that executive committee exhausted all the means
to avert a strike on the Texas & Pacific? A. If I knew that that was the
fact, I would say that they did not use all the means to avert a strike.

"Q. Had there not been a strike ordered on the Texas & Pacific, would
there have been a strike on what is known as the :l\1issouri Pacific, includ
ing the Iron Mountain? A. I do not know, because I do not know what
the executive board would have done.

"Q. If Martin Irons ordered the strike without informing the assemblies
that that executive committee of No. 101 had refused to go to Dallas to
see Mr. Brown, did he use proper fairness toward those assemblies? A. I
should not think that he did.

15Ibid., Part II, p. 293.
16Ibid., Part II, p. 410.
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"Q. Is there not this difficulty in your present organization, that you
may be ordered to strike, and under the rules of the order obey implicitly
and cheerfully, and yet that order be issued by a man of little discretion
or judgment? A. Our orders are, of course, to obey your superiors.

"Q. You mean superiors in position, not in skill, in integrity, or all
that goes to make up a man? A. No, sir."

Another somewhat vocal witness was subjected to lengthy exam
ination.17

"Q. What was the cause assigned by those who are in official authority,
and have the right to declare a strike? What cause was assigned by the
executive board? A. One cause was in regard to the bridgemen being
hauled and not allowed time for the time they were hauled dtning actual
working hours. That is one reason. One reason I believe was in regard to
the apprentices not getting their wages raised according to agreement; and,
well, in fact, as I understood it, the principal cause of the strike was that
the contract of March, 1885, was violated in nearly all cases, or a great
many.

"Q. Were these causes assigned by Martin Irons and his associates for
the strike? A. That is my understanding.

"Q. Is it not the duty of the district executive board to take a vote of
the local assemblies in their jurisdiction before ordering a strike? A. I
believe it is.

"Q. Do you know whether this was done or not? A. I believe it was.
"Q. Were propostions submitted to the local assembly of which you are

a member? A. I think they were in writing, but I am not positive.
"Q. Do you remember how many propositions were submitted? A. No,

sir; I do not remember exactly how many."

Eighth witness: 18

"Q. Did you present that as a grievance to your assembly? A. Yes, sir.
"Q. What action was taken on it? A. Action was taken by the local

assembly, and it was sent on.
"Q. You understand it was sent on, but you do not know anything about

it? A. Yes, sir.
"Q. What was the ground of your strike? A. My ground of strike was

Oll account of those grievances.
"Q. That was all? A. That was a great deal.
"Q. Was not your real ground for the strike because you understood

that the head of your order, as far as your local assembly was concerend,
ordered the strike. A. Whenever the head of the order calls a strike I
believe we ought to do it.

17/bid., Part II, p. 41l.
1s/bid., Part II, p. 419.
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"Q. That was a ground which you had, and if these grievances were
not redressed, would you not have gone on a strike to remedy them? A.
Yes, sir; I would have hunted another job.

"Q. Then you would have struck. Was Hall's discharge one of the griev
ances? A. Hall's case? Yes; that was a grievance.

"Q. You understood that the receivers of the Texas & Pacific road failed
to treat Martin Irons, and those who were acting with him, with respect
that they thought they were entitled to? A. No, sir; I was out on the
road, and I heard nothing about it."

These excerpts which can be duplicated in essence many times
from the hearings seem to justify the conclusion already stated that
judgment as to the cause of the strike had been formed in the
minds of the individual members of the Committee before the leader
of the assembly calling it had been heard.

Mr. Irons, as might be expected from the evidence presented,
faced already alienated judges. The St. Louis Republican,1° though
increasingly intolerant of all the strikers, reported that for six
hours he was exposed to "the keen and entirely unsympathetic ques
tioning of the Curtin Committee." The same newspaper reports
further that as Chairman Irons walked around the table to take his
place, the railroad representatives "looked at him very much as
the owner of a good terrier looks at a rat in a steel trap which he
intends to bait presently."

Today, from the more than thirty pages of fine print which covers
his statement, the reader does not feel the Committee forced the
exposure of a stupid fool to the extent that such unfriendly news
papers as T he Nation, some of the St. Louis dailies, the ew York
and other national papers give the impression. There are times
in fact when one feels that the attitude of the Committee placed
them in awkward positions. They first questioned him as to the
details of his life and his inability to remember dates, ages, and
places was pointed out as evidence of stupidity. An individual who
has spent a half century of active and eventful living is not likely
to be able to give an impromptu recital of the details of his past.
It is easily understood also that Mr. Irons had not spent the four
months immediately preceding in contemplation of his record. 0

other witness was subjected to examination as to his personal

laSt. Louis Republic, May 15, 1886, p. 3.
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career-Jim Courtright, for instance, was asked no questions about
himself although his answers would have made interesting reading.
Jay Gould's history was much more spectacular and an expose of
his life would have added much more to the information of nations.
The West was full of men whose lives save for names and dates
drearily paralleled that of Irons. When the Committee returned
midway of the questioning to queries about his personal affairs and
asked about the family which he had left at Lexington, Irons refused
to answer saying20 "I do not know that that is a question I have a
right to answer." Such probing seems to indicate the desire to
show that he had always been irresponsible and unreliable.

Irritation on both sides and at many points shows plainly through
the printed chronicle. One long continued clash was over the exact
wording of the order which went out on March 3. A minor matter
it seems, if not quite unimportant, but decision as to the final
responsibility for the strike seemed in the mind of the Committee
to rest upon this detail. In the long and fruitless questioning of
this particular, neither questioner nor witness appears to great
advantage. The examiner, Mr. Parker, of ew York, had con
ducted little if any other examinations and it may be that lack
of skill is responsible. 21

"Q. Will you repeat the words of the order for the strike? A. I do
not know that I can intelligently.

"Q. Well, ·substantially. We have traveled som.e thousand of miles and
we have not found one witness who can give the words of the order. A. I
shall take this upon myself that I shall furnish one and send it with the
other papers to Washington.

"Q. Very well that will be accepted.
"Q. (Mr. Buchanan.) It seems irregular that this gentleman cannot give

the words of that order. We have traveled nearly 2,000 mile to find out
among other things the terms of this order and we have not received any
thing but the form of a telegram. It seems strange that this gentleman
who is ued the order can only give the substance of the order.

"Q. Suppose you try and repeat it as far as you can. A. I would rather
give you a verbatim copy.

"Q. Confine yourself to the question and state the words of the order
for the strike. A. I do not know that I can, it was simply an order.

20Hou e Report o. 4174, Part II, p. 452.
21Ibid., Part II, pp. 452-4.
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"Q. You are not answering my question; if we continue the examination
you will have to answer the question. A. The words I cannot tell you
intelligently.

"Q. State the order for the strike if you can not state it exactly tell it
as nearly as you can? A. The strike was ordered on a certain day.

"Q. I did not ask you that. Now go on and give the words of the
order. A. I will state to you, gentlemen, that I tell you I can not intelli
gently give you the words of the order.

"Q. State it as nearly as you can. I want the words of the order as
near as you can give them. A. The order was to strike.

"Q. That does not answer the question. We have been told that a great
many times. A. I do not know how I am going to answer.

"Q. Tell how the order read. A. I told you that I could not tell you
intelligently the language of the order.

"Q. Did you ever see it in writing? A. Yes, sir; I wrote it.
"Q. Was there much in it? A. No, sir.

* * * >I< * >I< * *
"Q. Repeat it as nearly as you can. A. Well, I tell you that I issued

the order to all assemblies to strike.
"Q. How did you send it to Fort Worth? A. By letter, that is by mail.
"Q. Not by telegram? A. Not the order.
"Q. Now repeat what the paper stated. A. Well, I may state I may have

sent it by a telegram.
"Q. Well consider what it was. A. But my impression is now that I

mailed the order.
"Q. Now what was that order that was mailed? State what did it con

tain. A. Well it was 'Strike on the 6th of March,' that certain order.
"Q. What did it say, 'You are directed,' or 'You are requested' or 'com

manded' or 'I require you?' A. Request was the word.
"Q. Tell us how it was used and in what connection. A. In the matter

of the strike.
"Q. Give us the connection in which it was used. A. I tell you I cannot

intelligently give you the words of the order to strike.
"Q. Is that your conclusion? A. Yes, sir; I have considered that is my

answer.
,.

* * * * * * * * *
"Q. pon what papers was that order to strike based? A. On what

papers?
"Q. Do not ask me questions; answer them. A. If those questions are

asked intelligently. I do not understand you-What papers?"

o one factor indicates so clearly the irresponsibility and lack
of discipline of the Knights in the Southwest as the lack of records,
of files of papers. One must agree with Mr. Buchanan that it seemed
singular that "we have traveled nearly 2,000 miles to find out,
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among other things, the terms of this order (the strike order) and
we have not received anything but the form of a telegram." 0

one from any of the locals had filed a copy of the order. Locals
had no record of the vote on the queries of the executive board
preceding the strike and the laborers seemed almost debonairly
unaware that they needed protection. District Assembly o. 101
was culpable in its failure for this was not a general situation.
There were unions in the Southwest whose records were models of
care and order. The writer has seen minutes of a carpenters'
union in Galveston extending over three-quarters of a century; of
a Screwman's Union from 1866; of a egro Longshoremen's Union
from 1876; a Printers' Union from 1876. One old labor unionist
at Sherman, not a member of the Knights of Labor, remembers
discussing the matter with a striker who insisted that his local
voted against the strike but stated that there were no records which
could be checked. This, the unionist stated, was quite different
from the policy of his union which made a careful notation of all
votes taken on any question. While documentary evidence might
not have changed the immediate verdict it would have enabled the
leaders to present the cause of the workers more effectively. Repre
sentatives of the railroad presented more documents and papers
of the laborers than did the Knights, and it would be too much to
expect of the employers that they should present all aspects of the
situation.

That Mr. Irons was not a clear and logical thinker is evidenced
by his confusion of thought in answering queries regarding the
relationship between labor and capital.22

"Q. Is it not one of the frequent subjects of con ideration and discus
sion there that the laboring men of the country are not so kindly treated
by legislation as other men are? A. Yes, sir.

"Q. And that they are illy treated while other classes are favored? A.
Yes, sir.

"Q. And that they do not get their fair share in the earings of man
kind? A. Yes, sir.

"Q. Is it not one of the ideas promulgated there that the laboring man
creates all things? A. Yes, sir.

"Q. That the working men created all values, something as God created
all things? A. My impression is that the line of di cus ion is that labor is
the producer of all wealth and that capital produces nothing.

22/bid., Part II, pp. 462-3.
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"Q. And that the laborer produces that wealth something the same as
God produces all things? A. That there is an analogy of the kind; some
thing of the same kind.

"Q. Therefore that laborers have the moral right to the management of
what they have created, as God has the management of what He has cre
ated; is not that the contention? A. We have respect to the rights of
others, sir; and I do not consider that even labor has all the rights. We
consider that necessary capital is required and that the capitalist has got
rights as well as we have, and those rights ought to have the same pro
tection that labor has. And then, again, we believe that labor cannot get
along without capital.

"Q. And that the laborer, having created this wealth, has a right to
decide what he should have and what the capitalist should have? A. Not
but what the capitalist should have the right to say what he shall give for
his services, or what the men of capital should gain by his product.

"Q. Is there not a general idea that has come frequently to your knowl
edge as existing among the laboring men of the country that they have
created all wealth as God is the Creator of all things? Are not such argu
ments frequently made before these men as I have presented them? A.
Well, I think not.

"Q. How near does it come to that? A. In our organization, either
state or national, there is a certain amount of ignorance to be contended
with. I think that in our organization you may find men subordinates.
etc., who believe that labor has created everything and that they are entitled
to everything. But these cases are isolated, as they are in every other
organization."

Mr. Irons seems to subscribe unequivocally to the doctrine that
labor produces all values and then he not only denies such beliefs
but agrees that "the Capitalist should have the right to say what
he shall give for his services." The record is confusing and it may
be that the questions and answers relate to what is commonly dis
cussed and not to Mr. Irons' personal opinion.

On the matters of action there was no equivocation. He expressed
positively his belief in popular control and the right of the workers
themselves to determine tactics. 23

"Q. We will go a step further. Would it not be wise to limit the power,
or to define the power of district assemblies as to strikes? A. I think not.

"Q. Would it not be wise to extend the power of the general assembly
as to strikes and boycotts? A. I think not, sir.

"Q. Would it not be wise and beneficial to have the rules of the order
so changed that no boycott or strike should become a fact without the

23/bid., Part II, pp. 461-2.
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tate of Iissouri
with another, 50

other? I am

approval of the general assembly of the United States fir t had and
obtained? A. Well, in case of a boycott I believe that anyone issued by
the order had better come from the general assembly.

"Q. How as to strikes? A. As to strikes I believe it would be well
enough to come from the general assembly; but I believe that the district
assembly is perfectly able to deal with them and I am against a central.
ization of power.

"Q. it would be applied in this instance? A. Yes, ir.
"Q. Would you not be in favor of granting to the national assembly the

right to approve or not a railroad strike before it took effect? A. You
will let me tate a few word in regard to sUikes?

"Q. I will if you will an wer the question direct afterward. A. All
right. I am not in favor of strike and was in hopes that I could make
this the last strike. That is the position in which I stand on that question,
and I have been endeavoring, as far as I can, to prevent strikes. Had this
strike terminated entirely in favor of the Knights of Labor I should have
worked hereafter to make it the last strike. Hence you will see what questions
surround my connection with the district a sembly.

"Q. ow I wi h to have your direct answer whether you are in favor of
giving the general a sembly such additional power as that no railroad strikc
hall take effect until after the strike shall be approved by the general

assembly. A. Well, no, sir; not if there is going to be strikes at all."

The Committee endeavored also to get the opinion of the witness
in regard to the boycott, the recognized weapon of the Knights. 24

"Q. Have you protested against this boycotting of the railroads? A.
No, sir.

"Q. Did you take any part in the direction of preventing it? A. I did
not, sir.

"Q. Will you, a an intelligent representative of your order, tell me
what good can be accomplished for the rna ses of men whom you represent
by uch a demand? Is it possible for you to conceive of any good to
them that could follow the establishment of thi boycott? . Well, yes, sir.

"Q. Please state what it could be. A. I believe it would be less needed
ill our organization when the employee had the power to get their rights
without resorting to a boycott and stopping the traffic on the road that was
boycotted. I think certainly it would benefit the different men running tbat
road, and I believe it would do a great deal of good to the men by adjust
ing their demands.

"Q. Are you aware, or is it a fact, that the laws of the
rf'quire that one railroad shall have practical connection
as to receive and interchange business the one with the

Ulbid., Part II, p. 447.
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Cartoon by Thomas Nast, Harper's Weekly, May 8, 1886, p. 292.

THE ROOT OF THE MATTER

BOYCOTTER: "Yon must stop work, because I have a grievance again t
your employer, no matter whether you have any, or whether your family
suffers meanwhile. I must show my power."
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well aware of that, and am likewise aware of another thing, that the char
ters of the railroads compel the railroads to run them and without any
question of the law as to what wages they may pay their employees.

"Q. You are aware of the fact that the laws of l\1issouri require a com
pany to interchange business with all other railroad companies connected
with it? A. I do. I have said that it was brought to my notice.

"Q. Were you not then aware that Brother Drew and others, in demand
ing this boycott on the :Missouri Pacific system, were making a demand that
was a violation of law? A. I do not know that any such demand was
made.

"Q. If it were made, were you not aware that it was in violation of
existing law? A. Well, no, sir.

"Q. I understood you to say that it had been brought to your notice
that such a law as that was in existence? A. I likewise say I do not be
lieve we have the power to demand a boycott. It is only a request.

"Q. Do you mean that l\fr. Drew did not make a demand but simply a
request? A. I do not know that he either made a demand or request. I
do not know for certain that he did-that is on the Wabash.

"Q. You said that was your understanding, did you not, that a demand
was made on the Missouri Pacific to refuse to interchange business with
the Wabash? A. As I told you, I was not conversant with that at all. I
do not know whether a boycott was asked for by Mr. Drew or a demand
made that they should boycott that road."

* * * * * * * * * * • •
"Q.25 But are there not men ready to take the places of those who

strike, and is it not true that a railroad company can go on with its busi
ness without any interruption if it is a mere walk out? A. Unfortunately
in some cases there are those who are called men who in some cases take
the jobs of men that come out to redress their wrongs.

"Q. They did that here? A. Yes, sir.
"Q. That makes a strike ineffective? A. Well, not to a large extent.
"Q What has been gained by this strike? A. I think right smart.
"Q. Be a little more specific; that is, rather general. A. I think it has

opened the eyes of the public to the tyranny of the railroad corporations,
both to their employees and the citizens at large. It has opened the eyes
of Congress to see the necessity of sending you out as a committee to look
into the matter.

"Q. What further benefit has it accomplished? A. Well, I do not know
but that covers all.

"Q. Has it been of any benefit to the strikers? A. Present benefit?
No, sir.

"Q. SO far as you know, has it been any advantage to the poor fellows
that went out or to their families? A. No, sir.

25/bid., Part II, p. 460.
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Mr. Irons' attitude was that of the active fighter and not that
of the theorist. 26

"Q. Do you not know that the fund out of which the wage earners upon
the railroads are paid is mainly contributed by the merchants, producers,
and freighters and others for the carrying of freight? A. Yes; I suppose
that is so.

"Q. What right had you to order a strike inducing four thousand men
to leave their work and throw all freight traffic into confusion, sidetrack
ing time and perishable freight, without giving notice to the men who
use the railroads as freighters, and the men who made up the funds out of
which these men had been paid? A. The same right that the company
have to compel you to pay your fare in advance.

"Q. Do you recognize the right of the men creating the wage fund to
have notice of a movement inaugurated by your men which breaks up all
of their business relations? A. I do not recognize any such right.

"Q. Do you recognize that they have any right? A. If the parties have
rights-well, if they have rights, we do not care to interfere with their
rights.

"Q. You stop railroads and you stop their freights where they are? A.
That is a fact; the railroads are stopped.

"Q. As a man familiar with railroads, you do not believe that the freight
en of the country are entitled to a notice before a strike is ordered as well
as a man working upon a railroad is entitled to a notice before his time
is stopped? A. I should think it very bad policy in a general about attack·
ing an army to give notice of the time and place when it would be attacked.

"Q. You ordered it then after having been informed by the judge that
the road was in the hands of the United States court? A. I do not know
that my knowledge was full then.

"Q. But you had been informed by the judge who you understood had
gl'anted the order? A. By Judge Pardee."

"Q. Then in that respect it is an attack on the makers of the wage
fund? A. Not necessarily.

"Q. Do you regard a strike as very much like an act of war? A. A
strike, when right, is represented to be a struggle for right. Yes, sir.

"Q. And it is an act of war, and is often followed by violence, is it not?
A. Often followed by violence on the part of, perhaps, the property owners
themselves, and I think in most cases so."

The acceptance of the idea of an existing fund from which wages
are paid is always implicit and often expressed in the questioning
by the members of the Committee. Mr. Irons as well as others of
the laborers seemed not to comprehend the divine genesis of the
fund and the binding obligation to secure its uninterrupted existence.

26Ibid., Part II, pp. 460-1.
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Mr. Irons suggested at least one legal question which might have
been worthy of consideration by the Committee.27

"Q. (By l\fr. Parker.) I want to know something more ahout your inter
view with Judge Pardee. He was on the train when you saw him? A.
Yes, sir.

"Q. What did you say to him first when you went into the car? A. I
asked him if the Texas & Pacific was in the hand of the United States
Government.

"Q. What did he !'ay? A. 'Yes, sir.'
"Q. What more? A. I asked him 'if in the hands of the United States

Government will the employees be considered as government employees.'
His answer was, 'yes.'

"Q. What next? A. I asked him if 'as Government employees would
they be under the same rules as regular Government employees, such as the
eight-hour law.'

"Q. What answer did he make you? A. His answer was evasive.
"Q. Mr. Parker. You have no right, in my judgment, to say that the

answer of a judge of the United States court was evasive without stating
what his words were and let us judge. What did he say? A. I have stated
what he said.

"Q. State again what was his answer. A. His answer was he hemmed
and hawed.

"Q. What was his answer? A. He said that a sheriII or deputy sheri II
in search for a prisoner or a criminal, getting within eight of him or
close to him, was he to stop just because his eight hours were up and let
the prisoner go simply because his eight hours were up?'

"Q. Is that all of his answer? A. That is alL"

Why an employee of a railroad in the hands of a receiver is
subject to federal authority when he strikes but not subject to
federal law while he is working iii a pointed and pertinent query.
Judge Pardee's analogy cannot be accepted as dealing conclusively
with the issue raised.

Mr. Irons' appearance before the Committee did nothing to win
public sympathy for himself or for the cause of the strikers. The
persuasive eloquence which had inspired the workers to unques
tioning loyalty was not in evidence. Observers reporting for the
newspapers were irritated at the carelessne s of his attire and at
his lack of respect for representatives of the government. Mr. Parker
used sarcasm, ridicule, and cross-questioning techniques but the
witness resisted. 28

271bid., Part II, p. 467.
281bid., Part II, p. 457.
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"Q. What do you call a strike? I a k. you as an expert on strike. A. I
am not an expert.

"Q. Well, you are the best one we have got under oath now."

« >« • • • • • • •
"Q.29 In what court and at what place were you naturalized? A. In

Lexington, Kentucky.

"Q. You there took the oath of allegiance to the Government of the
United State? A. Yes, sir.

"Q. nd I suppose you renounced allegiance to the Briti h Queen. A.
10st assluedly I have renounced allegiance to the British Queen."

Charges which had been circulating by word of mouth and in
the newspapers that Irons had been hired by Wall Street specu
lators to manipulate a schism between the workers and the railroads
were of interest and were certainly proper matters of inquiry.30

"Q. At the time of the strike on March 6, had you any interest in the
property of the railroad? A. 0, sir. ot that I know of.

.. • * • • • •
"Q. From other organizations and ometimes individual A. From indi

viduals.
"Q. That wa the fund in the control of Mr. Hayes '! A. Yes, ir; I

have had orne from individuals and some from Wall Street.
"Q. From whom on Wall Street did you receive money? A. I am not

authorized to say.
"Q. I a k you that que tion and want an answer. . I refuse to answer;

it is a private matter.
"Q. I demand an answer, sir. A. I am not authori7ed to give you the

name.
"Q. Do you propose to state to the United States represented through a

committee of Congress here, that you will decide within your elf what ques
tions you will answer and what you will not? A. ot at all; if a man
demands an answer and makes a civil que tion I will answer it.

"Q. Do you reserve the right to decide your elf what questions asked by
the committee are civil? A. ot at all.

"Q. What do you mean by it, then? A. That the question asked must
be a question that belongs to the case and not bringing in confidential
names.

"Q. Have you heard the name? A. The name has been given to me
confidentially, and I do not consider I have a right to give it.

29/bid., Part II, p. 437.
30/bid., Part II, p. 459.
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"Q. You propose to exercise the right of judging as to what questions
you shall answer? Will you answer the question? To whom do you refer?
A. I can not give the name.

"Q. Are you aware that it has been charged that the effect of this strike
was to depreciate the value of the property of the Southwestern railroads,
that it would naturally reduce the value of their stock, and that a good
deal of money could be made by operating in those stocks upon the knowl
edge that a strike was to be made? A. Yes, I have been led to believe that.

"Q. Do you know of anyone more likely to contribute to the support
of Knights of Labor on a strike than men who might have made hundreds
of thousands of dollars out of the strike? A. I do not think the Knights
of Labor ever got a cent of it.

"Q. But you say you have had contributions from Wall Street? A. I do.
"Q. You say you are aware that money might have been made in specu

lating in stock upon knowledge of your strike? A. I never had a cent in it.
"Q. You have brain enough to know how it could be done? A. Well, I

suppose it could be done.
"Q. Now I ask you again, after these suggestions, will you give the

name of the parties who subscribed or sent money here from Wall Street?
A. I cannot.

"Q. Will you state the amount? A. Ten dollars. (Laughter by witness
and some bystanders.)

"Q. What communication had you with Wall Street or New York City
men before you ordered the strike? A. None whatever before or since.

"Q. Did not parties in New York offer to assist you to sustain the SLrike
which existed at Marshall? A. Assuredly not, sir.

"Q. Have you received before or since the strike inquiries from men there
seeking to find out when the strike would be made or when it would be
off? A. No, sir."

The final judgment of the Committee was that Mr. Irons was
"a dangerous if not pernicious man."

A year later the Committee presented its findings. The report
is largely concerned with presenting a detailed chronology of the
events of the strikes of 1885 and 1886. The demands of the workers
are cited with little comment as to their validity except that charges
of the use of convict labor and Chinese labor are unfounded. Their
conclusions were: 31

1. The strike caused serious loss to the business interests of the
section; everybody, the public, the producing classes, the mercantile
classes suffered more than the strikers, who at $2.00 per day for
the 50 days had lost $900,000.00.

31[bid., p. XXIII.
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Cartoon by Thomas Nast appearing in Harper's Weekly, April 17, 1886, p. 253.

WILLFUL SLAVERY MAKES WOEFUL SUFFERI G

COLORED LABOR TO WHITE LABOR: " 0 sooner am I really set free
than you enslave yourselves, and at the expense of your families, too."
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2. Loss to non-striking employees was approximated at
500,000.00.

3. Loss of property to the railroad company including loss of
revenue based on 1885 returns was 2,800,000.00.

In more general terms and on subjects of deeper import they
pronounced, first, that there was no ground in justice or sound
policy in withholding from workmen the right32 "to combine to
gether for determining with their employers the terms upon which
only they will consent to work for them, provided the combination
be perfectly voluntary and full liberty be left to all other workmen
to undertake the work which the parties combining shall refuse
and no obstruction be placed in the way of the employer resorting
elsewhere in this country in search of a supply of labor. ..."

It is equally sound and just, thought the Committee,33 that
" ... whilst conceding to such workmen as desire to exercise it
an extended right to combine against their employers, especial care
should be taken that an equal right be secured to those workmen
who desire to keep aloof from the combination and dispose of their
labor with perfect individual freedom." Workers who combined
were no more justified in constraining other workmen who do not
desire to enter the combination than "an association of capitalists
are in combining to advance prices or rates of transportation to be
paid by the general public."

The Committee felt that "the concentration of wealth and power
and the oppres ions which have occurred as shown in the evidence
taken may have promoted the unrest of labor." They proposed
that since the capital invested in the railroads of the country and
the employees in that industry operated as a "single instrument of
our interstate commerce of the country" they should be looked
upon as "servants of the people" to be regulated and protected by
law.

The Interstate Commerce Act, the Committee knew, had already
been placed upon the statute books and while thev felt this to be
a step toward the much-needed regulation they suggested that a
commission be appointed to study the entire question fully and
uggest more thoroughgoing and effective legislation. Power for

32lbid., p. XXIII.
33lbid., p. XXIV.
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such regulation, they pointed out, was found in Section 8; Article I,
of the Constitution of the United States.

Provision for arbitration in railroad labor disputes had also
become part of the law of the land but the Committee suggested
that this also failed to meet the need. Either party could refuse to
arbitrate and the process was too slow to prevent stopping of
traffic.

The report is vague ail to what were the causes of the strike.
"There were grievances of which the laborers and workingmen of
the roads had just reason to complain, and these may have extended
and enlarged the strike. The general oppression or grievance com
plained of," they pointed out,S4 "was as will be noticed generally
by subordinates who had power over certain laborers or persons
empioyed on the road. These grievances were, to a great extent,
unhappy incidents of the dispute leading to the strike." The body
failed here to see the connection between this power and the
growing regimentation concomitant with the corporate organiza
tion. They failed to meet a great opportunity to analyze the
developing corporation as a social and industrial authority. They
failed also to note private employment of police and the use of
the injunction and the blacklist is given only casual condemnation.
They even clouded the issues. The real cause they founds5 in
"Martin Irons, chairman of the executive board of District Assem
bly 101 (but for whom it is the opinion of your committee the
strike would have been declared off at the request of Mr. Powderly,
Grand Master Workman, Knights of Labor.)"

One member of the group probed more deeply. Mr. Buchanan,
of ew Jersey, feeling the Committee's discussion inadequate, pre
sented a minority report. He expressed regret thatSO "the report
does not discuss more fully and exhaustively the various questions
which present themselves to any intelligent reader of the testimony
relating to this question of the regulation and control of the car
riers of Interstate Commerce. Here was a strike," he continued,
"which presented in one phase or another every question which
can arise in connection with this subject. The strike was unprece
dented in extent and completeness. It covered a road in the hands

S4lbid., p. xxv.
s5lbid., p. XIV.
SOlbid., p. XXIX.
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of a federal court as well as those under private operation, all
engaged in interstate co=erce. If ever there was an occasion
presented in which the whole problem of railroad transportation,
the powers and duties of co=on carriers, and their relation to the
public, the power of the general government to compel the carrier
to transport interstate co=erce and the extent, if any, to which
it may in the exercise of that power lay its hands upon the carrier
and upon the employees of such carrier through federal legislation
came up legitimately for discussion it was the occasion in hand.

o such discussion is had."
He offers in explanation of the failure to explore fully the find

ings, the death of Mr. Hoxie without whose testimony the evidence
was incomplete but he notes in addition that the failure of the
committee to meet until the close of the session made it imperative
that the report be presented immediately. Mr. Buchanan first saw
the report on March 1 and it was read to the Co=ittee on
March 2. He asked for an adjourned meeting to add supplemental
views to what he considered an inexcusably superficial discussion.
Before the hour on the following day when the adjourned meeting
was set, the report had been submitted to Congress and the oppor
tunity to present supplemental views was not available.37

Mr. Buchanan did not charge bad faith-it may have been mere
inadvertence.3s But we must conclude with him that the "effect was
the same." There may have been mere carelessness also in the
hasty presentation of the report just at the close of the session when
resultant action was impo sible. It may have been inadvertence
but why should a Committee which "traveled more miles, examined
more witnesses, took more testimony in a given time" than any
other committee in our history up to that time assume that its
work was of so little significance that it should be hastily and
uncircumspectly set aside?

A survey of the report a finally rendered justifies the conclusion
that the Committee labored and brought forth chronological state
ment of external events and a collection of trite generalities. They
avoided an opportunity to make social history. The hearings would
have made possible an epoch-making analysis of the situation de
veloping in an area where individual laborers and corporations

37/bid., p. xx.
3s/bid., p. XXIX.
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f aced each other with a recognition that the issues could no longer
be ignored. Had the issue been cogently presented in the middle
eighties the fires of Ludlow and the reverberations of Coeur d'Alene
might have been omitted from the history of the West.

The Official Report of the Missouri Bureau of Labor Statistics
discussed the situation with more acumen.39

" ... there was an army of desperate men struggling for something they
themselves scarcely knew what, or at least could not agree upon. They
had been made to feel that they were oppressed. The precise acts of
oppression could not well be defined. Yet they must have believed that
they were the victims of the greed of corporations otherwise their des
·perate efforts to win something that was intangible and visionary ould not
have lasted so long and cost so much of wealth, comfort and human life."

But before suggesting these incitements they had stated their con
clusion that40

"the cause of the strike if cause there was, from a palient readjng of this
chronicle cannot be definitely ascertained. ... It can scarcely be attrib
uted to a conflict between labor and capital because such a conflict can
never exist. It cannot be attributed to the oppression of a great corpora
tion for it is of record that it paid its employees more liherally than
employers of any other class of business was paid. It cannot be attributed
alone to the obstinacy of employers, for the record shows that they were
always willing to treat with the employees in their actual service."

They also, without naming a name, placed the blame.41

"It may possibly be attributed to the ambition and bad advice of smart
and unscnlpulous men who for selfish purpose procured for themselves the
leadership of the more easily duped masses of workingmen."

They had already spoken of Martin Irons, chairman of the executive
committee of District Assembly o. 101, who "was the leading spirit
of the strike and whose influence appeared to dominate the entire
order throughout the West."42

Both investigations agreed in finding the chairman of District
Assembly o. 101 as the cause of the strike.

39Missouri Bureau of Labor Statistics and Inspection, The Official His
tory 0/ the Great Strike 0/ 1886 on the Southwestern Railu:ay System, 1887,
p. 117.

4olbid., p. 114.
41Ibid., p. 114.
42Ibid., p. 22.



CHAPTER IX

THE KNIGHTS AND THE STRIKE

Early in 1886 the General Assembly of the Knights of Labor
had issued an order suspending organization work for forty days
because "the machinery is not capable of performing the work
required by large gains in membership." On March 13, during
the week in which the Southwestern workers laid down their tools,
in one of those "secret circulars" which appeared in print almost
as soon as they.were issued, Grand Master Workman Powderly
called attention to the order suspending organization work and
pointed out that the method of dealing with employers recognized
by the Knights was conciliation and arbitration. But the workers
on the Gould lines were already members and the strike was
spreading over the Southwest. Mr. Powderly plead with the
Knights.1

"While I, a the chosen mouthpiece of the order, am proclaiming to the
world that the Knights of Labor do not advocate or countenance suikes
until every other remedy has failed, the wires from a thousand cities and
towns are bearing the news of as many strikes by Knights of Labor in
which arbitration and conciliation were never hinted at. . . . It is claimed
by our members that arbitration is one·sided. That may be true of the
past, but the voluntary conces ions made to us within the last three months
prove most conclusively that the just claims of labor will be listened to
if we go forward in the way we started out. It is claimed that tIns is a
year for conces ions and advances. Be that as it may, we can not force
them by striking. . . . It is not fair to the older assemblies to bring in
new member, pick up their quarrels as soon as organized, and have them
expect pecuniary aid from those who helped build the order up for a
noble purpose. It is not wise to give men and women a premium for join
ing us. It is wrong to encourage them in the idea that tbey have nothing
to do themselves, that they are to lean upon others; they must depend upon
themselves, and in any case cannot receive assistance inside of six months,
and I will hold out no inducements that will encourage them in the belief
that they will receive assistance even then."

"While I write a di~patch is handed to me in which I read these words:
'They discharged our brother and we struck for you know our motto is:

1Missouri Bureau of Labor Statistics and Inspection. The Official History
of the Great Strike of 1886 on the Southwestern Railway System, 1887, p. 73.
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An injury to one is the concern of all! ' Yes, an injury to one is the con
cern of all but it is not wise to injure aU for tbe sake of one."

After the meeting at Kansas City, March 18, Mr. Powderly knew
of the decision made behind a locked door at the point of a gun
in St. Louis. He must have realized that the terms under which
the strike was being carried on made it clear that the contest was
to be final in its decision and that the opposition had autocratically
determined the postulates upon which agreement would be reached.
This was certainly no time to stop organization and least of all the
time to re-emphasize the opposition of the national order to strikes.
But when the order to return to work was rescinded by the General
Executive Board because of Gould's and Hoxie's bad faith, Powderly
realized that there was no turning back. The future of the Order
depended not upon having no strikes but in winning the strike in
the Southwest. He accepted the necessity for action and on April 14
sent to Frederick Turner, Secretary of the General Assembly, the
following note: 2

"A spirited circular should go out at once to the order, asking the mem
bers to turn every dollar they can raise into the hands of the men in sup
port of their fight against the Gould System. No matter whether they
acted wisely or not, they should now have the sympathy of the order, and
that which is more substantial than sympathy-dollars. If you think as I
dc, telegraph the members of the board, and have them select the proper
party to take charge of the funds. Then let me know, and I will draw up
a circular. There is no use in ordering any more men out on a strike
along tllese roads. Let us back up the men now out with the money they
so much need to provide themselves and families with nece sary supplies.
This seem to me to be ilie need of the hOlIT."

After the order to return to work was rescinded a majority of
the Board remained in St. Louis and assumed direction of activities
especially the distribution of money received in response to the
appeal for funds. In August, three months after the strike had
ended, J. L. DeLay, of Arkansas, a member of the executive board
of District Assembly o. 101, was appointed the agent of the
General Assembly to represent them in protecting the interests of
the strikers and in disbursement of funds especially for legal aid.

On May 4 the General Executive Board at the request of the
Committee declared the strike ended. There was no counteraction

2Ibid., p. 101.
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by the railroads. 0 protection for the strikers was arranged; no
consideration of grievances was asked. The surrender was uncon
ditional. For this there seems little excuse. The members of the
Board were experienced in the field of labor organization and they
could not have believed that, with no demand on their part, the
Federal Government would step in and insist that Gould and Hoxie
recognize the right of the strikers in returning to their jobs. Ag
gressive action by the rational Board might have saved something
on which the future might build. Whatever their motive, if there
was a defined motive, they made a serious error destructive of
their leadership and detrimental to the future of the Order-not
because it was a single great mistake but because it was a con
tinuation into a climactic situation of ignoring all implications of
struggle. Abandonment by their leaders the workers in the South
west felt to be a betrayal. Though no charges were made publicly,
rumors were persistent that there were matters that needed explana
tion in the sudden ending of the strike.

But the Board and the Grand Master Workman would not accept
responsibility. They were willing, even determined, that Irons
should bear the sins not only of the Southwestern strikers but of
the government of the Order. In the hearings before the Congres
sional Committee, the intention is clear. 0 one emphasized in
evidence the order countermanding the prior order to return to
work. Information which was easily available refutes the conclu
sion of both the Missouri Department of Labor and of the Congres
sional Committee that, if Mr. Irons had not defied the authority
of the General Executive Board, the strike would have ended early
in April. To the meeting of the General Assembly that fall, J. W.
Hayes stated thatS "the Board then proceeded to St. Louis, and on
their arrival were informed that Mr. Hoxie refused to employ the
strikers who were Knights of Labor. Consequently the Board
recalled their instructions to resume work and left the strike in
the position in which they found it."

It is not a pretty story. 0 overt action was taken. Mr. Irons
was never expelled from the Order. He was dealt with in more
subtle and it must be said, more effective ways. Rumor, unrefuted
newspaper stories, official reports were allowed unchallenged to

SRecord 0/ Proceedings of the General Assembly 0/ the Knights 0/ Labor
0/ America, October 4 to 20, 1886, p. 88.
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do their work. Two years later a writer in the New York Herald,
speaking with a tone of authority, said: 4

"The world has been told one side of the story of the strike of 1886
and the part played by its leader, Martin Irons. There is another side of
that story which has been kept from the public all these many weary months,
and Martin Irons, with a spirit of self-sacrifice that would be canonized
in any other cause, bas suffered in silence the curses of those for whom he
gave up his all and who now speak of him in bitterness and derision. He
suffers the degradation and obloquy which have been his portion for two
years and were it not that the insde history of the strike is known to one
who belongs to neither the Knights of Labor nor the railroad corporation,
he would, in all probability, go to his grave known only as one who had
driven thousands of men to rebel against the regular order of things and
did incalculable injury to the commerce of a vast section of the country."

In his official report of the strike to the General Assembly ill

1886, Charles Litchman informed them what they were doing.5

"It is easy enough now to say that the strike was ill-timed, ill-advised,
and badly managed. It is easy enough now to make Martin Irons a scape·
goat and say he ordered the strike without authority. But the truth is that
every local in the assembly voted to give the District Board the power to
demand the adjustment of grievances complained of and the reinstatement
{)f Brother Hall."

Mr. Litchman may have erred, in regard to the vote, but he did
not err as to the situation and as to the justification for calling
the strike.

The evasion may have been wise. 0 one man is important enough
to count against the good of thousands. For the Order to have
acknowledged that they had thrown their power behind District
Assembly No. 101 would have acknowledged the defeat for the
-entire Order. The pall of secrecy descended upon the secretary of
the Executive Board of the assembly of the Gould System, and
upon the Southwest Strike.

Powderly, in his story of the strike written in 1914, takes the
position that he could then reveal the secrets which lay behind
the Southwest Strike. 6 ever in all these years had he told the

4New Yark Herald, March 25, 1888, p. 16, col. 1.
5Proceedings of the General Assembly of the Knights of Labor, 1886, pp.

171-2.
6Powderly, T. V., The Path I Trod, p. 121.
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story of the reissued order and for this he seems to take great
unction to himself. But why? Why did he not tell the story?
During the strike, it was, of course, necessary that no suggestion
should reach the workers as to the conditions under which it had
been ordered and was being carried on but when the record was
closed nothing could have been changed for the strikers and it is
difficult to see how it could have injured the Knights. Knowledge
of the facts would have given to the Southwestern workers an
effective lesson in the realities of labor struggle. 0 harm could
have been done and some might have suffered less the feeling of
inju tice and desertion. But for twenty-eight years Powderly kept
the secret. Fourteen years after Irons had been laid in the ceme
tery at Bruceville, he wrote the story and before he could complete
his work and publish it he also passed beyond the judgment of all
save the historian. And his account deals with how he has suf
fered because the truth about the Southwest Strike was not known;
how he has been blamed and criticized for his actions and attitudes
toward Irons and the Southwest strikers. He displays the sensitive
egocentricity which throughout his period of leadership marred
his work as the official head of an important movement. His
silence was not the part of a great man nor of a great leader.

Did he really fear Irons? Did he fear that if Irons were cleared
of the cloud of rumor and suspicion which rested upon him he
might be a serious contender for the position of general master
workman?

But the national organization felt an immediate impact. Even
an old and strong body would have had difficulty in meeting the
financial burden resulting from the strike. The Knights could

meet only the most pressing claims. The support of all those who
had aided and abetted the workers was impo sible and without such
support loyalty wa too much to expect. The 100,000.00 received
in response to appeals of the General A sembly was by no means
all the money spent in the Southwest. The boycott and strike of
1885 had already cost the Southwestern workers heavily, and now
the local groups both as assemblies and as individuals were forced
to meet large demands. A cursory check of documents presented
to the General Assembly during 1887 shows six per cent to be
from locals in the Southwest asking to be excused from payment
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Cartoon by Thomas ast appearing as the cover page of Harper's
Weekly, April 10, 1886. It was published two weeks later, May

1, a a small cartoon on an inside page.

WHAT'S IN A NAME?

There is a great deal in his name, and a great responsibility in the
way in which he guards it.
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of dues or other financial obligations because of the destitute con
dition of the locals and their members. Rural locals refused assist
ance because they would never need such aid or because of the
long continued drought in the area, although they asked for
assistance because of the drought. Relief for strikes and relief for
acts of God lay within different spheres of social action.

The expense of effectively defending the indicted and imprisoned
strikers would have added to the already heavy financial burden.
District Assembly o. 78, with headquarters in Fort Worth, ap
pealed to the General Assembly for financial assistance to defend
members against "persecution" in Judge Pardee's court, the United
Circuit Court for the Eastern District of Texas, and for $3,000.00
to pay fees of attorneys for the defense of the Fort Worth strikers
indicted for murder. 7 The General Assembly granted neither of
these requests. The decision in the second case was not based
entirely upon financial incapacity. The assembly feared that the
resulting denigration of the Order would make their position
impossible. They were willing to give aid in secret. Such an atti
tude can scarcely be defended. The men were members of the
Order and in good standing. The crime was in connection with
a strike which had the official backing of the Executive Board,
unwilling though it may have been. The men were either guilty
or not guilty. But the question continually obtrudes itself-guilty
of what? It required no seven veils to prophecy the result of tIle
trials. The men were guilty. Before they came to trial, a judge
on the superior bench of another State had laid down a principle
of law by which all such inciters to crime might be punished.

Again did not wisdom lie in withdrawing official sponsorship?
But one must ask whether an organization can refuse to support
individuals because it follows the gleam of a distant light and not
lose the light in the fog of the present? The Knights of Labor
might have lost little in defending the strikers and might even have
gained, for in Fort Worth they would not have faced the active
hostility in the courts that was found in many other sections. These
cases were tried in the State courts which, in Tarrant County at
least, were not unfriendly to the Knights. In addition, Texas courts
had ~ great tolerance for the inevitable results of situations where
men go armed. Jim Courtright himself, a few years after the strike,

7Proceedings of the General Assembly of the Knights of Labor, 1886, p. 122.
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met on the streets of Fort Worth a man who was quicker on the
draw than he.8 Though it was in broad daylight and all knew
who sent the bullet, it was just "one of those thing ," which happen
among gun carriers. Granting the situation then the Order might
in open court have raised the question of the guilt of the officers
employed by the Missouri Pacific Railroad. They might have con
tested the privileges of privately employed police. Some educa
tion might have been accomplished. Active defense on the other
hand might have been really impos ible for the Knight were
nearing financial exhaustion. But the failure was an essential
element in the disintegrating influences that were fermenting within
the Order.

The Knights felt a more devastating result of the strike. The
more highly skilled railroad laborers were thoroughly convinced
that they had acted opportunely in drawing aside. The inference
seems dear from government reports on conditions, from contempo
rary press reports and from the reports of hearings before the
Congressional Committee which investigated the strike that the
skilled workers received comparatively high wages not because the
Brotherhoods who were establishing themselves were strong enough
to demand higher wages or because the railroads considered them
more valuable. The simple fact was that skilled mechanic, engi
neers and firemen were scarce, very scarce. This was the primary
reason that the strike of 1885 on the Wabash succeeded and that
of 1886 failed and the Brotherhood of Railway Engineers under
P. M. Arthur, with other skilled trainmen, had gained too much
by the a!!Teement of 1885 to risk it in a throw to better the condi
tions of all the workers in the Gould System. It may be that they
were wi e--wise because it is doubtful whether even they could
have re i ted Gould and Hoxie to change the final result. They
may have been wise also because they established relative security
and competence for a small section of the laboring group. They
further assisted in the education of the corporate industrial order
to a recognition of labor unions as bargaining components of a
cooperative economic organization. And they gave to the unskilled
laborers working desultorily for less than a pittance a realization
that their desperation of insecurity and poverty was not a necessary

8Cnnnine;ham, Eugene, Triggernometry, A Gallery of Gunfighters, 1934,
pp. 203-18.
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concomitant of manual labor III corporate set-ups however large
and powerful.

Even more significant for the future of the Knights was the open
ing of a chasm which had been present but covered with a veneer
of common loyalty. Ralph Beaumont and J. J. McCartney, Knights
of Labor representatives before the ational Congress, reported to
the General Assembly in the fall of 1885 that when they appeared
in Washington a few weeks earlier they found9 "that the failure of
the great Southwest Strike coupled with the declaration of Jay
Gould that he had broken the back of the Knights of Labor, and
further augmented by press reports sent out from Cleveland during
the Special Session of the General Assembly had the effect of giving
the impression that the seeds of disintegration were sown in the
Order so strong that it was likely to fall to pieces before the fall
elections took place." ever by word of deed was the ideological
gap indicated by the leaders. Irons and the joint executive com
mittee raised no questions as to the authority of the General Execu
tive Board. They repeated the same phrases, signed the same state
ments but they thought different thoughts. Powderly never suggested
openly that he felt the inherent antipathy of the attitudes of the
men who worked with Martin Irons and those who revolved around
the Knights of Labor office in Washington. Speaking in St. Louis
in 1889,1° he stressed the fact that all talk of differences between
West and East was without basis and as for Martin Irons himself
there had never been any but the most courteous and kindly rela
tions between them. Observers whether friendly or unfriendly recog
nized the variances more clearly than did the Knights themselves.
It was this implic"it disagreement that gave point to the pictorial
gibes of Thomas ast and to the taunts of Gould and the newspaper
reporters that "the aim of the Western Knights under Irons was to
discredit the existing leadership of the Order."

Delimitations of authority were certainly not clear. The ational
Assembly and the more settled locals were increasingly impatient
of the burden of both reputation and financial assistance which the
more turbulent locals and less well established district assemblies
were placing upon the Order. Mr. Irons, under questioning by the

9Proceedings of the General Assembly of the Knights of Labor, 1886, p.
139.

lOJournal of United Labor, October 24, ]889.
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were not without authorative basis for
In August, 1885, the General Assembly

Curtin Committee, was explicit in his statement that the locus of
power was the district assembly executive board.11

"Q. What is the relation between District Assembly No. 101 and the
general organization, of which Mr. Powderly is the head? A. Well, the
district assembly is composed of all the locals in a certain district, taken
up in a certain territory, subject to have their own government and laws.
Something like the same as a state would have under the Constitution of
the United States. That is about as near as I can describe it.

"Q. You would then liken your organization, or the principles of the
organization, to the Government of the United States? A. Yes, sir.

"Q. And the relation of the general government of your order to the
organization of Assembly No. 1 is like States and the State of Missouri?
A. I think so, sir. That is the way I construe it.

"Q. You understand that the President of the United States and the
Government will not interfere in matters pertaining to the local government
of the people of Missouri without the request of the Governor? A. That
is my understanding.

"Q. Is it your understanding that, in like manner, the general govern
ment of the order of Knights of Labor will not interfere in a matter per
taining to the local government of a disu'ict assembly except upon the
request of the organization of that assembly? A. That is my understand
ing of the condition of the district to the general assembly."

Not all of the General Assembly would have accepted this
clarification of the question of control which was putting a wedge
between two factions in the ational Order. Mr. Powderly himself
had been unwittingly thrust by unforeseen developments into the
position of presenting the challenge. As a part of the 1885 compact
he had agreed that no more strikes would be called against the
Missouri Pacific without consultation and an opportunity to adjust
grievances. At the time the promise was made employees of the
Missouri Pacific were in a mixed assembly under the immediate
jurisdiction of the general office and the grand master workman
could act for them. But the rules of the Order gave district assem
blies complete autonomy in affairs within the district and Mr. Pow
derly's agreement had no legal standing as applied to District
Assembly No. 101.

The Gould employees
their autonomous action.

11U.S. Congress, House of Representatives, Investigation of Labor Troubles
in 1I1issouri, Arkansas, Kansas, TexCls, and Illinois. House Report No. 4174,
49th Cong., 2d Sess., 1887, p. 437.
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Executive Board had met in St. Louis to confer with eleven mem
bers .of District Assembly o. 93, the Wabash Assembly, and
seventeen delegates from the Gould Southwestern System, concern
ing the troubles on the Wabash.12 Joseph Buchanan, of Denver,
Colorado, was selected as chairman in place of Mr. Powderly,
who wa too ill to attend. The request of the workers on the Wabash
was that the Board should call out the "Southwestern men" on
sympathetic strike. It was shown that the Gould employees of the
Southwest, especially on the Missouri Pacific, had grievances of
their own. Why not by acting in unison secure redress for the
wrongs of workers on all the Gould lines? The answer of Chair
man Buchanan was that,1S

"If the Wabash men want you to strike and your people are as willing as
you say to comply with the request, why are we here wasting valuable
time?

"'We want the General Executive Board to call us out,' replied one of
the Texas delegates."

To this Buchanan replied that he would never consent and the
Executive Board agreed with his decision. In the heated debate
which followed, Buchanan in his "one long talk" threw the South
western workers upon their own responsibility.14

"You men of the outhwe t come here and tell u that you are pre
pared and willing to strike for the purpose of aiding the Wabash men.
Why then, I ask you, have you not done so? You have the power, through
your di trict a semblie, to order the strike. You are brave men, hut you
ask the General Executive Board, one member of it, in fact,-for you ee
how matter stand here,-to as ume a re ponsibility you dare not take
upon yourselve. I tell you I will not do it. I do not believe you have an
even chance to win in a contest with the companies. The happiness-ay,
the very lives-of thou ands of women and little children would be placed
in jeopardy by uch a strike a you advocate. Am I to be responsible for
them ? You are not as well prepared for contests on your roads as the
Waba h men are on their, and I do not believee you would or could carry
through successfully such a war as you propose."

* * * * * * *
"Li ten while I paint for you a picture of such a strike as you would

have the board order, and hear what I am willing to do if you will d()

l2Buchanan, Joseph R., The Story of a Lahor Agitator, 1903, p. 217.
13]bid., p. 220.
14]bid., pp. 222-3.
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as much: Let us say the strike is ordered and the shops closed, though
the trains are nmning. You know as well as I do that you cannot defeat
a railway company if the trains continue to run; therefore you will attempt
to stop the trains. The police, deputy United States marshals, deputy
sheriffs, and constables will swarm in the YID'ds and on the tracks; you
must drive them off. You are husky fellows and full of fight, so I'll admit
that you can whip the police and deputies. Then the militia of the various
states through which the roads run will be called out to oppose you. Wh<>
are the militiamen? Only a lot of spindle-legged counter-jumpers, but they
are well trained and armed for business. Still, guns are plentiful in your
part of the country and most of you are pretty good shooters yourselves;
besides, you will be battling for a principle and the welfare of 'Betty and
and the babies.' If you are brave men and have intelligent leadership,
you can clean out the militia. Now what happens? The federal judges,
under whom the roads are being operated, appeal to the President of the
United States for assistance, and the regulars are sent to put down what
has by this time become an armed revolution-rebellion, in fact. The pic
ture is not overdrawn; we would have had just such terrible experiences
in Colorado had we made serious efforts to stop the running of the trains
on the Rio Grande, and followed them up.

"Now here is my offer to you: If you seventeen men who represent the
Southwestern roads will make a solemn pledge here that you will carry
through to 'the bitter end,' as one of your number expresses it, the pro
gramme as I have outlined it, or so much of it as is necessary, will fight
until you are victorious or dead, I will no longer oppose the ordering of
the strike by the General Executive Board, and when it is ordered, I will
take any place in your ranks that may be assigned me, no matter what
the danger may be, and will fight while there is a foe to assail or a cause
to defend."

After a pause a man from Fort Worth sprang to his feet and
folding his hands across his chest, said, "I am ready to give the
pledge." The others sat in silence. "There was no Southwestern
Strike that year," concludes Buchanan/u "it came about twelve
months later under the leadership of poor Martin Irons."

The failure of the strike did not dissolve these differences.
Through the summer months the newspapers discussed the possi
bility that Mr. Irons might be elected to take the place of Mr.
Powderly as head of the Order. The papers did not fail to see
and point out that such a change'in the leadership meant a meta
morphosis of the Knights of Labor; that Mr. Irons would be the
pygmalion to awaken an unaroused giant.

15Ibid., p, 227.
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Many of the Knights in the West felt that the General Assem
bly had failed to give them the support deserved. It is probably
true also that many felt that the leadership of Martin Irons should
be substituted for that of Mr. Powderly. Joseph Buchanan, a
western Knight and editor of a socialist paper who was himself
to feel later the displeasure of the eastern leaders, was asked at
the Cleveland Convention of the General Assembly immediately
after the strike of 1886 what the men of his State thought of
Mr. Irons, to which he replied: 16

"Sentiment on Irons is divided in my section. He probably finds more
favor there than in most parts of the country. Radical ideas and the men
who represent them find more favor in the west than in the east."

The attitude of many southwestern workers was that expressed
at the present time by a Cleveland, Ohio, lawyer who as a young
man knew something of the prevalent unrest among the laborers:17

"Martin Irons as I remell1beer him was an honest, able and courageous
labor leader. I am not clear as to everything that happened in that strug
gle but the name of Terrence Powderly runs across the page as I write.
He seems to have taken a hand in it. IE he did, it was, you may rest
assured, very bad. That was his make up."

As typical of newspaper comments, the Fort Worth Gazette, a
paper not unfriendly to the Knights of Labor, published in April
under the heading "A House Divided Against Itself" an editorial
discussion saying in part :18

"That there are two factions inside the Order is incontestable. Each
wants to rule. Teither is satisfied with the rule of the other. Mr. Powderly
may be accepted as the representative of one class, and Martin Irons of
the other. Powderly is a conservative; Irons is a fanatic. Powderly would
bring industrial and social relief by working upon and obliterating the
causes of social and industrial ills, Irons would cure the disease by killing
the patient. Powderly is a philosopher, Irons is a socialist. Each has a
following among the members of the organization. The men who are for
peace stand by Powderly. The incendiaries, anrachists, and the ignorant
elements sustain Irons. One of two things must happen: the Powderly or

16St. Louis Globe-Democrat, 1\fay 25, 1886, p. 2, col. 4.
17Letter from Mr. Peter Witt, Cleveland, Ohio, to the author under date

of November 24, 1939.
18Fort Worth Gazetter, April 11, 1886, p. 4.
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Irons faction must triumph and the other submit; or the organization must
split, and each faction cling to its leader. . . . The highly intelligent
Executive Board, with Mr. Powderly as its chief, does not control the action
of the subordinate assemblies, and hence, as a practical working element,
capable of acting as a unit for the attainment of the common good of the
members, the system is far from completeness. The present strike not only
was not ordered by the chief of the order, without whose approval no
general action should ever be taken, but it came under his condemnation
as unnecessary and premature. Not only is the strike without the sanction
of the central executive, but that authority is defied by the subordinates
when its commands do not please them. Take the following dispatch from
St. Louis as an example of the weakness of the head of the order:

"'Chairman Irons of the Executive Board of District Assembly 101, when
shown the statement of Mr. Powderly and Mr. Turner telegraphed from
N ew York and Philadelphia last night, said: It is not necessary for me to
give any authority for anything I have said; we don't have to be guided
by what Mr. Pewderly says, the general committee of the Knights of Labor
has no power here, and it cannot come in here and settle this trouble
unless we request it.'

"Irons says that Powderly has no authority to command him what he
shall or shall not do. If he has not, then there is virtually no organiza
tion, for there is no head. If Powderly has the right to direct Irons, and
he refuses to obey orders, then comes mutiny, and if the chief is not sus
tained and the recalcitrant subordinate not punished, there is no discipline
and no organization. If Powderly should attempt to coerce Irons, it is very
plain that a schism will ensue, for in this part of the country the members
look more to Irons than to Powderly for direction.

"The more sensible and farseeing among the Knights themselves foresee
and tremble at his danger. Probably however, it would be no real los'S to
the strength and respectability of the order if a division should come abollt
and the more violent secede from it and set up for themselves. Purged of
the fanallcs and anarchists, and the order kept clear of that class, it would
soon command confidence and respect. The seceders would very soon get
to fighting among themselves, and break up. If the split is to corne, Mr.
Powderly could not welcome a beLLer time than the present. He should
take the bull by the horn and insist that Irons shall obey him or get
out and let who ever will follow him."

Mr. Irons was not immediately discredited. Especially through
Texas and Arkansas his influence was to be reckoned with. The
workers there had been less affected by the strike of 1885 and
did not yet realize the nemesis of suffering that attends defeated
strikers. In Missouri they had lost more than the others because
they had more to lose and due to the wide concatenations
especially from East St. Louis many more individuals were
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touched. But to the 1886 General Assembly of the Order which
met in October there were presented requests from twelve local
assemblies asking to be transferred from the General Assembly
to District Assmbly 101. Two of these were at Marshall and two
at Palestine. A year later District Assembly 101 had ceased to
exist. Widespread migration of strikers, the necessity for assum
ing new names by many who remained and financial depletion
had destroyed the assembly. A labor leader now living in Cali
fornia who was a young man of nineteen in 1886 writes that a
few years after the strike he held a position in one of the rail
way unions which required him to travel continuously over the
Southwest. He never in these travels met more than two or three
workers who had participated in the strike. They had all gone.

Few people in modern democratic nations can openly oppose
all labor organization. At' periods of unwonted expansion and
activity of labor groups it is necessary, if possible, to find a
"good" labor organization or activity to approve in order that
it may not appear that laborers are denied the right to organize.
Witness the growing tendency of middle class public opinion
today to approve the American Federation of Labor as the proper
type of organization as opposed to the Congress for Industrial
Organization which is radical and improper. For purpose of
self-exculpation it was necessary then for public opinion of the
1880's including Jay Gould, the newspapers and the government
representatives to approve of Powderly and his attitudes as proper
in order that they might condemn the troublemakers of the West
and their "pernicious if not dangerous" leader. The difference in
viewpoints and in method which made the Southwest Strike
anathema to the General Assembly could not save them from its
consequences. The Knights as well as the southwestern workers
were defeated.

In 1889 the Knights of Labor met again in St. Louis and with
them the Southern Alliance, the Colored Alliance and the Farm
ers' Mutual Benefit Association with a second group from the

Jorthern Alliance. But the congress produced a malformation
called the Farmers' Alliance and Industrial Union. The voice
was the voice of revolt against the industrial order but the hands
were not those of the industrial laborer. The leadership of the
Knights was swinging away from the industrialized East but the
Noble and the United Order was a schizophrenic nonentity.



CHAPTER X

AGAIN MARTIN IRONS

The attitude of the Congressional Committee, the attacks of
the press, the tacit acceptance by the General Executive Board of
the Knights of Labor fixed the final responsibility for the South
west Strike and its attendant circumstances. And there was no red
herring to draw across the trail. A Scotchman who had lived for
forty years in the United States, a naturalized citizen, could scarcely
be ostracized as an outlander. He was of the very quintessence
of America. His thinking, confused and inconsistent, was part
and parcel of the widespread social questioning that was the
climate of opinion in the 1880's.

Anglo-Saxon in background, the eternal pioneer-restless, in
tolerant of oppression, with a vision of what America could mean
to the laboring man and the will to suffer and fight that the
dream might become a reality, he typifies the spirit of the West
the spirit of America's dream. He was the first of a trio of West
ern leaders who, leading masses of laborers, threw themselves
against the closing barriers of the wage nexus, and against the
dawning respectability of an organized labor movement which was
entrenching itself by a denial of the unity of all labor.

Martin Irons was a skilled machinist and a good workman.
A superintendent under whom he had worked testified before the
Congressional Committee as to his competence. Mr. Powderly
states that he had the reputation of being a good mechanic. The
people among whom he lived in his last years still remember a
remarkable stove which he invented. He hoped to have it patented
but there is no record of his having done so. A newspaper reports
him as "one of the finest mechanics that ever worked in the West."
But after the strike he could find work nowhere. Even an assumed
name could give him no protection for he was well known over a
wide area. Extensive publicity had made his picture available
for office files throughout the section and all applications for
work in machine shops were met by refusal. His efforts to find
jobs at any and every kind of unskilled labor were no more
successful.
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He went to Rosedale where he had once been successful and
where he still owned a little property. No work was available
there. He then went to St. Louis and, with a few pennies ahead,
under an assumed name he set up a little stand in the French
Market. A correspondent who knew him and had a flair for the
dramatic episode wrote to a New York paper:1

"Few of those who are in the habit of frequenting the Old French Market
in St. Louis are aware that one of the stalls in that building is cared for
by a ghost. In a little cubby hole which courtesy calls a market stall is
a little stock of peanuts, candy and odds and ends which are arranged in
little boxes and on little shelves and are dispensed by a little man who
has the appearance of premature age. The little man has iron gray hair
and sharp steel gray eyes that have a haunted expression in them. This lit
tle man is now a ghost ... the ghost of the dead hopes of those 14,000
men who were under his leadership."

The men whom he had led who now blamed him with their
poverty and unemployment and all after-results of the strike,
discovered him also. They again and again overturned his stall
and scattered his stock of wares. His poverty became so great
that he was arrested as a vagrant. 1 0 friend appeared at his
trial and no attorney pled his case. He was fined and since he
was unable to pay the fine he was sentenced to work on the rock
pile and wear the ball and chain. Mr. Powderly, learning of
his desperation, wired a friend to pay the fine. Others also be
same interested, and Mr. Irons was released. He went then to
Thayer, Missouri, where he took up a homestead under the name
of Martin Taylor. 2 Here he established himself as a farmer, liked
and respected by the community. Then the news began to spread
about that this was Martin Irons. Again he was in trouble. We
have only newspaper accounts of his life at this period and they
must be accepted with much doubt. The simplest way among a
provincial people to blacken an individual's character is to charge
the person with sex offenses. Such charges cannot be effectively
proved nor can they be satisfactorily refuted. The charge in this
instance was adultery with the woman who kept house for him
and his little son. What basis of truth there may have been for
the charge is not important. But he was again forced to move,

lNew York Herald, March 25, 1886, page 16.
2]efferson City, Missouri, Daily Tribune, December 17, 1891.
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this time to Arkansas. In 1892 he attended and addressed the
state assembly of the Knights of Labor at Little Rock.

In 1894 he was in Fort Worth running a little grocery store
at the corner of Main near Fourteenth Street, doing some lectur
ing and trying to find work at his trade. Then came the most
serious threat that he had yet known.3 Among his neighbors was
a Mexican family with a twelve-year-old daughter. On Septem
ber 30, 1894, he was arrested upon a charge of attempt at rape
brought by the father and mother of the child. The grand jury
returned an indictment and after a preliminary trial his bond
was fixed at $4.00.00. But father, mother, and child disappeared.
Three months later warrants were issued for their arrest as wit
nesses. They were not found and in April, 1895, the case was
dismissed at the request of the county attorney because "the evi
dence procured was insufficient to support a conviction and be
cause the prosecuting witness who it is alleged was assaulted by
defendant has become reconciled with defendant and has left the
county to prevent appearing against defendant and State cannot
find out her whereabouts, and besides said witness has stated to
a number of reputable citizens since said assault that the defend
ant did not rape or attempt to rape her." Mr. Irons' own com
ment as reported by the representative of the Fort Worth Gaze'tte4

who interviewed him in j ail seems pertinent. "The whole thing is
preposterous. I hardly know what to say of t}:lls. The whole
affair is so absurd, so preposterous, that it seems ridiculous. The
idea of making such an attempt as that with which I am charged,
on such a little girl, in broad daylight, and on the principal
street in the city where not a minute elapsed that some one did
not pass is to me inconceivable to anyone with ordinary sense.
. . . I had no intimation of anything whatever of the alleged
affair until I was informed that they meant to have me arrested."
The fact that he remained to be arrested seems' basis for the
assumption of innocence. He was not conditioned to immobility.

The day following his release on bond he was rearrested, this
time the charge was that of quarreling with another neighbor,
a woman, who was also arrested and charged with attacking Mr.

3Newspaper reports; official files of the Tarrant Connty District Court,
Case No. 10927, State of Texas vs. 111artin Irons.

4Fort Worth Gazette, October 1, 1894.
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Irons with a hammer. Each was released on a $50.00 bond. The
St. Louis Republic reported the latter affair as the clubbing of
Mr. Irons by the mother of the girl whom he had supposedly
attempted to rape because she was angry at his being cleared of
the crime.

Mr. Irons felt that this was more than he could bear and on
August 7, 1895, he filed suit in the Tarrant County District Court
against Geo. Knapp & Company, publishers of the St. Louis Re
public. 5 In his petition he alleged that:

"On October 8, 1894, certain enemies of plaintiff combined and conspired
together to injure him in his business and the public estimation by prefer
ring a charge against him that the plaintiff had attempted to rape a cer
tain child, the daughter of Mrs. Antonio Estrada. That said parties among
others the general agent and correspondent of defendant George Knapp &
Co., caused the said charges to be trumped up and preferred against plain
tiff; that said charge was wholly groundless and false, but in order to
accomplish their purpose, caused said child to make a charge before a
magistrate in Tarrant County, Texas, and thereupon caused his arrest and
indictment by the grand jury of said County; that defendant in order to
further carry out and consummate their said conspiracy to injure and
defame plaintiff caused to be published in the St. l.ouis Republic a cer
tain malicious and libelous article to the effect that plaintiff had his skull
cracked by the mother of the alleged victim; that plaintiff was not guilty
either in law or in fact of attempting to rape the said child; that plaintiff
has been grossly injUIed in his name and reputation by reason of the said
malicious conduct of defendants and has suffered great humiliation of mind
on account thereof; that by reason of the premises plaintiff was caused to
sustain serious damage, in all to his great damage in the sum of 10,000.00.
Plaintiff prays judgment for his full damages, costs and for general relief."

The local agents of the George Knapp Publishing Company were
named as codefendants. The publishing company pled that the
local agents had no connection with the company, that they were
in no way responsible for material which appeared in the Republic
nor aware of the same until it had come into their hands as vendors.
They pled further that the codefendants were included only for
the purpose of bringing the case within the jurisdiction of the
State courts, whereas the responsibility was theirs alone and since
they and the petitioner lived in different States the case should
be transferred to the United States District Court for the orthern

5Records of the United States District Court, Northern District of Texas,
Fort Worth. Case No. 79, Mm-tin Irons vs. Ceo. Knapp and Co., et al.
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District of Texas. They offered bond of 500.00 that they might
be allowed to present to the Federal Court the record in the suit.
If the court held that the transfer had been wrongly made, the
bond was forfeit to pay the costs incurred by the transferral. The
State District Court accepted the bond and allowed the transfer.
This transferral was followed almost immediately by another to
the Fort Worth division of the Federal District Court which had
just been created. On March 31, 1900, the ca e was dismissed
because the officers were never able to get service on George Knapp
& Company.6 .

When the strike was over Mr. Irons faced not only the deadly
blacklist which prevented his ever again finding a job at his work
of machinist and boilermaker, but an almost incredible barrage of
slander and vilification.

The newspapers of the Southwest though not particularly hostile
toward the strikers as a group, joined in the hue and cry dealing
largely in discreditable personal reports. The St. Louis Republican
hounded him for years, telling with malicious pleasure any rumor
which might bring his leadership into odium. Another paper, the
Sedalia Bazoo, edited by one Wesley Goodwin, undertook to destroy
Irons' influence and that of the Knights of Labor by bitter raving .
Mr. Behren reports that three years after the trike a Mr. McClain
who handled the pay rolls for the Gould shop in Sedalia stated
that Mr. Goodwin received annually from Jay Gould a check for
$1,000.00, but when George Gould came into control, payments
were stopped as an unnecessary expense. 7

The national periodicals were not so much interested in Mr. Irons'
minor faults and misdemeanors. To them he was a fearsome symbol
and they felt the necessity to discredit the man and by so doing
di credit the thing that he represented. The brilliant Thomas ast
with pencil pointed at the group who could not really be taken
seriously turned from his campaign against corruption in high
places to deal with the recalcitrant Knights. He saw clearly as
did many observers that there was a difficulty within the Order
itself, a schism not official but ideological; and with pen edged with
light satire he held up to ridicule the Knights and all they meant.
Especially he played upon the western Knights and their leader.

6Record U. S. D. C., cited above.
7Per onal tatement of :l\1r. Behrens.
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It is impossible and not important to attempt to check the endless
stream of stories about Mr. Irons which filled the press in an
attempt to blacken his name. After writing numerous letters to
individuals who participated in the strike and to many who knew
Mr. Irons personally, after talking to some who knew him, and
after investigating newspaper stories and verifying them by com
parison with court records the writer has come to the conclusion
that Martin Irons was the victim of persistent, shrewd and cruel
persecution aimed at destroying his influence and permanently
discrediting him. This conclusion is strengthened by E. V. Debs,
not universally acceptable as an unbiased judge, who wrote in
December, 1900, just after Irons' death: 8

"The press united in fiercest denunciation. Every lie that malignity could
conceive was circulated. In the popular mind Martin Irons was the blackest
hearted villain that ever went unhung. Pinkerton bloodhounds tracked him
night and day."

Charges that he had misused strike funds were suggested by the
newspapers until the official check was made and his financial
management was declared honest. For the large part of the period
representatives of the General Assembly handled the finances.
Charges that he was a "dead beat" were substantiated with the
charge among others that he was put out of his home in Sedalia for
nonpayment of rent. The sickness and death of his wife in the
early days of the strike probably did leave him heavily in debt
and it is more than probable that he was never able to pay the
debt. His personal property, a set of tools valued at seven dollars
and fifty cents, was sold to meet his liabilities. There was a young
daughter of his wife who inherited some property. ewspaper&
insinuated, in reporting that he was with the child at the courthouse,
that he was attempting to get the property for himself. The charge,
in common with other accusations of cupidity connected with "sell
ing out" the strike and embezzlement of strike funds are refuted by
a well authenticated circumstance.

ews stories about him during the strike brought a letter from
a sister in ew York who had come to this country from Scotland
and married. She had neither seen nor heard from him for thirty
two years. The estate of their mother had never been settled because

8 Waco Daily Examiner, April 4, 1886.

•
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Martin could not be found. He an wered the letter but did not
pursue the matter which he certainly would have done had he been
avaricious and grasping. In the latter part of June, 1886,9 there
was published in a Sedalia new paper a letter to the local constable
from his brother-in-law saying that their last letter had not been
answered and asking help to locate Martin again. It is probable,
but no record can be found, that he received the inheritance for
when he arrived at Thayer, Mi souri,10 in 1888 (again we trust to
newspaper reports), he deposited money in the bank which he
used for taking up a homestead.

The common charge that he was a drunken fellow is open to
question. Men who knew him through the years of his connection
with District Assembly 101 state that they never saw him drunk.
That he drank liquor we may take for granted. That he went on
occasional sprees is confirmed by reports from his grandson and
others. But that he was so confirmed a drunkard that his actions
were irresponsible is quite another thing. Mr. Powderly's well
known almost psychopathic antipathy toward the use of liquor
would seem to make valid the assumption that if Mr. Irons had
been seen drunk many times he would have been summarily dealt
with. At about the time of the strike the master workman of Dis
trict Assembly 78 with headquarters in Fort Worth was expelled
for drunkenness.

The newspapers called him crude, uncouth, and illiterate. The
1\ ew York Times charged that his illiteracy made it impossible for
him to have written the autobiographical sketch published in Lip
pincott's Magazine in June, 1886. They asserted that it was written
by Mr. Caughlan, Master Workman of District Assembly 93, who
was hand in glove with Irons throughout the strike and was in
dicted with him in the famous wire-tapping episode. The attempt
to blacken Mr. Irons by crediting Caughlan is curious and impresses
still more the recognition that Mr. Irons was the source of power.
Men who knew him laugh at the accusation of illiteracy, saying
that he had a command of words that was remarkable even in a
generation to which the use of words was the common form of
artistic expression. Articles written by him and published in the

9 edalia Ba=oo, June 25, 1886.
10See Appendix.
10Verified by a letter from a banker who was in Thayer at the time.
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Journal of United Laboru are the work of not only a highly literate
man but of a clear and forceful writer. Mr. Powderly observed
that,12 "Martin Irons was a student and an educated man.... Irons
never learned the art of employing langauge to conceal thought,
he used it to cause men to understand and succeeded."

He was a dynamic and effective speaker in a period when oratory
was the test of a man. His leadership lay part! at least in his
ability to hold, arouse and inspire a crowd. Mr. Behrens says that
he has seen audiences of laboring men moved to tears by an Irons'
speech. Others emphasize his emotional power as a speaker. He
had one subject and one only-the wrongs of labor, the brother
hood of those who toil, the dignity of the worker. R. Trevelick, a
member of the executive board of the General Assembly of the
Knights of Labor, visited Sedalia shortly after Mr. Irons had become
a member of the organization and noting him as an outstanding
man made inquiries about him.

In appearance he was often, probably commonly, not preposses
sing to the casual observer especially in times of stress and pre
occupation with other matters. His appearance during the strike
was a shock to many who saw him then for the first time. He was
inexcusably slovenly in dress and his hair was seldom combed; he
was careless about having and his mouth was often stained with
tobacco juice but there is little indication that he was either uncouth
or crude in manner. The following item taken from the Daily
Tribune, of Jefferson City, Missouri, five years after the strike is
interesting:13

"He was about fifty year of age, well dressed and spoke with a strong
Scotch accent. It was quite evident that he wa well posted and had seen
a good deal of the world. . . . Clo e observers soon macIe up their minds
tbat the little toop- houldered man was somewhat out of the usual line of
homesteader. Hi head and face showed superior mental force, and his
manner plainly indicated that he had some history more than the common
bread and meat routine. His conduct was that of a gentleman making
him many friends soon."

USee Appendix.

12Powderly, T. V., The Path I Trod, p. 139.
]2The Daily Tribune (Jefferson City, Mo.), December 17, 1891.
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And from a reporter of the Fort Worth Gazette who interviewed
him there: 14 "The man himself is a study. Possessing a history
rarely equalled unless by a man of international reputation; shrewd
eyed and nervous, bearing some of the Scotch characteristics in
the face, with very marked features, he is one who would attract
more than a passing glance. He seemed to be very self-possessed,
and beyond a natural nervousness, was as composed as usual."

The dignity of his character and his courage cannot be ques
tioned. The moving force in his leadership of labor was belief
in the dignity of the worker. He insisted that workers should
respect themselves and insist upon respect from others. Eugene V.
Debs, who, if anyone, is entitled to judge courage, says :15 "But
through it all this loyal, fearless, high-minded working man stood
steadfast. . . . Martin Irons served, suffered for and honored his
class."

Even in the bitterness of denial by the men whom he had led,
his silence commands respect. ever did he attempt to prove their
judgment unjust. E. T. Behrens relates that after the strike
Mr. Irons came to his cigar store in Sedalia to see him. The news
spread that he was in town and crowds of angry men gathered
around the windows crying, "Hang the traitor." Mr. Irons insisted
that he face them. His only crime was failure. But Mr. Behrens,
knowing the quality and temper of the crowd, refused to allow him
to speak to them. Instead he took Mr. Irons through a back
entrance and walked with him to the head of ew York Avenue.
After that departure, Mr. Irons never returned to Sedalia.

When the Social Democratic Party met in Fort Worth in 1897
the secretary of the party, Dr. G. B. Harris, became interested in
Mr. Irons then a sick and broken man. In his own district, McLen
nan County, Dr. Harris was a unique character.16 Highly educated,
he was one of the wealthiest men in the section. He rode a bicycle
when such a vehicle was legendary on the Texas prairies. Even
today stories of his idiosyncracies are told by the neighbors who
are frank to state that he was "tetched," but they can give no

14Fort Worth Gazette, October 1, 1894.
15Debs: His Life, Writings and Speeches, p. 275.
16Information about Dr. Harris wa obtained from many sources: inter·

views with friends; local newspapers; The Appeal to Reason; Journal of
United Labor; a letter among the papers of Governor Hogg.
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reason except that he did not believe in democracy. He was a loyal
and hard-working Social Democrat. This man built a small house
for Mr. Irons near his own and from 1897 until his death in 1900,
Bruceville was home to the wanderer. At Waco, a short distance
from Bruceville, was an active assembly of the Knights of Labor
and Mr. Irons was cordially received. A resolution regarding
striking miners of the middle west signed by him as chairman of
the committee was published in the Journal of United Labor soon
after he became a member. While he still felt that the rallying
cry of the Knights, "An injury to one is the concern of all," rep
resented the final goal of man's progress toward human brother
hood, he had become interested in the radical political movements
which were splitting the solid Texas atmosphere. His interest in
action led him to work in the organizing of Social Democratic
Clubs in Texas. There was just beginning a wide-spread agitation
against payment of rent for agricultural land in money and he took
up that cause to strengthen his Social Democratic organization.
Under the leadership of Dr. Harris the southern part of McLennan
County, the northwest border of Falls County and the eastern
section of Bell County were dotted with organizations of farmers
who were pledged to rent no land for money rents. The movement
continued 'to spread and attracted much attention when whitecappers
began to terrorize tenants who persisted in renting land on other
than a share basis. The great appeal of the movement for crop
share renting disappeared with the higher prices of the late nineties,
and with it the appeal of Social Democracy tied to it.

Among Dr. Harris' notes is a statement of Martin Irons' last
idea in regard to the relationship between socialism and the revolt
which was sweeping the southwest under the name of Populism.
"Populists are the juniors; socialists are the seniors. All Populists
are not socialist for it is impossible for juniors to be seniors
but all socialists are Populists and more." Strong condemnation
is expressed of those who criticize each other and their leaders.
"The man that goes over to the enemy right when he should stick
close to the cause of reform is the man who has always been
criticizing the acts and impugning the motives of others. I have
noticed this so much that I have about decided that such men are
not trustworthy and are really traitors at heart and will prove
themselves to be when a chance presents."
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Dr. Harris furnished Mr. Irons with a gig and a horse and he
worked in the interest of Social Democracy in Louisiana and other
Southern States. He still continued his activity in the Knights of
Labor and in 1897 when he and Dr. Harris were living in Little
Rock, Arkansas, he was placed on the official.list of organizers for
a period. Mr. Powderly had been replaced as master workman by
James Sovereign who was from Iowa and Arkansas and was more
sympathetic with the western Knights. A short time after Dr. Har
ris returned to Bruceville from Little Rock, the Appeal to Reason
carried an item,17 "Martin Irons, once a prominent figure in labor
circles, is sick and poor in a hospital in Arkansas."

When he was at home in Bruceville he was often seen upon the
gallery of a local store talking to a group of men. His theme was
still the wrongs of labor and how justice was to be brought. A
citizen of Bruceville who knew him well, and saw him every day
when asked if Mr. Irons talked much about social questions, replied:
"He never talked about anything else." The same man reports that
Mr. Irons' "friends were close friends and his enemies were bitter
enemies." The citizenry of the community, according to the same
informant, "being good democrats believed in staying in the system
but patching it up from the inside." To them, being a "good
democrat" and "believing in democracy," were synonymous con
ditions. "In these days," continued the commentator, "Iron would
be called a communist, a fascist, or something." He was never a
part of the life of the village. A friendly observer states that he
felt that he was out of place, that he was not wanted and therefore
kept pretty much to himself. All agree, however, that he was quiet
and well-behaved. They remember also that he suffered from
"smothering spells" which from the description seem to this quite
inexpert layman to have been cardiac or asthmatic. When these
attacks came, he caught a blanket around his shoulders and rushed
to Dr. Harris "who did what he could for him."

Dr. Harris gave Mr. Irons some chickens, hoping that he could
find a satisfactory outlet but the life of philosophic calm was not
for a quester such as he. Candide had never caught the vision
of toil and self-abnegation that all men might live a fuller life.

An aged man with a belief in predestination emanating not from
the city by Lake Geneva but from the fierce individualism of the

17The Appeal to Reason, October 8, 1898.
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frontier pronounced his judgment: "I'll tell you how it IS. You
and me and Martin Irons jus' live the life that's in us to live.
That's all. That's what Kit Carson did-jus' lived the life that
was in him to live."

In the opening days of the strike, Mr. Irons had been called
home to watch his wife die of pneumonia. She left a child of
about five years of age. A man who knew Mr. Irons at Thayer
remembers one thing about him-he never appeared on the streets
without the child by his side. This son just growing into manhood
was with him at Bruceville for at least some of the time. Mr. Irons
was even more of a failure as a parent than as a husband. He
could not by any recognized standards be classed as a "good
father," and this added to the distrust of his neighbors in Bruce
ville. The boy was often cold and hungry: his father was in jail
or a fugitive from justice, living under an assumed name through
out his childhood. The man who resulted was, in his youth at least,
not a stable, respected citizen of the commonwealth. According to
reports which the writer has not considered it important to check,
he is now living somewhere in the Southwest. As Mr. Irons gew
old his thoughts must have turned to his family in Lexington for
a grandson reports that Dr. Harris once visited his father's home
where Mrs. Mary Brown Irons was living.

One of the high points of Mr. Irons' life at Bruceville was the
visit of Eugene V. Debs who came to Waco in the course of his
lecture tour immediately following his liberation from Woodstock
Jail. Mr. C. M. Colwick, who served as chairman of the meeting,
tell the story:18 "After the address many crowded around the
speaker, someone plucked my sleeve. It was Martin Irons asking
me to introduce him to Debs. 'Why the idea of your hanging back!
Just step up and say, 'I am Martin Irons.' That will be enough.
But certainly I will be glad to bring you together: There followed
some happy moments for the battered little 'down and outer.' For
several minutes Debs had no eyes nor ears for anybody else."

Mr. Debs in telling of the incident, says :19

"It wa in April, 1899, in Waco, Texas, that I la t pressed this com
rade's hand. He bore the traces of poverty and broken health but hi,; spirit

lSFrom a personal letter to the writer.
19Debs: His Life, Writings and Speeches, p. 274.
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was as intrepid as when he struck the shield of Hoxie thirteen years be
fore; and when he spoke of Socialism, he seemed transfigured, and all the
mouldering fires within his soul blazed from his sunken eyes once more."

In the fall of 1900, too ill to continue his labors, Irons for the
last time returned to Bruceville to die. Dr. Harris wrote to Mr. W.
Shurtleff, of Cleveland, Ohio, who released his statement to the
press. "I regret to state that Brother Martin Irons died here
Jovember 17th penniless." The letter published in the State

Tribune, of Jefferson City, Missouri, continued: 20

"And so he's dead-Martin Irons. A martyr to the hate of the capitalists,
the slander of the thoughtless, the jealousy of those for whom he worked,
the victim of traitors, died while the great Order for which he ga~

his all was in session at Birmingham-died as he lived, a Knight of Labo~,
faithful even unto death.

"I wish I had the ability to sing the praise of the old man broken down
who crept away to the border town of Bruceville, Texas, to die alone 3nd
penniless. With him died forever many of the secrets of the Southwest
Strike for he ever remembered his obligation and died as he had lived, a
true and faithful Knight."

In 1906 the Missouri State Federation of Labor met at Moberly.
At an evening dinner a speaker who later became president of one
of the international organizations made a talk bitterly denouncing
labor racketeers.21 Among them he mentioned Martin Irons. Mr.
Behrens, who was present, ro e and asked for permission to speak.
He told of Irons' life and struggles from the evenings in the shoe
maker's shop at Sedalia until his death in Bruce ille, Texas, six
years before. He spoke of his singleness of purpose, of his integrity,
of his courage and of the methods which had been used so effec
tively to blacken his name and destroy his influence. When he had
finished, the first speaker apologized. He knew only what he had
heard and read in the newspapers.

Another listener, Chas. W. Fear, was impressed by labor's
neglect of its leader. The next year at the meeting of the Federa
tion held in Sedalia, the scene of Irons' greatest tragedy, the
Missouri workers determined to give to the dead honor denied the
living and at Mr. Fear's suggestion it was decided to erect a monu
ment above Irons' grave at Bruceville. Donations were small but

20Jefferson City, Mo., Daily Tribune, December 6, 1900.
21Personal statement by Mr. Behrens.
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252.00 was collected from unions in Missouri and a few miners'
unions in Arkansas among whom Irons had worked. In May, 1911,
the stone was ready.

The Texas State Federation of Labor, in session at Waco, was
invited to join the committee from Missouri in the unveiling of
the monument. 22 E. T. Behrens made the address of dedication.
Following a brief sketch of Irons' life at Sedalia he gave the
mature judgment of an experienced labor leader regarding the
man whom he as a youth had known and admired.28

"Martin Irons was truly a man of the people. He came from the depths.
He would rise with but not above his fellows. The interests could not buy
him. He spurned their proffers of gold and official preferment. He would
not betray his class and therefore the powers that prey pursued him with
fiendish fury. They lashed him with the blacklist, and through their corrupt
venal press, they opened upon him the vials of their wrath. They drove
him from place to place, from Missouri to Arkansas and from Arkansas to
the great State of Texas, which is honored by his last resting place. Here
Martin Irons fell. He fell with his face to the enemy. Here among his
comrades and friends who know and understood he spent the last days of
his most tragic life. . .

"Authentic history is seldom if ever written of contemporary events. Just
as might makes right, so, too, contemporary history reflects the bias and
the prejudice of the dominant cla s of society. It is only after written his
tory ha been sifted through fleeting time that truth becomes revealed.

"A quarter of a century ha passed since the strike of '86. Gradually
the truth i unfolded. Prejudices are fading away, animosities are disap
pearing, at last the sunligbt of reason enters the archives of that memor
able event.

"Owing to the prejudices growing out of the strike of '86, and because
of its unwieldy character, the order of Knights of Labor began to wither
and soon became almost extinct. But out of the crumbling ruins of this
colossal structure modern trade unionism found a new birth. . . .

"But in honoring the memory of Martin Irons we do so becau e he typi·
fied a pha e in the American labor movement. He was characteristic of

22Proceedings of the Fourteenth AnnlLCll Convention of the Texas State
Federation of Labor, Waco, Texas, April 15-19, 1911, p. 92.

28A pamphlet, The Dedication of Irons' ll!onument, was published at the
time. It contains in addition to the dedicatory address information regard
mg the monument, the resolution of the l\1issouri State Federation of Labor
setting up the committee to plan the erection of the monument and the
resolution of the Texas State Federation of Labor thanking Dr. Harris for
his care of Irons, and a list of unions contributing to the fund for the erec
tion of the monument.
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the working class of his day. In him was reflected the spirit of revolt then
manifest among the workers, hence we not only do honor to the man who
sleeps in this long neglected spot, but we also do honor to the thousands
of toilers, men and women, who so nobly fought in the trenches in that
momentous struggle.

"The struggle of organiz.ed labor is the etruggle of civilization ever press
ing onward and upward towards the ideal. There can be no halting, there
can be no retreat. In every movement for human betterment, for human
progress, great souls have lived and played their part. Martin Irons was
one of these."

The monument is of Vermont marble taken from the only union
quarry in the United States. It was unthinkable that Irons' grave
should be marked by a stone cut by non-union labor. The granite
cutters' union of the orth and East were on strike and it was not
easy to have the stone cut by union labor but this was also accom
plished. It is probable that this is the only monument in the
United States which bears a union label. The design of the monu
ment is incomplete in that each line ends in a plane of marble.
The concept is for those who understand.

The Texas State Federation of Labor felt that it had been some
what laggard and at this meeting a resolution was adopted to
express the gratitude of organized labor to Dr. G. B. Harris for
his care and friendship for Irons. 24

"Whereas, the delegates of the Texas State Federation of Labor learned
while attending the unveiling of the Martin Irons monument in Bruceville
May 17, 1911, that Dr. G. B. Harris, who cared for our martyred brother
during his last four years of his life is still living; and

"Whereas, but few members of organized labor know the history of Irons
during the days when persecution was his lot or the noble man who pro
tected him by taking him into his family, making of him a brother; be it

"Resolved, that as an expression of gratitude and to so perpetuate the
memory of Dr. G. B. Harri, one of God's noblemen, that one page of our
min utes be given to this resolu tion; and

"Resolved, that all unions register Dr. Harris' name on their records in
order that the world of labor may always know that we feel we owe to
Dr. Harris a debt of gratitude that can never be paid."

On the anniversary of Irons' death each year until his death
in 1917 Dr. Harris went regularly to the grave to place fresh

24Proceedings of the Fourteenth Annual Convention of the Texas State
Federation 0/ Labor, 1911, p. 101.
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flowers and to stand a few minutes in silence paying tribute to the
memory and sacrifice of Martin Irons. Among Dr. Harris' notes
was found this judgment written four years after Irons' death,
evident a part of a letter.

"His body lies in Mother Earth but his soul goes marching on. As this
is to be a book of biographical sketches, I feel that to let {artin Irons
name not be in it would °be a sacrilege. On the roll of honor of refonn
ers the name of Martin Irons should be well up at the top. I regret I have
nc. picture to send you."

A man now living in Detroit who as an active Socialist knew
Irons at Bruceville gives as his opinion :25 "My ~pression of
Irons was that he came into prominence partly by 'happen stance'
mainly or wholly because of his official position at the time of
the strike. He was not a brilliant man, had no dashing qualities;
but his sterling honesty and his disinterested zeal were recog
nized by his associates and eventually brought him to the front
in the Knights of Labor. He could not be bribed neither could
he be bulldozed or intimidated. He was plain, direct, unassum
ing-never any posing, never dealt out bunk."

No one close to the center of the labor movement ever gave
him less than honor. Debs in the grandiloquent language in which
his generation attempted to fire others with their own surcharged
emotions, paid him high tribute as "an honest, courageous, manly
man." "Mother Jones" visited his grave and in her Autobiography
she names him as one of those leaders of labor who without
salary and without honor had built deep the foundations of the
American labor movement. 26 By W. S. Tisdale, in "The Knights'
Book," Irons is listed among those who threw down their gauntlet
at the feet of the men armed with all the power of corporate
strength ... and have held their ground firmly, manfully, with
dignity and courage."

25Personal letter to the writer.
26Autobiography of Mother Jones, p. 240.
27Tisdale, The Knights Book, pp. 6-7.
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AFTERTHOUGHTS

The official order ending the Great Southwest Strike was a
gesture. It had already passed into the category of things to be
ignored. All wished to forget. There was work to be done, indus
try to be built, land to be put under cultivation. The twelve
hundred pages which recorded the effort of the laborers to express
their sense of wrong and frustratjon when the West where they
had sought freedom and for each a little spot he could call his
own had turned upon them, was placed upon library shelves.
Business which had defeated the ruling class when they marched
with the agrarian South to defend a lost cause, had now sub
jugated the laborers. But the effects could not be segregated
within the Southwest. That victory and defeat laid its heavy hand
upon the life of the nation.

Planted deep upon mechanized mass production which the
Anglo-Saxon had nurtured to an unruly and disheveled imma
turity, machine capitalism had taken another step toward control
of the economic life of the western world. Its creators, to avoid
the restraints imposed by their invention had built empires and
conquered continents. Those who drove the covered wagons across
the American continent could not urge their horses fast enough
to escape the industrial order. But there had been a persisting
hope. Just across the River, the Plain, or the Mountains lay a
land of economic independence and perhaps of wealth for every
man. But by the middle eighties El Dorado was another mining
camp or railroad town. The afterglow of the western sun no
longer placed a halo of peace over the inherent conflicts of the
industrial order. Those who wished to find freedom must face
the growing domination of industry. Rulers of business must
bring order among their workers if those workers could no longer
wander on. Takers of profits and workers for wages following the
same eidolon of individual iiberty had found a cu.l de sac.
Through the major harmonies of American history has been heard

always a minor dissonance beaten out by the restless feflt of those
who sought the gifts which America seemed always to offer and
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always to withhold. Often the minor has become the dominant
crashing through with protestant force as it did in the Great Gould
Strike of 1886. The rebellion of the Southwestern workers was
not an isolated upheaval. It was the last in that area of a series
of protests from laborers which had been rising and falling as
the geographical frontier passed westward. But in that conflict
the issue was drawn. By militia, and state troops, by the power
of the federal and state courts, in jails from St. Louis to Hous
ton and west to El Paso, it was decided whose interests were to
dominate the future of the area.

Men who go on and on searching for whatever is the final goal
of the pioneer forget how men think and act who accept and
adjust to the institutional framework of settled life. It is a part
of this attitude that questions propounded receive simple answers.
In this transpiercing of institutional and canonical investiture
lies the basis of revolutionary thought and action. In the demand
of laborers to be recognized as equal with the employer in the
control of industry is the essence of revolution. But to men who
believed in the reality of America's promise of equality it seemed
an unquestionable inference. There walk across the pages of his
tory dreamers who stand upon the frontiers of social struggle
and foresee the end of humanity's longing for peace in wars
which will end wars, in strikes which will end strikes. Wearier
leaders who have seen a few struggles won and many lost do
not look for simple solutions. The Southwestern strikers were
frontiersmen and the Southwest Strike reached the heart of indus
trial struggle.

F. W. Taussig, writing at the time with little sympathy and
incomplete knowledge, saw the meaning of the event:1

"The essential cause of the trouble was the same, the instinct for power
.. the struggle in the Southwest was the result of an attempt to shift

the center of power and responsibility."

The Bureau of Labor Statistics of the State of Missouri also
saw the issue: 2

1Taussig, F. W., "The South-Western Strike." Quarterly Journal 0/ Eco
nomics, Vol. I, pp. 184-222, January, 1887.

2Missouri Bureau of Labor tatistics, The Official History 0/ the Great Strike
of 1886 on the Southwestern Railway System, 1887, p. 117.
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"There was in the struggle something that attracted the attention of the
world. There was the grim unswerving fixation of purpose of H. M. Hoxie.
The time had come, he said, when the question had to be decided whether
he should run his own railroad or have the Knights of Labor run it. He
never forgot the issue and he never relaxed his determination 'to fight it
out on that line.'''

The failure of the strike threw the labor movement in the
Southwest back upon itself, and the Southwest learned its lesson
well. ot since the mid-eighties has there been a labor movement
in the area and through the years with no forceful labor cooper
ation it has developed low wage scales, poor standards of living,
a crass and naive emphasis upon the rights of property. When
the contention is made that the Southwest does not want a labor
movement, it does not fit the environment, the obvious answer is,
"There was once a labor movement in the Southwest, virile, cour
ageous and hopeful. Had it not been completely broken it might
have helped the section to a fuller development of economic life."
And not only the Southwest but the Nation.

And the question asserts itself, Why did one defeat have so
crushing an effect?

The reason lies primarily in the characteristics of the workers
themselves, in their lack of an ideological core, of a concept of the
function of an organized labor movement in the mutually inter
dependent operation of economic life. To them organized action
was an instrument for immediate accomplishment. Failing in that
accomplishment they had no resuscitating spirit. The lack of
ideological roots had its further source in the ignorance and isola
tion of the workers.

No one can cast at the Southwestern strikers the condemning
epithet "foreign." They had heard no message from the First
International, no echoes of Social Democratic Revolution, no
Anarchistic incitements to violence, no Syndicalist doctrine of
anti-state. If there ever has been or is an American group the
Texas strikers of 1886 were one. They were native born of native
parents and grandparents. Whatever additions had been made to
the Texas laborers from 1865 to 1885 had been more American
than the Texans themselves. Heirs of the American Revolution, of
King's Mountain, and ew Orleans; folk pupils of Thomas Jeffer
son, Andrew Jackson, and John Calhoun; children of Austin,
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Houston, and San Jacinto, they were authentic spokesmen for the
dreams and ambitions of Americans. In no other instance have
we so clear a record of what American laborers thought of the
system which was almost without institutional or governmental
check taking over control in the United States of the eighties. But
it may be that it lacked philosophic and ideologic concepts because
it was so nearly a pure Americanism. Further, the objections of
the workers were tied to the agrarian rebellion of farm groups
the basis of whose protests were not those of the industrial worker.
Failure to defeat the railroad corporation by its employees forced
the farmers to take up the fight alone and it is the voice of agrarian
unrest that has been and still is the social and economic revolt of
the Southwest. It may be also that since large numbers of farmers
were of German descent, their greater knowledge of social theories
and points of economic conflict gave nucleus of a more cohesive
and vocal group movement.

The failure of the strike did not still the voice of rebellion.
One more major revolt was to come but it was to be at the ballot
box. By 1890 the surge of unrest had coalesced again into a
political upheaval which in the Southwest swept across class lines
and carried with it the traditional governments. Populism "with
its older brother, Social Democracy," gathered in its embracing
arms the railroad laborers and the farmers.

From a log cab:n in a frontier county in Texas, from a log school
house in Arkansas, from a rural parish in Louisiana, spread the
pollen that was to fertilize the seeds. Its most erudite spokesman
was C. C. Jones, whom Bancroft called the "Macaulay of the
South."3

"I call you to witness that a reign of plutocrats---of subjection of men,
mea ures and places to the will of millionaires and plethoric syndicates
is antagonistic to the liberty of the Republic and subversive of personal
freedom. ... I call you to witness that the alleged prosperity of this
commonwealth except in limited localities is largely a matter of the imag
ination. . . . I call you to witness that behind thi fanfare of trumpets
proclaiming the attractions and growth of the New S~uth may too often
be detected the deglutination of the harpy and the chuckle of the hireling."

3Woodward, C. Vann, Tom Watson: Agrarian Rebel, p. 124.
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Here from a gentler life and at a higher educational level is the
famous blood and iron circular of the Gould Strike. They speak
in the same language but with differing tongues.

This popular uprising brought no answer and with secular
diminishing intensity but with moments of bitterness the revolt
of the Southwest continues. The corporation and those upon whose
shoulders rest the mephistophelian robes of the financiers of the
eighties still hold the citadels of power. The corporate machine
system, the Southwest still wishes to escape. It refuses to take
and tame it to a basis for material living upon which may be built
good housing, good health, good schools, good food, good recrea
tion. This cannot be done without taking into full partnership the
ideological descendants of the Southwestern Strikers. But dread
of facing the issue which they posited persists and mastery does
not travel with fear.
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BA KS ARE ROTTE J

Some Interesting Figures from Comptroller Eckels' Report

MARTI IRO S 0 MO EY

ati'tmal Banks of the Country Have ever Enough Cash on Hand
to Meet Depositors in Case of a Run-Force Them to Ask

for a Larger Volume of Currency.

Editor Journal- ot believing in the doctrine held up to the
masses by many of our reform orators and writers that the remone
tization of silver is the great panacea or cure for the ills of the
body politic, hence will, if you will allow me space in your valuable
paper, bring before your readers and the people, in a series of
articles, a matter which I consider of far more vital interest to
them than the silver question, namely, the status and workings of
the National Bank.

It is a well-known fact that the bankers and money lenders of
this country throughout the whole of the prevailing panic have
stubbornly held up to the people that there was not only plenty,
but an overplus of money in the country; that the banks were
loaded down with gold and that it only lacked confidence on the
part of them, the bankers, to put said gold in circulation and thus
bring to the people great prosperity. Let us see if they were honestly
mistaken in their statements, or in making said statements they did
not wilfully lie to the people. I believe they lied; nay, will prove
it by their own sworn statements to the Jational Comptroller of
the Currency. See his report for the year 1896.

ow, if we people can make the bankers acknowledge that they
lied, it will necessitate them to call on Congress for a larger volume
of currency. Congress will readily acquiesce and the people will
have made a ten strike.

But to the proof: A bank to have plenty of money must always
be in a condition to pay all of the people who have placed their
money in that bank for safe keeping, and then have at lea t a little
funds left over. If a bank cannot do that it is certainly unsafe and
not trustworthy. If any of your readers have money deposited in
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a ational or other bank, I would advise them to hunt up a state
ment of the condition of that bank, examine into the amount it
owes its depositors, then find what money it has in vault. If the
amount in vault is not more than the amount due depositors then
the quicker they draw their deposits out of said bank the safer
they will be. Let me urge on all to pursue this plan; it may save
them from beggary or bankruptcy, and force Congress to come to
the relief of the people by a further issue of money. Bankers are
required by law to make sworn statements five times each year
in regard to the condition of their banks, but in some cases bankers
ignore this law.

I have said that I would prove that the bankers have been lying
to the people, and in doing so any figures that I may give in this
or future articles will be taken entirely from the reports of the
Comptroller of the Currency for the year 1896. Said reports, as
aleady stated, being the sworn statements of the bankers themselves
in giving the resources of any bank. Your readers will bear in
mind that it takes cash to pay debts, and that no one would be
willing to take loans or discounts, overdrafts, paid-up taxes or old
bank furniture in lieu or payment for a check on that bank. In
this, my first article, I will bring to your readers' notice the con
dition of the First ational Bank of Chicago, Ill., of which Mr.
McKinley's reputed Secretary of the Treasury, L. J. Gage, is presi
dent, and R. J. Street is cashier.

See Comptroller Eckels' last report; page 116, o. 2670, vol. 2:

RESOURCES:

Loans and discounts _
Overdrafts _
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation _
U. . Bonds to secure deposits _
U. S. Bonds on hand _
Stock securities, etc. _
Banking house furniture and fixtures _
Other real estate and mortgages owned. _
Due from other National banks. _
Due from State banks and bankers _
Due from approved reserve agents _
Checks and other cash items _
Exchanges for clearing hou e. _
Bills of other National Bank . _
Fractional currency, nickels and cents _
Specie _
Legal tender note _

15,944,820.89
74,535.37
50,000.00

77,535.37
1,382.878.00

500,000.00

2,171,345.89
1,997,759.12

29,121.76
975,738.86

52,900.00
3,897.65

4,577,900.00
1,390,000.00
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U. . certificates of depo it _
Redemption fund with Treasurer U. S. _
Due from Treasurer U. S. _

Total

LIABILITIES

Capital tock paid in _
Surplus fund _

ndivided profits, less current expen es and taxes
paid _
ational bank notes outstanding _

State bank notes outstanding _
Due to other ational banks. _
Due to State banks and bankers _
Dividends unpaid _
Individual depo its _
Certi fied checks _
United States deposits. _
Deposit of U. S. disbursing officers _
Notes and bills discounted. _
Bills payable _
Liabilities other than those stated _

Total

2,250.00
33,000.00

29,263,347.54

3,000,000.00
2,000,000.00

156,848.36

7,921,612.79
3,813,049.26

13,072,008.62
199,828.51

29,263,347.54

Again let me remind your readers that these figures are copied
from the Comptroller's latest report. Under the head of resources
is a list of what this bank owns. ational bank notes are not legal
tender, hence, look over the list carefully; also note that the first
cash item in this bank's statement is fractional.

Fractional currency, nickels and cents_____ 3,987.65
Specie 4,577,900.00
Legal tender notes 1,390,000.00

Total cash in bank 5,971,797.65

This is the full amount of cash in this bank at date of report.
ow, if the reader will look down the column under head of lia

bilities and find the total sum of individual deposits, if that sum
is greater than the cash on hand in bank, then the bank is certainly
a bursted bank, and simply doing business on what the bankers
themselves call confidence. I do not hold them responsible for
what they owe each other, simply what they owe individual de
positors who have placed their money in the bank for safe keeping.
The reader will see by glancing over these statements that this
bank had of:
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Individual deposits 13,072,008.62
Cash in bank to meet depo its____________ 5,971,797.65
Deposits over ca h in ban"'--___________ 7,100,210.97

Thus you see that this bank actually lacks 7,100,210 of having
any money; and then in the amount of cash in vault there is only

4,577,900 in specie, and it is fair to presume that half of that
amount was silver. What if the depositors should demand their
pay in gold, as the bankers do the notes they issue to individuals?
What would be the result on banks? But bankers are a privileged
class; they demand gold in payment, but pay their debts in what
they themselves call depreciated currency. Taking into considera
tion the financial condition of this bank, and it is a fair sample of
all others, which I will show in future articles, were the depositors
to demand their pay it would drive bankers to the wall, and my
word for it, they, the bankers, would be the first to howl for a
larger volume of maney; aye, even for the demonetization of silver.
They would need it, and that badly.

Let me urge on our reform orators, writers and the reform press
to bring this matter before the people. Show up the true condi
tion of these banks instead of talking or writing so much silver. It
is your duty to do so and cowardly to do otherwise. Do this, and
it won't be long before the bankers will talk to you of more money,
and they will have no objection to it being silver, either. Get the
Comptroller's report for 1896, or take to clipping every statement
that you come across, then you will find that I have given you the
true figures in this article.

I will now show up, by the Comptroller's latest report, the
standing of the banks in the United States to their depositors. In
my next article I will show the condition of the First ational Bank
of Canton, Ohio, right at McKinley's home.

The banks of the United States owed to their depositors at date
of report:

Individual deposits . 1,597,891,058.73
Cash in banks to pay deposits________________ 312,276.197.85
Deposits over ca h in vaults 1,285,614,860.88

Thus, you see, they lacked the above amount of having any
money, and then of that amount only $1l4,921,270.01 was gold.
Do you catch on? Then, bring these conditions before the people,
push the bankers to the wall as they have driven the masses. Show
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Cleveland, McKinley and the bankers that the people are on to
their confidence game. Let us fight them with their own weapons;
it is the quickest way to get relief, and, in my opinion, the surest
way to avert a bloody revolution. Please ask all reform papers
to copy. Yours for right and justice,

MARTIN IRONS.

(From Journal of the Knights of Labor, February 25, 1897.)
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